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Batson has the equipment!
TEMAFA - Equipmentforfiber reclamation.
VOUK - Draw Frames, Combers, Lappers, Automatic
Transport systems.
DREF 2 AND DREF 3 - Friction spinning system.
FEHRER - NL 3000: Needling capabilities up to 3000
strokes per minute.
HACOBA - Complete line ofwarping and beaming
machinery.
KNOTEX - Will tie all yarns. Offers traditional simplicity
wh ile offering the latestprogramming.
DORNIER - The Universal weaving machine. Airjet and
rigid rapier.
SOHLER - Traveling blowing and vacuuming systems.
6ENKINGER - Material handling systems.
ALEXANDER - Offloom take-ups and inspection systems.
LEMAIRE - Warp transfer andfabric transfer printing.
FONGS - Equipmentfor piece andpackage dyeing.
1 Club Road
Yarn and Fabrics Machinery
Group, Inc.




Graduate student Al Richard attended all
of his high school's football games when he
was in the ninth grade. But, he never played
in a game because he was a member of the
school's Band.
7 Les Hall
This fifth-year senior does not concern
himself with individual statistics. Reaction
and teaching from coaches and friends are the
important matters to this native of Columbia,
SC.
49 Rudy Harris
This bruiser from Boston learned to be
aggressive in his own home. One of 13
children, Harris's family could have fielded
their own team. Now he is the leading
touchdown scorer for the Clemson team.
51 Howard Hall
Natives of North Carolina have come to
Clemson to play running back for years.
Howard Hall is continuing the tradition that
was started by Chuck McSwain, Tracy John-
son, and Kevin Mack over a decade ago.
61 Clemson Golf
With the return of four players who have
won a tournament at one time or another in
their careers, Larry Penley's club will chal-
lenge for the national championship this year.
Nicky Goetze, Danny Ellis and Bobby Doolittle
might be the best senior trio in the nation.
64 Today's Band Program
Welcome to homecoming! You won't
forget the color and pageantry provided today
by Tiger Band members of today and yester-
year.
73 Lady Tiger Basketball
Coach Jim Davis's team has a good
chance of reaching the NCAAs for the sixth
straight year thanks to the return of 1 ,000-
point scorers Shandy Bryan and Kerry Boyatt-
Hall.
77 Paulette Russell
This Clemson swimmer did not join the
team until mid-season, but she still earned All-
America honors and led the Lady Tigers to a
top 20 finish.
107 Roger Hutchins
The snapper position is important to any
team. But, at Clemson, the snapper provides
more than just expertise on the gridiron. Roger
Hutchins provides comic relief through his
imitations.
109 Jim Goodman
Ciemson's recruiting coordinator has done
it all. From assistant coach to head coach to
athletic director to recruiting coordinator, Jim
Goodman has been a success at every stop.
111 Tigers in the Pros
Larry Nance has been regarded as one of
the top forwards in the NBA for many years.
Recently, he has received awards for his work
off the court.
112 Great Tiger Wins in Death Valley
While it was not a battle of top 20 teams,
the 1959 Clemson-Wake Forest game might
have been the most exciting in the history of
Memorial Stadium. It was also a showcase for
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Sept. 5 Ball State W, 24-10
Sept. 12 Florida State L, 20-24
Sept. 26 at Georgia Tech L, 16-20
Oct. 3 UT-Chattanooga W, 54-3
Oct. 10 at Virginia W. 29-28
Oct. 17 Duke 1:00 PM
Oct. 24 at N.C. State 1:00 PM
Oct. 31 at Wake Forest 1 :00 PM
Nov. 7 North Carolina 1:00 PM
Nov. 14 at Maryland 12:10 PM
Nov. 21 South Carolina 1:00 PM
Duke Schedule
Sept. 5 at Florida State L. 48-21
Sept. 12 at Vanderbilt L, 42-37
Sept. 19 Rice W, 17-12
Sept. 26 Virginia L, 55-28
Oct. 10 East Carolina W. 45-14
Oct. 17 at Clemson 1:00 PM
Oct. 24 Maryland 1:30 PM
Oct. 31 at Georgia Tech 12:10 PM
Nov. 7 Wake Forest 1:30 PM
Nov. 14 at N.C. State 12:10 PM
Nov. 21 North Carolina 12:10 PM
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Today's Game
By Tim Bourret
The Greatest Comeback in Clemson History
Clemson scored the last 29 points of the
game in defeating Virginia last week, 29-28. It
was the greatest comeback in Clemson football
history in terms of gaining victory after trailing by
the largest deficit at any time in a game. In fact,
it was just three points away from tying the
national record for the greatest comeback in
college football history. Maryland came back to
collect a 42-40 victory after trailing 31 -0 at Miami
in 1985, while Ohio State overcame a 31 -point
deficit to beat Minnesota 41-37 in 1989.
With 32 minutes left in the game in
Charlottesville, VA, Clemson trailed the Cava-
liers 28-0. Louis Solomon then scored on a 64-
yard rush with just 1:53 to go before halftime to
cut the margin to 28-7. The Tigers then got
rushing touchdowns from Rudy Harris and Rodney
Blunt in the third period to make it 28-20 heading
into the final period.
With just 5:31 left in the contest, Harris, who
had 12 carries for 96 yards and two touchdowns
in the game, bulled his way for a score from 27
yards out. A two-point conversion failed, but it
was now 28-26.
A Darnell Stephens interception, just the
second of his career, gave Clemson possession
at the Virginia 35 with 3:53 left. A 45-yard pass
from Solomon to Larry Ryans put the ball at the
Virginia nine. Three plays later Nelson Welch
completed the comeback with a 32-yard field goal
and a 29-28 Tiger lead with 55 seconds left.
Clemson's defense stiffened on Virginia's last
possession, and when Robert O'Neal leaped
above a crowd of 12 players in the endzone and
deflected a "Hail Mary" pass attempt, Clemson
had registered the second greatest come-
back in ACC history.
Clemson outgained Virginia 375-93 in the
second half and finished the game with 490
yards total offense, including 402 yards rush-
ing. Blunt led the Tigers with 141 yards
rushing in just 16 attempts, the second best
game of his career. He had 1 63 yards rushing
against Duke last year at the Coca Cola Bowl
in Tokyo, Japan.
The previous Clemson record for the great-
est point deficit overcome to gain victory also
took place against Virginia. In 1 966, Clemson
trailed the Cavaliers 35-1 7 with 1 7 minutes to
go in the game. The Tigers came back to win
that season opener, 40-35.
The Clemson victory marked the sixth
time in the last three years that Clemson has
scored the last points of the game to erase a
fourth-quarter deficit or tie, and win or tie a
game.
Rock on the Road
Howard's Rock is one of the most famous
images of college football in the United States.
Clemson players rub the rock prior to running
down the hill and entering Memorial Stadium.
Last Saturday, Clemson took a part of that
heritage with it to Virginia when Equipment
Manager Doug Gordon brought a rock from
Death Valley, CA to Charlottesville. This rock
is the size of a deflated football and was complete
with a debossed Tiger paw.
The Tigers rubbed the rock prior to the game
and at halftime on their way out to the Scott
Stadium turf. "We told the players we were going
to make it feel like home as much as possible,"
said Ken Hatfield. "The locker room and the
sideline we had were the same as when we play
at home, and they even have a hill at Virginia,
although we knew we could not run down the hill
to get to the field. So, we thought this rock would
make it even more like playing at home." Did it
contribute to the magic of Clemson's come-from-
behind victory?
Well, there is a bit of irony and history involved
here. The previous record for the greatest come-
back in Clemson history was an 18-point deficit
overcome to gain victory in 1966. That Septem-
ber 24, 1966 game was against Virginia in the
first game the original Howard's Rock was in-
stalled at the top of the hill in Clemson Memorial
Stadium.
Most Difficult Schedules
Clemson has had quite a difficult schedule to
open the 1 992 season. According to the October
12 USA Today poll, Ken Hatfield's Tigers have
already played three of the top 16 teams in the
nation. The Tigers have already played #6 Florida
State, #15 Georgia Tech and #16 Virginia.
Clemson has a 3-2 ledger so far this year with the
only blemishes being a pair of four-point losses to
Florida State and Georgia Tech.
Clemson is one of just three teams in the
nation who have metthree teamscurrently ranked
among the top 1 6 teams in the nation. The other
two are Arkansas and Maryland. The Razor-
Blunt had 141 yards rushing last Saturday at Vir-
ginia, the second highest total of his career.
backs have met #5 Alabama, #11 Georgia and
#13 Tennessee. Maryland has played #9 Penn
State, #15 Georgia Tech and #16 Virginia.
Clemson Rushing vs. Duke Passing
For the last decade the Clemson-Duke game
has been a battle of teams who like to move the
ball through different means. Entering the Duke
game Clemson ranked second in the nation in
rushing offense with an average of 294.6 yards
per game. Clemson is coming off consecutive
plus-400 yard rushing performances, the first
time in Clemson history that the Tigers have had
back-to-back 400-yard rushing games.
Duke on the other hand, ranks 24th in the
nation in passing offense, averaging 243.6 yards
per game. Blue Devils quarterback Spence
Fischer is eighth in the nation in passing effi-
ciency. Last week he led Duke to a a 45-14 win
over East Carolina by hitting 20-29 for 222 yards
and three touchdowns.
Although Clemson has won nine of the last 1
meeting between the two teams, both teams
have moved the ball. And, they have moved the
ball in opposite means. Since 1981, Clemson
has averaged 313.8 rushing yards, 3.1 rushing
touchdowns and 5.58 yards per carry against
Duke. Overthese 1 1 years, Clemson has had 1
1
individual 100-yard or better rushing perfor-
mances. This includes last year when the Tigers
got 1 63 yards from Rodney Blunt and 1 26 yards
from Rudy Harris, still career highs for both play-
ers.
Duke has completed 23.5 passes in an aver-
age of 42.8 attempts over the last 1 1 years
against Clemson. The Blue Devils have aver-
aged 277 yards a game through the air against
the Tigers since 1981. A highlightforthe Blue
Devils came last year when Dave Brown hit
23-48 for 385 yards and three scores. Brown,
now with the New York Giants, also guided
Duke to a 2 1 - 1 7 victory over Clemson in 1 989.
Clemson entered that game ranked seventh
in the nation. Duke has lost seven straight
games against ranked teams since then.
Solomon Has Been Productive
Red-shirt freshman quarterback Louis
Solomon has been productive off the bench
the last two Saturday's. The native of
Somerset, NJ has quarterbacked the Tigers
for an even 100 plays so far this year and
Clemson has gained 749 yards on those
plays. That is an average of 7.5 yards a snap
and it does not take a football expert to know
that is an impressive figure. In the 1 7 posses-
sion he has run the offense against UT Chat-
tanooga and Virginia, Clemson has scored
seven touchdowns and kicked two field goals.
That is nine scores in 17 possessions.
Solomon gained 116 yards rushing in 16
attempts against Virginia, just the second
quarterback in the last 1 1 years to pick up 1 00
yards or more on the ground in a game.
DeChane Cameron is the only other Tiger
QB since the days of Homer Jordan to gain
over the century mark in terms of rushing.
Included in the 116 yards was a 64-yard
touchdown run that turned the game around.
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Dickerson's unit established career
highs for tackles and were key rea-
sons Virginia gained just 93 yards
total offense in the second half.
They held Virginia to just six first
downs after halftime.
Brentson Buckner and Warren
Forney both had 1 1 tackles and
combined for a sack at Virginia.
The total was a career high for both
players, who are underclassmen,
yet leaders of the front line. Defen-
sive back Norris Brown had 1 tack-
les in the game, double his previous
career high of five. Brown was a
valuable member of the Clemson
defense because he played three
different positions during the course
of the game due to injuries and
strategy changes. He saw time at
strong safety, free safety and
cornerback during the course of the
Virginia game.
Welch Boots Game Winner Stephens
Nelson Welch, currently ranked comeback
ninth in the nation in field goals per
game, provided the winning points in the thrilling
victory over Virginia. Welch booted a 32-yard
field goal with just 55 seconds to culminate
Clemson's comeback. Welch is now 9-12 for the
season on field goals and is 28-40 for his career.
The native of Greer, SC became the first Tiger
field goal kicker to boot the winning field goal with
less than a minute left since the 1987 North
Carolina game when David Treadwell kicked a
30-yard field goal with 32 seconds left in Clemson's
had a key interception in the fourth quarter
against Virginia.
13-10 win.
It was, however, the second time Welch had
booted a clutch field goal inside the last minute of
a game against Virginia. In 1991 Welch kicked a
40-yarder with 46 seconds left to tie the Cavaliers
20-20. Clemson then went on a six-game win-
ning streak to close the regular season. Welch
hopes his boot in Charlottesville will trigger the
same streak this year.
Statistically Speaking
That 64-yard run was the second longest touch-
down run by a Tiger quarterback in history. Only
a 75-yard run by Steve Fuller against Virginia
Tech in 1978 is longer. For the year, Solomon
has an 8.0 yard average on 23 carries and has
each of the top two longest runs this season.
Solomon gained 204 yards in total offense at
Virginia, the most by a Tiger freshman since
Willie Jordan had 259 yards of total offense
against Duke on 32 plays in 1975. Jordan also
has the freshman record for total offense in a
game with 288 yards on 39 plays against Georgia
Tech in 1975. Jordan was a first-year freshman
that year and that was the only season he was a
quarterback. He became a return specialist and
starting defensive back between 1976-78.
Hall Has Career Day
Clemson senior offensive tackle Les Hall had
the game of his life in the 29-28 victory over
Virginia. The 6-7 native of Columbia, SC had a
coach's grade of 94 percent and a career high 1
2
knockdown blocks. That 94 percent grade was
not only a career high for Hall, it was the highest
grade ever awarded by Tiger offensive line coach
Larry Beckman, who has been an assistant coach
at the Division I level since 1 976. In fact, Beckman
can remember only one other instance in which
he awarded any grade in the 90s. It was the
highest offensive lineman grade awarded by a
Clemson coach since John Phillips graded 95
percent against Virginia in 1987.
The 1 2 knockdown blocks by Hall rank as the
second most ever by a Clemson offensive tackle.
The record is 13, held by current Tiger Brent
LeJeune, who had that total this year against
Florida State.
Stacy Seegars gave considerable aid to Hall
in terms of offensive line blocking. The junior had
1 1 knockdown blocks in helping Clemson to that
402-yard rushing performance. It is interesting to
note that there have been 13 400-yard rushing
games in Clemson history, four of them have
come against Virginia and two of those took place
on the same day. October 10th (1987 and 1992).
Highest Rushing Games in Clemson History
Yards Site. Opponent, Score Date
615 a-Georgia Tech (73-0) 10/17/03
536 h-Wake Forest (82-24) 10/31/81
516 h-Presbyterian (76-0) 9/22/45
448 h-Furman (41-0) 11/6/48
439 h-Presbyterian (66-0) 9/21/57
436 h-Presbyterian (55-0) 9/23/50
436 h-UT-Chattanooga (54-3) 10/03/92
434 a-Furman (40-20) 11/26/55
433 a-South Carolina (39-21) 11/23/73
419 a-Virginia (30-14) 10/14/78
419 a-Virginia (48-0) 10/9/82
403 h-Virginia (38-21) 10/10/87
402 a-Virginia (29-28) 10/10/92
Tiger Defenders Establish Career Highs
When Clemson gave up 28 points in the first
28 minutes of the Virginia game we didn't think we
would be writing many notes about the Clemson
defense. But, the Tigers shutout the Wahoos
over the last 32 minutes of the game and there
were some standout performances.
Three members of defensive coordinator Ron
1992 CLEMSON STATS (3-2)
RUSHING TC Net Avg ID LG
Blunt, TB 63 387 6.1 53
Williams, TB 39 207 5.3 44
Solomon, QB 23 185 8.0 64
Moncrief, QB 43 154 3.6 28
Hall. FB 31 128 4J. 16
CLEMSON 269 1473 5.5 13 64
Opponents 188 560 3.0 1 36
PASSING CM-AT I Yds ID LG Pet
Moncrief, QB 28-70 2 289 1 35 .400
Solomon, QB 8-19 115 45 .421
Sapp, QB hZ 77 1 77 .500
CLEMSON 37-91 2 481 2 77 .407
Opponents 90-177 8 1100 5 37 .508
RECEIVING Rec Yds Avg ID LG
Smith, WR 12 230 19.2 2 77
Ryans, WR 4 61 15.3 45
Witherspoon, TB 4 13 3.3 7
Hall, FB 3 52 18.3 22
Gibson, TE 3 46 15.3 22
Grier, FB 3 31 10.3 14
Blunt. TB 3 H 3J 13
CLEMSON 37 481 13.0 2 77
Opponents 90 1100 12.2 q 37
Tackles No Tackles No
Jones, LB 49 Simmons. OLB 31
O'Neal, FS 41 Sheppard, OLB 27
Forney, DT 37 Trapp. CB 25
Buckner, MG 35 Brown SS 25
Burnette. LB 34 Jackson. LB 23
1992 DUKE STATS (2-3)
RUSHING TC Net Avg ID LG
Cuthbert, TB 102 473 4.6 2 53
Baldwin, FB 31 120 3.9 4 26
Gallman. TB 7 42 6.0 19
Dorsey, WR 2 34 17.0 26
Lewis. FB 2 3 JUS 1 2
DUKE 188 631 3.4 9 53
Opponents 247 1130 4.6 13 79
PASSING CM-AT 1 Yds TD LG Pet
Fischer, QB 52-84 4 712 6 60 .619
Prince, QB 41-80 6 431 2 29 .513
Decker, QB 6-14 Z5 20 .429
DUKE 99-178 10 1218 8 60 .556
Opponents 72-133 8 915 7 68 .541
RECEIVING Rec Yds Avg ID LG
Cuthbert, TB 18 129 7.2 1 24
Wright, WR 14 228 16.3 1 34
Dorsey, WR 14 187 13.4 2 38
Clark, TE 13 135 10.4 2 29
Baldwin. FB 12 103 83 18
DUKE 99 1218 12.3 8 60
Opponents 72 915 12.7 7 68
Tackles No Tackles No
Berdan 59 Wafle 27
Spells 54 Thomas 24
Jackson 38 Pearson 22
Sherrod 30 DuBose 17
Youmans 29 Ellis 17




Whoever said nice guys finish last must not
have met Clemson's Al Richard. He's a nice guy
who is at the head of the pack and far fiom
finished. Richard is a starting defensive tackle for
the Tigers who describes himself as, "a really nice
and easy-going guy, who wants to be known as
a good person who has always tried hard to do
what is asked of him." He wouldn't want his
personality to be any other way except maybe on
the football field. "Sometimes I'm too nice. On
the football field, it sometimes takes me a little
while to really get going and get the juices flow-
ing."
Defensive line coach Les Herrin says that he
has to challenge Richard on occasion. "He
realizes that he's too nice on the field. At times
you have to say things that you really don't want
to say (to him) because he is a good person, but
you have to say it to get him motivated. He
understands that. That can be hard to do as a
coach."
Richard has had to overcome more than just
being "too-nice." He has hurdled some major
obstacles in his efforts to make it to where he is
today. The first obstacle postponed his football
career until middle school . "I tried out for little
league football at the YMCA, but I was too big. I
waited until my seventh grade year and played on
the middle school team."
His football career was temporarily derailed
in his ninth-grade year of high school when he
decided to play the bass drum in the band. "After
my first year of band, I decided to try my hand at
football and I never looked back. I enjoyed the
band, but I knew that I wasn't going to get a band
scholarship togotocollege. I know that if it wasn't
for football I wouldn't be here at Clemson. My
parents couldn't afford to send me to a college
like this so I knew I wanted to do something for
Richard has gone from a bass drummer in the ninth grade to a
starting defensive lineman as a graduate student.
myself as far as going to school and football was
it."
But there was more to college football than
getting a scholarship. Richard had to adjust to the
new challenges of college life and college foot-
ball. "The Al Richard that first stepped foot on
Clemson's campus was a momma's boy who had
never really been anywhere except home," says
Richard looking back at himself. " He didn't really
know how to work hard because he never really
had to work for anything in his life. I've learned to
be respectful more of adults, peer groups and
people older than me.
"I've learned to not take things so seriously.
When I first got here I had a problem with taking
things too seriously. Football players joke a lot
and I didn't want anybody to say anything out of
the way to me. I wouldn't put up with that. I have
learned to let things (like that) go in one ear and
out the other."
Next he had to survive a career-threatening
knee injury. "It was a very serious injury. I had
torn iigaments in my left knee. It was a damper to
me. My parents told me not to let it get me down.
I could have easily just put my head down and
said 'I'm not going to play football anymore.' But
I rehabbed really hard and was able to come back
and play. I feel as if I've done pretty well because
a lot of guys who have knee injuries never play
again. I've been fortunate enough and prayed
enough to be able to go back out on the field and
play."
Once he got back on the field, Richard began
to face his final obstacle, working hard enough to
earn, and keep, a starting spot. "I feel like I have
always tried to contribute to the team. I didn't
mind being behind a Chester McGlockton or a
Vance Hammond because in orderforthem to be
good, they had to have someone behind them
who was also good and able to go out there and
be able to play.
"Right now I don't feel
like I have it made out
there. I feel like each
day I need to go out there
and get better because
there is a guy behind me
that's always pushing
me. If I don't do what's
asked of me, he'll be right
there to get that starting
position. Really, Pierre
Wilson and I rotate so
much there is really not
much to a starting posi-
tion. We're both going to
play so it really doesn't
matter."
One advantage that
Richard has this year is
that he will have more
time to concentrate on
football. He received
his degree in manage-
ment in August, allowing
him to focus on his game.
"Having graduated takes
a lot of pressure off of a
person. You still go to
Graduation day was special for Richard.
class and have work to do, but just knowing that
you have a degree really means a lot. That was
the big thing for me coming here. I wanted to get
my degree. I wanted to be able to say that I came
to Clemson and got my degree. I did that and this
year I have more of an opportunity to concentrate
on football."
Richard sees this extra time as an opportunity
to contribute even more to the team. "This
season my role is one of trying to be a leader for
the young guys. I try to motivate the young guys
to get them ready to play. It's a role of both playing
and helping out the team."
Richard has shown exemplary strength
through adversity. But he couldn't have done it
alone. His parents have been very supportive of
him. "I have a lot of respect and a lot of love for
my mother and father. I'd say that they are my
idols bocause anytime that anything has gone
wrong in my life, they have been there for me."
His fiancee, Helen, has been very influential
as well. "She's been a good motivational person
for me. She has motivated me as far as my
schoolwork is concerned as far as being a well-
rounded person, and even on the football field. I'll
come in after some game and she may say, 'you
could have played better out there today.' She
doesn't pull any punches and just tells me straight
what she feels and I really respect her a lot for
that."
The experience of college football has been
educational, to say the least, for Al Richard. 'The
greatest thing I have learned being at Clemson is
to be independent and to work hard for the things
I want in life. The time that we live in now (being
in college) is probably the best time of our lives,
but its not going to last forever. We're going to
have to go out there and get a job and be
providers for our families. The most important
thing I've learned is to set goals for myself and
work hard to obtain them."
It just goes to show you that nice guys don't
have to finish last. Just look at Al Richard.
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WHAT IT FEELS LIKETOWEAR
THE AIR BOTURK ONYOUR CHEST.
With features like Nike-Air ' cushioning, Fiber Tec support
straps and an outsole designed to rip its way across the gridiron
with speed and agility, the Air Bo Turf is one of the best football .





This is a term Les Hall, Clemson's start-
ing right tackle, truly understands.
" Linemen are five people learning their
assignments, making their blocks and work-
ing as a team. The rewards come from
teammates and coaches telling you that
you did a good job. There are no personal
stats that mean as much to a lineman as the
entire offense having a successful game."
For an offensive lineman there is a great
need to rely on one another. In order for a
play to be successful, each lineman must
block his assigned man. If one of the
linemen miss a block, the play will have little
chance to be successful. The lineman must
also have his timing down pat on various
plays. There are times when a lineman
must wait a fraction of a second to allow
another lineman to cut in front of him. If one
of them is too fast or too slow the play can
not develop properly. Precision is the key.
Because linemen depend on each other,
a special bond is formed, one that often
extends beyond the playing field. "We are
like a family. We support each other on the
field. We spend a lot of time working side-
by-side relying on each other. Off the field
we hang out together, at times going out to
eat together or just sitting around as a group
watching a game."
In order to make a contribution the line's
success Les Hall relies on self motivation. "I
have to want to do it. Guys can
try to get me pumped up by yell-
ing and things like that, but to
make me become a better player
it has to come from within."
To date there have been many
games where Les has done his
part in making the Clemson of-
fense successful. For example,
in demon's 40-7, ACC title
clinching victory versus Mary-
land last year Les Hall was given
agradeof88. In this year's Geor-
gia Tech and UT-Chattanooga
games, Hall wasClemson'shigh-
est graded offensive lineman with
scores in the 80s.
As Coach Larry Beckman,
acknowledges much higher
grades are hard to come by. "I
have been coaching for some
time now and have never seen
anyone grade out at 100. It is
even very rare that someone gets
a score in the nineties."
Last week at Virginia. Hall
pulled off a rarity when hegraded Hall has gone from a reserve to an ironman in one season
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94 percent, the highest grade ever awarded
by Beckman in his 16 years as an assistant
coach. In fact it was only the second time in
his career that Beckman had even scored
anyone in the nineties.
Another stat that is kept on linemen is
knockdowns. For Hall the best game con-
cerning knock downs was this year's Vir-
ginia contest when he recorded 12. He has
had at least six such blocks in every game
so far this year.
While that statistic seems impressive,
and it is really the most demonstrative sta-
tistic an offensive lineman can boast of, Hall
does not put much credence in it. "You
could have several knockdowns in a game
and still not have a good game as far as
grading goes." Although Hall entered the
1992 season with 57 knockdowns and had
graded at 80 or more seven times in his
career, he finds the most satisfaction from
friends and coaches compliments. "It is
rewarding when a coach or a friend of mine
tells me that they saw me make a good
block. Stats don't mean as much as that."
Coach Larry Beckman feels that through-
out his career Les Hall has been a solid
player who has been helpful in Clemson
offensive success, statements that should
mean something to Hall. "Les is a good
tackle. He is big, strong, and fairly mobile.
He leads by example, which is important
since he and Stacy Seegars are the only
returning linemen with any kind of experi-
ence.
"He is a consistent player and that is
what we look for on the line. You don't want
someone who is up and down each week.
You want someone who plays consistently
and you are confident that you know what
he will do week in and week out."
Ironically, for Les Hall, a native of Co-
lumbia, SC, his most memorable games as
a Tiger took place at Williams-Brice Sta-
dium in 1989 and 1991. "I have always
enjoyed going to Columbia and walking
onto the field. I would look into the stands
and hear people yelling at me claiming I was
the bad guy. But there was nothing that they
could do about it. It was great to come back
and play before them, especially since we
left with wins following each trip to Colum-
bia."
It was in the 10th grade in Columbia
where Les Hall began his football career.
He played for Spring Valley High in Colum-
bia as a lineman. After a strong senior
season, in which he recorded a school
record 75 knockdowns, Hall was named
SuperPrep Magazine's mid-Atlantic Offen-
sive Player-of-the-Year and All-American.
He also was an honorable mention selec-
tion for USA Today and a member of of the
USA Today top 100.
Hall may return to the Columbia area
next year to attend graduate school or he
could continue to play football. He is hoping
to get another degree and perhaps teach or
work with his father. But the ultimate dream
would be to play in the NFL. "I would like to
play in the pros some day, but if
that does not work out I will begin
to work and get another degree."
Coach Beckman feels
Hall may get a chance to play
football for a professional team.
"I think the professional teams
are going to look at him since he
is a big kid coming from a major
program. He is going to have to
work hard and improve, but he
should have a good chance." Les
Hall also understands that in or-
der to play in the pros he will have
to improve. "I will have to get in
better shape and become stron-
ger to get a chance to play in the
pros, but I think I will do that and
have a shot. It is something that
does not occupy all my plans, but
I would like to get an opportu-
nity."
But for now Les Hall is teaming
up with 10 other players and to-
gether they will work together in
hopes of maturing into a solid
offensive unit.
Team.
Nothing beats the great taste
of Hardee's Big Deluxe™
Burger teamed up with hot
fries and an ice-cold drink.
) Hardee's Food Systems, Inc.
Dr. Max Lennon
Clemson University President Max
Lennon's ambition is to be president of
the nation's top technologically-oriented
land grant university. And he doesn't plan
to leave campus to achieve that goal.
Because that's the vision Lennon has for
Clemson: not to be "one of the best," but
to be better at what it does than any other
school.
To achieve the vision, Lennon has
brought the business world's concepts of
total quality management and strategic
planning to the academic arena. He
hopes these concepts will help reduce
bureaucracy, increase involvement of stu-
dents, faculty and staff in the manage-
ment of the university, increase diversity,
and create an atmosphere of a commu-
nity of scholars.
"The vision statement that has
emerged from the strategic planning pro-
cess — to become the nation's leading
technologically-oriented land-grant uni-
versity — sets a challenging course for
this institution's development: to become
the best in our league," he has said.
It is this commitment to excellence
that has enabled Lennon to lead Clemson
to new heights during his six years as
president. The Lennon presidency has
seen the completion of the most success-
ful campaign in the university's, and the
state's, history; unprecedented growth in
research, topping $90 million in annual
expenditures last year; and an ongoing
program of campus revitalization that
balances the university's desire for tech-
nological excellence, cultural awareness,
and historic preservation.
Lennon came to Clemson from Ohio
State University, where he had been presi-
dent for agriculture administration and
executive dean for agriculture, home eco-
nomics and natural resources. He also
served on the Ohio State Faculty Senate
and co-chaired the Governor's Commis-
sion on Agriculture.
Previously, he had served as dean of
the College of Agriculture at Ohio State,
director of the Agricultural Experiment
Station at the University of Missouri, and
as associate dean and director of re-
search in the College of Agricultural Sci-
ences at Texas Tech University.
Lennon is a native of Columbus
County, NC, and earned his bachelor's
degree and doctorate from N.C. State
University, where he began his teaching
career.
The Clemson president has been
active in a number of civic and profes-
sional groups, ranging from the local Ro-
tary Club and Chamber of Commerce to
the Board of Directors of EARTH in Costa
Rica, which through education and in-
vestments aims to improve Third World
agriculture.
Lennon has served as chairman of
the Foreign Assistance Act Committee of
the National Association of State Univer-
sities and Land-Grant Colleges
(NASULGC), Chairman of the South Caro-
lina Public Colleges and Universities
Council of Presidents, and member of
the boards of the S.C. Research Author-
ity, Greenville Urban League, Farm Foun-
dation, Duke Power, First Union, and
Delta Woodside.
In the fall of 1987, Lennon was named
to the board of trustees of the Farm Foun-
dation, a national organization devoted to
improving research and education to ben-
efit rural areas. In 1988, he was ap-
pointed to the U.S. Department of
Agriculture's Policy Advisory Committee
for Science and Education Research
Grants Program by Secretary of Agricul-
ture Richard E. Lyng, and was a keynote
speaker at the AgBiotech 88 interna-
tional conference in Washington.
Lennon also was appointed to chair a
committee of top administrators and fed-
eral officials from 11 universities across
the nation to work with congress on legis-
lation relating to foreign assistance and
international development. The commit-
tee is a project of the National Association
of State Universities and land-grant col-
leges.
Lennon is married to Ruth Carter
Lennon. This past year, they joined an
elite group of people who can call them-
selves "Clemson Parents" when both chil-
dren, Daniel Ray and Robin, received
degrees from the university.
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Head Coach Ken Hatfield
When Clemson recorded its 1 991 victory over
Duke halfway around the world in Tokyo, Japan,
Tiger head coach Ken Hatfield celebrated not just
his first-ever Atlantic Coast Conference regular
season title, but also his 1 00th victory as a head
coach. Even though Hatfield has been in coach-
ing only since 1979, he has placed his name
among the top mentors in the nation.
Heading into the 1 992 season, Hatfield is tied
for third with Florida State's Bobby Bowden in
wins among active coaches who have coached at
a Division I school each of the last 1 years. He
posts a 92-28-2 record in that time frame. And
Hatfield's .762 winning percentage over the last
1 years ranks fourth among active coaches who
have coached at Division I schools in each year
of the last decade.
When Hatfield took over the Clemson pro-
gram prior to the 1990 season, he was faced with
the challenge of continuing the tradition of excel-
lence set in the eighties (only Nebraska and
Miami had fewer losses in that time frame than
Clemson). Hatfield has more than met the chal-
lenge, posting a 1 9-4-1 mark for the Tigers in his
first two seasons.
The victory over Illinois in the 1991 Hall of
Fame Bowl made Hatfield the first Clemson coach
to win 10 games in his first year and his .833
winning percentage is the best for a first-year
Clemson coach since 1 900 when John Heisman
was 6-0. The 1 990 season included six wins over
teams with winning records. Only national cham-
pion Georgia Tech had more.
Hatfield was just the eighth coach in the last
13 years to take a team to a Top 10 AP final
ranking in his first year with the program. He was
the first ACC coach in history to take a team to a
final AP top 10 ranking in his first year at a school.
But Hatfield's impressive debut at Clemson
was no big surprise to those who have followed
his career. He has enjoyed success throughout
his involvement with the sport of football, as a
player and coach.
As a player, he helped Arkansas face every
challenge in 1964, when the Razorbacks had an
11-0 season and won the national title. As an
assistant coach at Tennessee and Florida, he
molded countless players into top-notch athletes
who competed for Southeastern Conference titles,
played in seven bowl games in a 1 0-year period,
and ranked in the final top-20 five times. As a
head coach, he took a dormant Air Force pro-
gram to a number-13 national ranking and a pair
of bowl wins. He continued to meet the chal-
lenges at Arkansas, his alma mater, guiding the
Razorbacks to back-to-back Southwest Confer-
ence titles, something that had not been done at
Arkansas since Hatfield was a player.
Hatfield has had five 10-win seasons in his
career and has accomplished that task at three
different schools. He is the only active coach and
one of just two in the history of the game to have
taken three different schools to a 1 0-win season.
Hatfield has taken his teams to 10 consecu-
tive post-season bowls, including January 1 ap-
pearances five of the last six years. He is one of
just four active coaches to take a team to a bowl
each of the last 10 years. He is in noteworthy
company as the other members of that exclusive
club are Tom Osborne (Nebraska), LaVell
Edwards (BYU), and Bobby Bowden (Florida
State).
Hatfield has an overall record of 100-53-3
(.651), but he has won 78 percent of his games
over the last eight seasons (84-23-2). At Arkan-
sas, he posted a record of 55-17-1 over six
seasons, a .760 winning percentage. That per-
centage is second best in Southwest Conference
history as only Darrell Royal (Texas 1957-76)
had a better percentage.
The native of Helena, Arkansas, played in two
bowl games with the Razorbacks, coached in
seven post-season games as an assistant and
the 1 992 Citrus Bowl marked the 1 0th in which he
has been the head coach. Seven times he has
coached a team to a top 20 final ranking in the AP
poll, and he played on two other top 15 teams.
The 9-2-1 ledger and #18 AP ranking in 1991
gave him seven top 20 finishes in the last 10
years.
Hatfield-coached clubs have excelled offen-
sively and defensively, but they have been par-
ticularly successful in rushing offense and de-
fense. Each of his last 10 teams has finished in
the top 20 nationally in rushing offense, including
seven top 10 finishes. This includes last year's
team, which averaged 252 yards a game.
Two of his last four Arkansas teams finished
in the top three in the country in turnover margin,
including his 1 988 team that was first in the nation
(Clemson was second that same year). Defen-
sively, his clubs have finished in the top 1 5 in the
nation in rushing defense six of the last seven
years. The Tigers were ranked first in the nation
in total defense, second in rushing defense, and
second in scoring defense at the end of the 1 990
regular season. Clemson ranked first in the
nation in rushing defense and fourth in total
defense in the 1991 season.
Hatfield has coached in four major confer-
ences and with independent schools, giving him
a diverse background in the finer points of the
game. It is one reason he was named the third
best teaching coach in college football by Inside
Sports Magazine in 1990.
Hatfield began his coaching career immedi-
ately after graduation. In the fall of 1965, he
served as an assistant coach at Helena-West
Helena High School in Arkansas. In 1966, he
moved to West Point, where he served as fresh-
man coach for two seasons.
After the two-year stint at Army, he served as
an assistant coach at Tennessee for three years
(1968-70). The Volunteers went to post-season
bowls all three seasons (including two major
bowls), won a conference title and ranked in the
final top 20 of the AP poll all three seasons,
including a number-four ranking in 1970.
In 1 971 , Hatfield began a seven-year stint at
the University of Florida, spending four seasons
Hatfield has taken three different schools to a
Top 20 season.
Most Top 20 Seasons, Active Coaches
Rk Coach School Best Year
Top 20
Years
1, Joe Paterno Penn State 1 , Penn State, 82, 86 20
2. Tom Osborne Nebraska 2, Nebraska, 83 18
3. Bobby Bowden West Virginia, Florida State 2, Florida State, 87 12
4. Terry Donahue UCLA 5, UCLA, 81 11
Lou Holtz N.C. State, Arkansas, Notre Dame 1 , Notre Dame, 88 11
6. Hayden Fry SMU, Iowa 10, Iowa, 85, 91 10
7. Earle Bruce Iowa State, Ohio State 4, Ohio State, 79 9
Don James Washington 2, Washington, 84 9
9. Pat Dye Auburn 3, Auburn, 83 8
10. Ken Hatfield Air Force, Arkansas, Clemson 9, Clemson 90 7
Lavell Edwards Brigham Young 1
,
Brigham Young, 84 7
Jackie Sherrill Pittsburgh, Texas A&M 2, Pittsburgh, 80 7
Johnny Majors Pittsburgh, Tennessee 1, Pittsburgh, 76 7
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Clemson won the ACC in 1 991 , Ken Hatfield's second year at Clemson. He has guided Clemson
to a pair of Top 20 seasons in his first two years.
as a defensive backfield coach and three as an
offensive backfield mentor. Florida played in four
bowl games during his career in Gainesville and
two more Gator teams finished in the AP top 20,
including the 1 974 team that played Nebraska in
the Sugar Bowl.
Hatfield became offensive coordinator at the
Air Force Academy under former New York Gi-
ants Head Coach Bill Parcells in 1978. A year
later, Parcells was wooed to the Big Apple and
Hatfield became the Falcons' head coach. The
Air Force program had not had a winning season
since 1973. But by his fourth season, Hatfield
had an eight-game winner, led Air Force to its
first-ever victory over Notre Dame, and had taken
the Falcons to a post-season bowl for the first
time since 1971
.
In 1 983. Hatfield was named national Coach-
of-the-Year by the Football Coaches Association
(Bobby Dodd Award) after leading Air Force to a
1 0-2 season that included wins over Notre Dame,
Navy and a bowl victory over Mississippi. It was
the Academy's first-ever win over Notre Dame in
South Bend.
The next year, Hatfield succeeded Lou Holtz
at Arkansas, where he would take his alma mater
to 55 wins in six seasons, six bowl appearances
and four final top-15 rankings. His 1985 club
finished with a 1 0-2 mark and number-1 2 national
ranking, the Razorbacks' first Top 20 finish since
1982. Four times the Razorbacks rallied from
fourth quarter deficits to gain victory.
The 1986 campaign was another year of
success with highlight victories over a nationally
ranked Texas A&M club and the Razorbacks' first
win in 20 years at Texas. Arkansas advanced to
the Orange Bowl and finished 1 5th in the final AP
poll.
Arkansas won the 1 988 and 1 989 Southwest
Conference Championships and the Razorbacks
never finished lower than second in his six years
at Fayetteville. He was named Southwest Con-
ference Coach-of-the-Year in 1 988 as he took the
Razorbacks to the league title and a 10-0 start.
Miami (FL) defeated Arkansas 18-16 in the Or-
ange Bowl to stop the streak. Seven players off
the 1988 club (all recruited by Hatfield) were
drafted by the NFL, an Arkansas single draft
record.
After the 1 989 team's 1 0-2 ledger and second
straight SWC championship, Hatfield was named
Southwest Conference Coach-of-the-Decade by
the Houston Post. Included in the victories was
a triumph over a top-15 Houston team and
Heisman Trophy winner Andre Ware.
Hatfield has also had success off the field. A
recent release by the CFA cited his 1 989 Arkan-
sas class for excellence in terms of graduation
rate (over 80 percent), one of the top 10 figures in
the nation.
Hatfield played for three years at Arkansas
(1962-64) and he was a starter on the National
Championship team of 1964. A defensive back
by trade, he earned his fame as the nation's top
punt returner in 1 963 and 1 964. He also finished
as the runner-up as a sophomore and is still the
only college football player to finish in the top two
in the nation in punt returns three straight sea-
sons.
His most memorable play took place against
Texas in 1964 when he raced 81 yards with a punt
return for a touchdown in Arkansas' thrilling 14-
13 victory. It was the key victory in the Razor-
backs' championship season. Altogether. Hatfield
scored five TDs via punt returns in his career,
including an Arkansas record 95-yard return
against Tulsa in 1963.
An accounting major who earned his diploma
in the spring of 1965. Hatfield was an Academic
All-American in 1 964 and was the recipient of the
Swartz Award, presented annually to the top
student-athlete at Arkansas. The 1964 AII-SWC
selection was inducted into the Arkansas Sports
Hall of Fame in 1989.
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YEAR BY YEAR WITH KEN HATFIELD
Varsity Final
Year School Records Status
1962 Arkansas 9-2 Player
1963 Arkansas 5-5 Player
1964 Arkansas 11-0 Player
1965 W. Helena HS Asst. Coach
1966 Army 7-3 Fresh. Coach
1967 Army 8-2 Fresh. Coach
1968 Tennessee 8-2-1 Asst. Coach
1969 Tennessee 9-2 Asst. Coach
1970 Tennessee 11-1 Asst. Coach
1971 Florida 4-7 Asst. Coach
1972 Florida 5-5-1 Asst. Coach
1973 Florida 7-5 Asst. Coach
1974 Florida 8-4 Asst. Coach
1975 Florida 9-3 Asst. Coach
1976 Florida 8-4 Asst. Coach
1977 Florida 6-4-1 Asst. Coach
1978 Air Force 2-9 Offensive Coor.
1979 Air Force 3-8 Head Coach
1980 Air Force 2-9-1 Head Coach
1981 Air Force 4-7 Head Coach
1982 Air Force 8-5 Head Coach
1983 Air Force 10-2 Head Coach
1984 Arkansas 7-4-1 Head Coach
1985 Arkansas 10-2 Head Coach
1986 Arkansas 9-3 Head Coach
1987 Arkansas 9-4 Head Coach
1988 Arkansas 10-2 Head Coach
1989 Arkansas 10-2 Head Coach
1990 Clemson 10-2 Head Coach
1991 Clemson 9-2-1 Head Coach












Note: 1964 Arkansas team named National
Champs by Football Writers Association.
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We're bringing on the









Coaching Experience: High School - assistant
at Lake City (Iowa) H.S. (1 963). College - gradu-
ate assistant at Iowa State (1964); defensive line
at Iowa State (1965-67); assistant at Drake Uni-
versity (1969-69); offensive coordinator at Indi-
ana State (1969-73); assistant at East Carolina
(1973-74); assistant at Virginia (1974-75); offen-
sive coordinator at Memphis State (1975-78);
offensive line coach at Clemson ( 1 979-89); offen-
sive coordinator at Clemson (1990-present).
Playing Experience: High School - earned
three letters in both football and baseball at
Moline (IL) High School. College - Earned three
letters in both football and baseball at Iowa State.
Education: Graduated from Moline Senior High
in 1 957; earned a physical education degree from
Iowa State in 1962; received Master's from Iowa
State in education in 1968.
Personal Data: Born Larry Camiel Van Der
Heyden on June 6, 1 939 in Brazil, Iowa. Married
Louis Jean Plecker of Winter Haven, FL, on April
18,1961. Children (2): Mike (28); Laurann (26).
Other Highlights: An all-state high school foot-
ball player. A member of the Big Eight all-
conference football team in 1961. Won the
Reuben Miller Award for Most Valuable Player on
and off the field at Iowa State (1961 ). Captain of
the Iowa State baseball team ( 1 961 ). Selected to
the all-time Iowa State football team (by former
players and coaches). Has coached four All-
America guards over the last nine years. Five
years in a row one of his guards was chosen All-
ACC (1983-87). Clemson has ranked in the Top
20 in the nation in rushing offense each of the last







Coaching Experience: College - Defensive
secondary coach at Kansas State (1972-75);
wide receiver and secondary coach at Louisville
(1975-77); defensive secondary coach at Pitts-
burgh (1978-80); assistant head coach and sec-
ondary coach at Colorado (1982-84); defensive
secondary coach at Penn State (1985-1990);
defensive coordinator at Clemson (1991 -present).
Playing Experience: High School - Four-sport
letterman (football, basketball, baseball, and track)
at Coraopolis High School in Coraopolis, PA A
High School All-American as a defensive back
and an all-state performer in all four sports.
College - Lettered three years for Kansas State.
Set school record for interception return yardage
in a career. Played in 1970 East-West Shrine
Game, the American Bowl, and the College All-
Star Game. Seventh-round draft pick of the
Miami Dolphins in 1971
.
Education: Graduated from Coraopolis (PA)
High School in 1968. Earned a Bachelor's de-
gree in physical education from Kansas State in
1971. Received his Master's degree in Athletic
Administration from Louisville in 1977.
Personal Data: Born July 2, 1 948, in Coraopolis,
PA. Married Jeannie Morgan of Denver, CO, on
Feb 1, 1969. The couple has a son and a
daughter: Ron, Jr. (20) and Rashawn (16). Ron,
Jr. is a senior at Arkansas and is a member of the
track and football teams.
Other Highlights: In High School, was an All-
American and all-state performenn football, base-
ball, basketball, and track. Won All-America
honors as a defensive back in 1970, his senior
year at Kansas State. The 1984 Colorado sec-
ondary coached by Dickerson ranked eighth in
the nation in pass defense. Penn State finished
in the top 15 of the AP poll four times during his
coaching stint there. The Nittany Lions were
ranked third in 1985 (11-1), first in 1986 (12-0),
15th in 1989 (8-3-1), and 11th in 1990(9-3). The
Nittany Lions ranked in the top 10 nationally in
scoring defense four of his six seasons there. In
1990, Penn State ranked in the top 12 in the
nation in pass defense (10th), turnover margin
(7th), scoring defense (9th), rushing defense
(7th), and total defense (11th). The 1990 Penn
State team also tied for second in the nation in
interceptions with 23. Seventeen players coached
by Dickerson have moved on to the NFL, 10 are
on current rosters. Has experience as an admin-
istrator, he was an assistant athletic director for
non-revenue sports at South Carolina for the
1981-82 academic year. In his first season at
Clemson, the Tiger defense finished first nation-
ally in rushing defense (53.4), fourth in total
defense (263.4). He was the president of the
Black Coaches Association in 1991-92.
WALLY AKE
Linebackers
William & Mary '72
Coaching Experience: High School- defensive
coordinator at Falls, Church, VA (1972-77) and
head coach (1 978); College - linebacker coach at
William & Mary (1979); graduate assistant who
worked with tight ends at Arkansas (1980); de-
fensive line coach at Air Force (1981-83); defen-
sive line coach at Arkansas (1984-88); inside
linebacker coach at Arkansas (1989); inside line-
backer coach at Clemson (1990-present).
Playing Experience: High School - All-district
tight end at Falls Church, VA. Lettered two years
in football, two years in basketball and two years
in baseball. College - Three-year letterman at
William & Mary. Earned All-Southern Confer-
ence Honors as a junior for team that won league
championship. Second-team all-conference as a
senior.
Education: Graduated from Falls Church High
School in Virginia in 1968. Earned bachelor's
degree in Physical Education from William &
Mary in 1972.
Personal Data: Born August 1 1, 1950. He and
his wife, Chris, have one child, Aaron (5).
Other Highlights: Has coached four All-Amen-
can players: Wayne Martin, defensive end, Ar-
kansas; Tony Cherico. noseguard. Arkansas;
Chris Funk, defensive tackle, Air Force; Ed
McDaniel, linebacker, Clemson. Has coached
one or more all-conference players each year of
his coaching career. Martin was named defen-
sive Player-of-the-Year in the Southwest Confer-
ence. Cherico was named defensive Rookie-of-
the-Year in the Southwest Conference. Arkan-
sas was fourth in the nation in rushing defense in
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1 988, 7th in 1 987, 1 3th in 1 985, and 1 4th in 1 984,
season Ake was the defensive line coach.
Clemson was #1 in the nation in total defense his
first year on the staff. Clemson was first nation-
ally in rushing defense, fourth in total defense and
1 0th in scoring defense during the 1 991 season.
LARRY BECKMAN
Offensive Tackles, Tight Ends
Florida '66
Coaching Experience: High School - assistant
at Miami Spring (FL) High School (1967-74);
head coach at Pensacola (1978-79); College -
Graduate assistant at Florida (1966) and junior
varsity assistant (1975); offensive line coach at
East Tennessee State (1976-78); tight end and
special team coach at Air Force (1980) and
offensive line coach (1981-83); offensive line
coach at Arkansas ( 1 984-89) ; offensive line coach
at Clemson (1990-present).
Playing Experience: High School - Defensive
end at Miami Edison. College - Lettered three
years at offensive guard at Florida. All-South-
eastern Conference in 1 965 and honorable men-
tion All-American. Co-Captained the 1965 Gator
squad.
Education: Graduated from Miami Edison High
School in 1961. Earned bachelor's degree in
Physical Education from Florida in 1966 and
master's degree in Physical Education from
Florida in 1967.
Personal Data: Born February 19, 1943. He and
wife, Linda, have two sons, Jon (20) and Brad
(18).
Other Highlights: In high school, an All-Dade
County selection. Player in the Florida High
School All-Star game in 1 961 . All-Florida defen-
sive end at Miami Edison. In college, All-South-
eastern Conference in 1 965 and honorable men-
tion All-American. Captained the 1965 Gator
Squad. Three-year letterwinner at Florida. Since
1 982, has coached in 1 straight bowl games. In
the last eight years, has coached at least one
first-team all-conference performer. Arkansas
ranked in the top-20 in the nation in rushing six
years he coached the offensive line. Air Force
was ranked in the Top Five in the nation in rushing
his last two years at the academy. Clemson
ranked ninth in the nation in rushing his first year.
He also coached Stacy Long, an Outland Trophy
Finalist, in 1990. Clemson was eighth in rushing





Coaching Experience: College - graduate
assistant at the University of Florida (1 978); run-
ning back coach at Air Force (1983); running
back coach at Arkansas (1984-89); running back
coach at Clemson (1990-present).
Playing Experience: High School - Three-year
letterman as running back at Northwestern Miami
HS. Captained team as a senior. Also lettered
four years in track. All-city and all-county in
football. College - Lettered four years as a
running back at Florida. Professional - Played
three years with the Dallas Cowboys, playing in
the 1977 and 1978 Super Bowls. Running back
for two years (1 980-81 ) for the Seattle Seahawks.
Education: Graduated from Northwestern Mi-
ami High School in 1973. Earned a bachelor's
degree in physical education from Florida in
1983.
Personal Data: Born June 6, 1954. He and his
wife, Pat, have a son, Kody (7), and a daughter,
Ashly (3).
Other Highlights: With the Dallas Cowboys,
had 23 kickoff returns for 502 yards and 26
rushing attempts for 1 24 yards and three TDs for
the '77 and '78 seasons. Rushed for 1 , 1 05 career
yards at Florida and nine touchdowns. Arkansas
ranked in the top 20 in the nation in rushing all six
years he served as an assistant there. Clemson
ranked ninth in rushing his first season, and he
also coached ACC Rookie-of-the-Year Ronald
Williams. Clemson finished the 1991 season





Coaching Experience: High School - assistant
at R/S Central High in Rutherfordton, NC (1972-
74); assistant at Lexington Senior High in Lexing-
ton, NC (1975-76); athletic director and head
coach at Central Davidson High School in Lex-
ington, NC (1975-79); College- defensive coordi-
nator at Appalachian State (1 980-81 ); linebacker
coach at Clemson (1 981 -84); linebackercoach at
East Carolina (1985-87); outside linebacker coach
at the University of North Carolina (1988); defen-
sive line coach at Clemson (1989-present).
Playing Experience: High School - lettered
three years in football, baseball, and basketball at
Waycross (GA) High School. College - lettered
four years in football at Western Carolina.
Education: Graduated from Waycross High
School in Waycross, GA, in 1965. Earned a B.A.
degree in Education from Western Carolina in
1971. Earned a Master's degree in Health and
Physical Education the following year.
Personal Data: Born Les Herrin in Waycross,
GA, on February 18, 1948. Married Shirley
Andrews of Hillsborough, NC, on August 15,
1970. Children (1): Deke (15).
Other Highlights: Captain of football team at
Western Carolina; Team MVP as a senior and
Defensive MVP as a junior; as a coach, led his
Central Davidson High School team to a 29-6
record and three conference championships dur-
ing his three-year tenure. Clemson won national
championship hisfirstyearon Tiger staff. Coached
ACC MVP Jeff Davis, who went on to be captain
of Tampa Bay Bucs. Also coached 1 989 All-Pro
Johnny Rembert of the New England Patriots.
Clemson ranked in the Top 10 in scoring and
rushing defense during his first two years and in
1 989 ranked fifth in the nation in scoring, rushing
and total defense. Clemson was first in the nation
in total defense and second in scoring and rush-
ing defense in 1990. Coached two AII-ACC
players in Vance Hammond and Rob Bodine in
1990. Clemson was first in the nation in rushing
defense and fourth in total defense in 1991. He





Coaching Experience: High School - Assistant
coach at Watauga (NC) High School (1972-73);
defensive coordinator at Newton County High
School, Covington, GA (1975-76); defensive co-
ordinator at Newnan (GA) High School (1977-
78). College -Graduate assistant at Appalachian
State (1 974); defensive coordinator at Livingston
University (1 979-82); outside linebackercoach at
Air Force (1983); outside linebacker coach at
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Clemson (1990-present).
Playing Experience: High School - Two-year
letterman as a wingback/defensive back at Walter
Williams High School in Burlington, NC. Also
lettered two years in track. College - Played
defensive back at Appalachian State and earned
a letter.
Education: Graduated from Walter Williams
High School, Burlington, NC, in 1968. Earned a
bachelor's degree in Health and Physical Educa-
tion from Appalachian State in 1972. Earned a
master's degree in Physical Education from Ap-
palachian State in 1974.
Personal Data: Born March 3, 1950. He and his
wife, Lynn, have three daughters, Beth (10),
Lindsey (7), and Jamie (5).
Other Highlights: Led Appalachian State in
interceptions as a senior. Member of the Fellow-
ship of Christian Athletes during his undergradu-
ate days. Arkansas ranked in the Top 20 in the
nation in rushing defense fourof his six years with
the Razorbacks. Clemson ranked first in the
nation in total defense in 1990. OLB Levon
Kirkland was a finalist for the 1 990 Butkus Award
and an All-America honoree during the 1991
season. Clemson was ranked fourth in the nation




Coaching Experience: College - Offensive co-
ordinator and quarterback coach at Bethune-
Cookman College (1983-84); assistant head
coach and wide receiver coach at the University
of Central Florida (1985-89); quarterback coach
at Clemson (1989-present).
Playing Experience: High School - Earned 14
letters, four in football, four in basketball, and six
in baseball at Fernandina Beach High School in
Fernandina Beach, FL. Earned three letters in
football from Florida State University. Starting
quarterback in two Orange Bowl games for the
Seminoles and took team to a pair of Top 10
seasons.
Education: Graduated from Fernandina Beach
High in Fernandina Beach, FL, in 1977; earned a
B.S. degree in physical education from Florida
State in 1982.
Personal Data: Born Rick Wilson Stockstill on
December 3, 1959 in Sidney, OH. Married the
former Sara Fleischman of Orlando, FL, on July
7, 1990.
Other Highlights: 1981 Sporting News Honor-
able Mention All-American. 1980 and 1981 All-
Southern Independent; 1 980 and 1 981 All-Metro
Conference; Captain of 1 981 team; quarterbacked
Florida State to consecutive Orange Bowl ap-
pearances after the 1979 and 1980 seasons;
FSU was ranked sixth in 1979 and fifth in 1980.
Clemson set a school record for completion per-
centage (60%) in his first year as quarterback
coach. Clemson led the Atlantic Coast Confer-
encemtotaloffenseforthe1991 season. Coached
DeChane Cameron, the winnmgest quarterback




Coaching Experience: High School - second-
ary coach at El Dorado High (1981-82), head
1 0th grade coach and varsity wide receiver coach
at Jacksonville High (1983). College - graduate
assistant at Missouri (1 984-85), volunteer coach
and head junior varsity coach at Missouri (1986);
secondary coach at The Citadel ( 1 987) and wide
receiver coach (1988); wide receiver coach at
Arkansas (1 989); wide receiver coach at Clemson
(1990-present).
Playing Experience: High School - Lettered
three years in football, basketball and baseball at
Hope High School and was an all-conference
performer in all three sports. College - played one
year at Central Arkansas for the national champi-
onship team. Played for three years in the
secondary and on special teams at Arkansas.
Education: Graduated from Hope High School
in 1976. Earned a bachelor's degree in Educa-
tion from Arkansas in 1981. Received master's
degree in Sports Management from Missouri in
1985.
Personal Information: Born September 20,
1 958. He and his wife, Brenda, have a daughter,
Gabrielle, born June 4, 1992.
Other Highlights: In high school, all-conference
in baseball, football, and basketball. Batted .500
his senior year in baseball. Named his high
school's most outstanding male athlete. In col-
lege, competed for the national title as an NAIA
player in 1 976 and as an NCAA player in the 1 980
Sugar Bowl. Coached two professional players
while at Missouri, Eric McMillan (Jets) and Robert
Delphino (Rams). Arkansas was 11th in the
nation in total offense his only year with the
Razorbacks. Coached first-team AII-ACC Terry
Smith in 1991.
JIM GOODMAN
Associate AD for Football Operations/Recruit-
ing Coordinator
Florida '74
Coaching Experience: High School—Assistant
football coach and head track coach at Vanguard
High School (1974-75); College—outside line-
backers coach and head junior varsity coach at
University of North Alabama (1976); wide receiv-
ers/tight end coach and recruiting coordinator at
UNA ( 1 977-78); athletic director and head coach
at Marion Institute Junior College (1979-80); out-
side linebacker coach at Air Force (1981); asso-
ciate athletic director and head coach at Valdosta
State (1982-84); wide receiver coach at Arkan-
sas (1986); wide receiver coach and recruiting
coordinator at Arkansas (1987-88); recruiting
coordinator at Clemson 1991 -present.
Playing Experience: High School—Three-year
letterwinner as a quarterback and linebacker at
Blountstown (FL) High School. Also earned two
varsity letters in basketball and four letters in
track.
Education: Graduated from Blountstown High
School in 1970. Earned an A. A. from Chipola
Junior College in 1 972 and received a B.S. from
the University of Florida in 1974. Earned a
Master's in Education Administration from the
University of North Alabama in 1977.
Personal Information: Born May 5, 1952. He
and his wife, the former Jennie Catherine Belser
of Bonifay, FL, have two sons, Jeff (14) and Tyler
(7), and a daughter Nancy (1 1 ).
Other Highlights: Athletic Director for Valdosta
State College 1985. Named Assistant Athletic
Director for Recruiting and High School Relations
for the University of Florida for 1989-90. Joined
the Clemson staff in 1991. Honorable mention
All-Conference football in high school. Every
year he has been a recruiting coordinator, the
program has been in the top 15 in the nation.
loger Hinshaw Rick Stockstill Richard Wilson Jim Goodman
side Linebackers Quarterbacks Wide Receivers Associate AD/
Recruiting Coordinator
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Eric attends a Homework Center - a place that helps him when Mom and Dad can't. And when he
works especially hard, he can win wonderful prizes - like tickets to a Clemson home game that he might
otherwise never get to see.
Hundreds or Homework Centers across the nation focus on keeping struggling students
from becoming dropouts. In actuality, they're doing a lot more than that. Many hardworking
students are bringing their grades up from F's to A's, and in one South Carolina elementary
school expulsions declined from 38 to 4 after the centers opened.
Duke Power is proud to help support such an important and effective program. We ^
invite you to help too. Simply donate football or basketball season tickets you're unable
to use or purchase extra tickets to contribute to the Homework Centers for use as prizes.
Send them at least two weeks before game day to: John Geer, Duke Power
:< >mpany, P.O. Box 1745, Clemson, SC 29633. DUKEPOWER
If you do, you'll be helping students like Eric tackle the books today VWfcn
so that tomorrow they can tackle the world. SmartPeopleWithEnergy
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Your purchase of Clemson University souvenirs
helps to support Tiger student-athletes only if
you buy officially licensed souvenirs that carry
hang tags or labels like the one featured above.
We value our Tiger logos and we appreciate your
help in the defense of our protected marks.
Approved Colors: Orange PMS 165 and White










VISITORS: Season ticket holders and other
visitors to the stadium are requested to
enter Gates 1
, 5, 9, 1 1 , or 13. Persons with
top deck tickets must enter the stadium via
the ramps which are located behind the
North and South stands. Ramp entrances
are adjacent to Gates 1 and 1 3 on the South
side and Gates 5 and 9 on the North side.
HANDICAPPED: Special entrances have
been provided at Gates 1 , 5 and 13 for the
handicapped.
WILL - CALL: Should you have tickets at
the will-call window, you will find them at the
ticket office at Gate 9.
Gates 4, 6 and 8 are closed prior to the
games and are opened for exit purposes
only.
PASS-OUT HAND STAMPS: Pass-out
hand stamps will be available at gates 1 , 5,
7,9, 11, 13 and the top decks. Any person
leaving the stadium other than with a team
pass must have their hand stamped, as well
as admittance stub to be readmitted to the
stadium.
EMERGENCIES: First aid stations are lo-
cated: South side - Under Section J; North
Side - Under Section T; North Top Deck -
Under Section K; South Top Deck - Under
Section E. Trained nurses are on hand
during the game. Should a doctor be needed,
ask any usher, who knows the seat loca-
tions of doctors. Ambulances are located at
Gates 1, 5, 8 and 13.
TELEPHONE: Pay telephones are located
at the stadium ticket offices at Gates 1,5,9,
13, top decks.
PUBLIC ADDRESS SYSTEM: The public
address system is intended primarily for
spectators' information concerning the
game. Please do not request the use of the
public address system to make social con-
tacts.
RESTROOMS: Ladies' and men's
restrooms are located between the stands
and can be reached by exit from any portal.
LOST & FOUND: If any article is lost or
found, please report it to Gate 1 or Gate 10
information booth.
CONCESSION STANDS: Concession
stands are located beneath all stands and
can be reached from any portal.
EMERGENCY CALLS: Emergency calls
are received in the Security Booth. The
emergency number is 656-2999.
NOTE: The following items are prohibited in
Memorial Stadium - umbrellas, folding
chairs, chaise lounges, food and beverage
containers of any type, alcoholic bever-
ages, thermos jugs, and ice chests.
NOTICE: Solicitation for any purpose is
prohibited at an athletic contest in Clemson
Memorial Stadium and Littlejohn Coliseum.
The Clemson University Athletic
Department requests "No Smok-
ing" in the seating areas of Memo-
rial Stadium. Thank you for your
consideration of this request.









ability to be a leader.
That's what brought
Sanders Bros., Inc. to
the front. And that's
what will keep us there.
Sanders Bros,, Inc.










Sanders Bros., Inc. Post Office Box 188, Gaffney, South Carolina 29342 • 803-489-1144 • Fax: 803-487-8595
Clemson Coaches
The 1991-92 Clemson all-around sports pro-
gram finished another successful year, as 13 of
the 18 programs ranked in the top 25 of their
respective final sports. Included in that 13 were
1 programs that were ranked in the top 20, tying
the Clemson record for top 20 teams in an aca-
demic year. The highest ranked teams were the
men's indoor track team (second) and baseball
squad (seventh). The men's all-around sports
program finished the year ranked 25th nationally.
Clemson teams laid claim to three ACC Cham-
pionships last year as the football team won its
first championship since 1988. The women's
indoor track team won the ACC Indoor Track
Meet giving the team its first ever ACC indoor
championship. The men's track team also won
the ACC indoor title for the fourth straight year.
Clemson had 64 AII-ACC selections and 27 Ail-
Americans, tying the all-time record for All-America
selections in a single academic year.
Men's spring sports and women's sports had
an outstanding year. All four of Clemson's men's
spring sports teams finished in the top 20 of their
respective sports, the first time since 1987-88
that all four spring teams ranked in the final top
20. Baseball finished seventh, golf and men's
track finished 12th, while the men's tennis team
finished 20th. Five of Clemson's seven women's
teams finished in the top 25. The women's
outdoor track team finished 17th, the women's
basketball team was 19th, the women's swim-
ming team was 20th, the women's indoor track
team was 22nd, and the women's tennis team
was 23rd.
Clemson also excelled in the classroom dur-
ing the 1991-92 campaign. Clemson student-
athletes had a record semester in the spring,
when 109 competitors made a 3.0 or better.
Former football player Bruce Bratton and women's
swimmer Liz Dolan won two of the highest aca-
demic awards distributed by the ACC. The Bob
James Award was given to Bratton, while Dolan
was presented with the Marie James Award.
These scholarship awards are given to the top
student-athletes, regardless of sport in the ACC.
Clemson had one National Coach-of-the-Year
and two coaches were named the best in the
ACC. Bob Pollock received both National Coach-
of-the-Year and ACC Coach-of-the-Year honors
after leading the track team to its best finish ever
at the NCAA indoor meet. Wayne Coffman,
women's indoor track coach, was named the
ACC and District III Coach-of-the-Year.
1991-92 Final Clemson Rankings
Sports Rank
Men's Indoor Track 2nd
Baseball 7th
Men's Outdoor Track 12th
Golf 12th
Football 17th






































Look for the Star!
Starter. Official outerwear and headwear of the Clemson Tigers.
Look for Starter apparel at fine sporting goods stores near you.
The Atlantic Coast Conference
'Three members of the ACC rank among
the top seven schools in the history of
college football in bowl game winning per-
centage (given a minimum of 15 bowl
games). Georgia Tech is first with a 17-8
record, for 68 percent, while Clemson is
sixth at 1 1 -7, a 61 . 1 percent mark. Florida
State, who will compete for the ACC crown
for the first time in 1 992, is seventh with an
1 1 -7-2 record, good enough for 60 percent.
*ACC football attacted a league record
2,519,127 fans to its games last season.
Over a 55-game schedule of home con-
tests, that is an average of 45,802 per
game. The previous records of 2,068,558
total fans and an average of 43,095, were
established in 1985.
'Six of the nine ACC schools have been
listed in various top 35 rankings of pre-
season polls for the 1992 season.
*The 1991 season marked the second
straight year that the ACC placed five teams
in postseason bowls. The ACC has had 14
bowl invitations overthe last three seasons,
a record for any three- year stretch in league
history.
*Only four coaches in the nation have taken
a team to a postseason bowl game each of
the last 10 years. Two of them, Ken Hatfield
of Clemson and Bobby Bowden of Florida
State, coach in the ACC.
'The ACC is second only to the Pac 10 in
terms of bowl game winning percentage
over the years. The ACC members have a
Clemson and Georgia Tech were two of
five ACC schools with at least eight wins
in 1991.
combined mark of 64-56-5 for a .532 figure,
while the Pac 1 is 73-58-6 for a .555 mark.
'Last year, 27 different ACC players made
honorable mention Ail-American or better.
This includes five players from Clemson,
Rob Bodine, Ed McDaniel, Jeb Flesch,
Levon Kirkland and Nelson Welch.
'Nine ACC players were chosen by at least
one first-team All-America squad. Four of
the nine players were from Clemson. This
was the most first-team All-America players
from Clemson in the school's history.
'Clemson and Florida State both rank among
the top three in the nation in winning per-
centage over the last five years. Since
1 987, Florida State is second only to Miami,
while Clemson is third.
'The ACC had the second best non-confer-
ence winning percentage in the nation last
year with a 15-9-1 record, a 62 percent
mark. In 1 990 the ACC ranked first, winning
25 of 32 games.
'Six of the nine ACC teams had winning
records in 1 991 , tying a league mark for a
single season.
'The ACC could be termed a coach's league.
Five of the nine league coaches have 100
career wins or more entering the 1 992 sea-
son. Those five coaches are Bobby Bowden
of Florida State (206), Bill Dooley of Wake
Forest (154), George Welsh of Virginia
(121), Dick Sheridan of N.C. State (112)
and Ken Hatfield of Clemson (100).
'Bowden, Sheridan and Hatfield are all
among the top 1 5 winningest active coaches
on a percentage basis. The ACC and the
SEC are the only two conferences with
three coaches ranked among the top 15
winningest active coaches.
'The ACC was the only conference in the
nation that featured five different teams that
won at least eight games in 1991. Florida
State, Clemson, N.C. State, Georgia Tech
and Virginia all hit the eight-win mark. The
ACC was also the only conference in which
at least half of its teams won at least eight
games. The Pac-1 and the SEC each had
four teams with at least eight wins.
'In 1 991 , the ACC had five teams ranked in
the top 35 in the nation in total defense,
more teams in the top 35 than any other
conference in the nation. Clemson led the
way with a fourth-place finish and a figure of
263.2 yards per game. The league also had
five members among the top 30 teams in
the nation in scoring defense.
'The ACC also has a reputation for out-
standing field goal kickers. In 1991, six of
the top 44 field goal kickers in the country
were from the ACC. Clemson's Nelson
Welch led the way with an average of 1 .55
per game, good enough for fourth in the
nation. Only five kickers booted five field
Ken Hatfield is one of five active ACC
coaches with at least 100 career wins.
goals in a game last year across the coun-
try. Two of the five, Clemson's Nelson
Welch, and Mike Green of Wake Forest,
played in the ACC.
'The ACC was also the top conference in
the nation for nationally ranked punt return-
ers in 1991. Seven of the top 45 punt
returners in the nation were from the ACC.
Clemson's Darnell Stephens led the confer-
ence and finished eighth in the nation.




That's what we make at Phillips Fibers. Fibers for
carpets. Fibers for upholstery. Fibers for industry.
Phillips Fibers makes nonwoven fabrics too. Fabrics
for furniture and mattress construction. Geotextile
fabrics for paving repair, for reinforcing soil and for
drainage. Fabrics for roofing.
Fibers and fabrics for a hundred different uses. But
most of all, fibers and fabrics of superior quality











PHILLIPS / PHILLIPS FIBERS CORPORATION
A SUBSIDIARY OF PHILLIPS 66 COMPANY
P O BOX 66. GREENVILLE, SC 29602 (803) 242-6600
An Equal Opportunity Employer
•Trademark Phillips Petroleum Company
Future Schedules
1993 1994 1995
oGpi. H 1 IMI \/UNLV bept. o Furman bept. ^ Western Carolina
bept. 1
1
at Florida State bept. Ill n.u. btate bept. 9 at N.u. btate
bGpt. lo n.u. btate bept. i 7 at Virginia bept. 16 Virginia
Cant OCbepi. Zo oGorgia lecn bept. z4 Georgia Tech bept. at Georgia Tech
Oct. 9 Virginia Oct. 8 at Georgia Oct. 7 Georgia
Oct. 16 at Duke Oct. 15 Maryland Oct. 14 at Maryland
Oct. 23 E. Tennessee St. Oct. 22 at Duke Oct. 21 Duke
Oct. 30 Wake Forest Oct. 29 Wake Forest Oct. 28 at Wake Forest
Nov. 6 at North Carolina Nov. 5 at Florida State Nov. 4 Florida State
Nov. 13 Maryland Nov. 12 at North Carolina Nov. 11 North Carolina
Nov. 20 at South Carolina Nov. 19 South Carolina Nov. 18 at South Carolina
Calvin Summey Buddy Summey
INWARD inc.






























OPEN ALL DAYSA TURDA Y
PHONE 803/277-8880 P.O. BOX 7 1011 MAULDIN RD. MAULDIN, S.C. 29662
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FALL MEANS FOOTBALL SEASON IN CLEMSON!
CLEMSON
\ Tiger Playground USA
BUT...THE CLEMSON AREA HAS
MUCH TO OFFER YEAR-ROUND.




YOU'LLWANT TO MAKE THE
CLEMSON AREA YOUR
PLAYGROUND YEAR-ROUND.
THAT'S WHY CLEMSON IS
IN SEASON EVERY SEASON!
IN SEASON EVERY SEASON
CLEMSON
FOR MORE INFORMATION, CALL THE CLEMSON AREA CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
AT 803-654-1200 OR WRITE TO P.O. BOX 202, CLEMSON, S.C. 29633
IPTAY
Allison Dalton is the leader of America's top athletic scholarship foundation.
Traditions are something that don't hap-
pen overnight, they evolve over a number of
years. One tradition at Clemson that is going
strong and heading into its 58th year is I PTAY
.
The I PTAY Scholarship Foundation, is known
throughout the country for its faithful and
generous contributions by its supporters. A
recent USA Today article calls IPTAY the
best-known organization of its kind in the
nation. The article noted that at a time when
college athletic costs are rising IPTAY con-
tinues to lead the way in supporting athletic
scholarships at Clemson. IPTAY plays a
major role in insuring that all 1 8 of the varsity
sports at Clemson are given the maximum
amount of scholarships allowed by the NCAA.
Thanks in part to IPTAY's contributions
the 1 99 1 - 1 992 academic year proved to be
one of the most successful ever for Clemson
athletics. Thirteen of the 18 athletic teams
at Clemson finished the year ranked in the
top 25 in their respective sports. Ten of
those teams were ranked in the top 20, which
ties for the most top 20 teams at Clemson in
an academic year.
An even more impressive fact was that
Clemson had 27 Ail-Americans in 1 991 -1 992,
tying the record that was set during that
1990-1991 academic year. Clemson also
had 64 first-team AII-ACC selections, the
third most in Clemson history for an aca-
demic year.
Over the last five years, 1 6 of Clemson's
1 8 teams have been ranked in the top 25 in
the country at one time or another. During
this time the Clemson football,women's cross
country, women's basketball and golf teams
have been in the top 25 all five years, while
the men's indoor track, baseball, women's
track and women's swimming teams have
had four top 20 seasons.
The success of the Clemson athletic
program comes during a time when the in-
tegrity and accountability of the academic
progress of student-athletes are receiving
national attention. IPTAY has been a large
part of that success by being committed to
the student-athlete.
IPTAY is recognized as one of the old-
est, largest and most successful athletic
fundraismg organizations in America. IPTAY
was the first athletic fundraising organiza-
tion in the country to top the two, three, four,
and five-million dollar marks in annual dona-
tions. It has had a record-breaking total for
28 straight years.
In 1 934, Dr. Rupert Fike founded IPTAY
with a very simple purpose in mind: IPTAY
provides funds for athletic scholarships.
Since 1934 IPTAY has certainly met Fike's
goal, providing scholarships for over 5.000
student-athletes, trainers, and managers.
IPTAY currently provides the funds for
tutorial programs staffed by trained academic
advisors, assisted by graduate and under-
graduate students. This support is intended
to insure that all student-athletes are given
the opportunity to earn their degree while
participating in athletics.
IPTAY donors have also played an intri-
cate role in the "Campaign for Clemson", a
long range fund-raising project of the Uni-
versity. The University's original goal of 62
million dollars was surpassed with the next
goal of 78 million also being surpassed in
the campaign that ended on June 30, 1 992.
IPTAY provided three million dollars with
ongoing opportunities for donors to be part
of the Vickery Hall Academic Learning Cen-
ter.
Vickery Hall, located on East Campus is
a 27,000 square foot facility that houses the
tutoring and advising programs for student-
athletes. The building contains various-
sized study and tutoring rooms used for in-
dividual study as well as small group instruc-
tion. Computer facilities, an office/reception
area for the advising staff and an auditorium,
also are contained in Vickery Hall.
The generous support of 18,200 loyal
donors to IPTAY has allowed the organiza-
tion to go beyond the funding of athletic
scholarships by providing the financial basis
for many of the unparalled athletic facilities
at Clemson.
Since 1978, IPTAY has provided the
funding for $34 million of capital improve-
ments in the area of athletics. These im-
provements include the expansion of the
football stadium, the newly renovated base-
ball facility (Tiger Field), the new outdoor
track, the indoor tennis facility, the soccer
stadium, the weight room, the new golf prac-
tice area, a new cross country course, and
the IPTAY/Ticket office facility.
IPTAY is also proud to provide the fund-
ing for Tiger Band. Each year IPTAY estab-
lishes financial support for travel, uniforms
and equipment for this integral part of the
Clemson athletic program.
While IPTAY is primarily concerned with
athletic fundraising, the mission of Clemson
University has not been overlooked. The
IPTAY Academic Scholarship Endowment
was created to help meet the need for more
academic scholarships for non-athletes who
are highly qualified academically. This schol-
arship endowment is funded by certain com-
pany gifts that are made as a result of em-
ployee contributions to IPTAY. In addition,
the athletic department has made generous
contributions to the endowment from ath-
letic revenues.
The IPTAY Academic Fund is presently
the largest scholarship endowment of its
kind at Clemson providing $1.8 million in
funds, currently benefitting more than 50
students. IPTAY's support extends to all of
the student body.
The tremendous support of IPTAY is
due, in large part, to the organizational
makeup that allows donors to be as close to
IPTAY as they are to their local IPTAY lead-
ership. Each of South Carolina's 46 coun-
ties has an IPTAY County chairman, and
every county is alloted an IPTAY represen-
tative for every 35 donors.
One important way IPTAY keeps in touch
with its membership is the annual Clemson
Club meeting held in April and May of each
year. These meetings, which feature differ-
ent coaches and administrators, are just one
of the ways of making the local IPTAY mem-
bers feel close to Clemson.
Clemson University will continue to be
recognized and respected on the national
level athletically and academically with the
full support of IPTAY. IPTAY will continue to
be successful because a loyal commitment
to Clemson University is a way of life in the
hearts of Clemson alumni and friends.
fffi'
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1992 Atlantic Coast Conference Football Schedule
DATES CLEMSON DUKE FLORIDA STATE GEORGIA TECH MARYLAND NORTH CAROLINA N.C. STATE* VIRGINIA WAKE FOREST













































































































































































































































OPEN SUNDAY — THURSDAY





5:00 p.m. 'til 11:00 p.m.
All ABC
Permits








Assistant to the A D./
Assistant Trainer
Dr. Larry Bowman Dr. Stuart Clarkson Dr. Byron Harder
Fred Hoover
Assistant Athletic Director/Head Trainer
A LIMITED TIME OFFERING}
The 1992 Clemson University
Tiger Silver Proof Coin
Collectors and fans will treasure this Tiger Memorabilia Silver Coin. Masterfully
minted, the 1992 Minting is the first in a series of coins to be minted in consecutive
years to come. Whether given as a gift, keepsake, or investment, a custom coin is never
discarded or outdated. ..it's always saved. Not sold in stores, available only through this
exclusive offering. To start your collection, you must act now. Quantities limited.
Note: Each Silver coin comes in its own individual display case.
FRONT - Sculpted "Obverse" Design
Diameter: 39 mm
Weight: One Troy Ounce
Pure: .999 Fine Silver
To Order By Phone: 1-800-29 COIN 9 (1-800-292-6469)
To Order By Mail: Collectible Coins
T„ P.O. Box 65 1 Chapin, SC 29036
Approved by the Collegiate Licensing Company and Clemson
The Indicia depicted on this product are trademarks of the respective University or College
BACK - 2-D "Reverse" Design
Satisfaction Guaranteed Or





Include $1.25 / coin
(5% sales tax) =
Shipping; & Handling
Add $2.75 / coin
$ 1 .50 each additional
coin ordered =
TOTAL ORDER =
Please allow 2 to 4 weeks for delivery
.
Mail all checks or money orders payable to:
COLLECTIBLE COINS™
My check or money order for $ is enclosed.
Check [Z] Money Order CD












With the Permanent Touch"
Anderson, SC (803)261-3800






















services to the nuclear power
industry across the country.
Fort Mill, SC (803)548-6918
Greenville, SC (803)242-4144
















Rick Brewer Dr. Stuart Clarkson
Asst. Ticket Manager Team Physician
Allison Dalton


























































Bobby Skelton Annabelle Vaughan
Asst. to Athletic Dir. Assistant SID
Gary Wade
Strength Training Dir.
Joanne West Linda WhiteReno Wilson
Asst. Ticket Manager Asst. to Athletic Dir Asst. Dir. of Compliance
Basketball Trainer Sr. Women's Administrator







Rodney Blunt is the leader of the Tigers' talented tailback corps.
qg^t lemson I ootball '92 33
Ac Howard HallHO FB • Sr.
7C LesHall
'° OT-Sr.
Linebacker Darren Calhoun had the first caused fumble of his career in the Tigers' win over UTC.
m
y Richard Moncrief
' QB • Jr.




Left to Right-Standing: Marty Bagwell, Brandon Poole, David Burdette (Co-Head Student Manager), Michael Smart, Michael O'Cain (Co-Head Student
Manager), John Herczogh, Keith Batson, John Kimbrell, Jamie Fidler, Chris Kyber. Left to Right-Kneeling: Bryan Taylor, Wesley Porter, Chad Luce.
WE'RE THE NIKE^ HEADQUARTERS
4
It's gotta be Belk Simpson, your Nike headquarters!
Whatever your game is — basketball, track, tennis or
cross-training; we have the Nike shoes you want. Men s,
ladies' and children's shoes.
Haywood-McAlister-Eosley-Greer-Hendersonville
'ef/c Simpson
BELK SIMPSON STORES: Haywood Mall (297-3200) Mori.-Thurs. 10am-9pm, Fri. & Sat. 10am-9:30pm; McAlister Square (242-1400) Mon.-Sat. 10am-9pm;
Easley (859-8771) Mon.-Sat. 10am-9pm; Greer (879-2182) Mon.-Sat. 10am-9pm; Hendersonville (704-692-3236) Mon.-Sat. 9:30am-9pm, Sun. lpm-6pm.
USE YOUR BELK CHARGE. WE ALSO ACCEPT VISA, MASTERCARD AND AMERICAN EXPRESS.
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The "Tiger Tailgate Show
Continuing to set the standard
99
Game Broadcast
with Jim Phillips and Mike Eppley
The "5th Quarter Show"
Award winning scoreboard from around
the country
"Tiger Talk" with Ken Hatfield
Live call-in Talk Show (Monday 8-9 p.m.)
1992 Clemson Football Radio Affiliates
South Carolina
WAJY Aiken FM 102.7
WDOG Allendale FM 93.5
l A in A l A /WBAW Barnwell AM 740
\ a /n 1 f—)WdLH Batesburg AM 1430
\A/LITl/WH I K Beaufort FM 99.7
iA/nooWBSO Bennettsville AM 1550
WAGS Bishopville AM 1380
WCAM Camden AM 1 590
\A/UTI/WH 1 K Charleston FM 99.7
WCRE Cheraw AM 1420
WUZK Chester FM 99.3
WOMG Columbia FM 103.1
WOMG Columbia AM 1320
WJXY Conway AM 1050
i a i r~"\ a nWDAR Darlington AM 1350
WDAR Darlington FM 105.5
WEAC Gaffney AM 1500
WGTN Georgetown FM 100.4
WGTN Georgetown AM 1400
*WFBC Greenville FM 93.7
WSCZ Greenwood FM 96.7
WCRS Greenwood AM 1450
WBHC Hampton AM 1270
WBHC Hampton FM 103.1
WWKT Kingstree FM 98.3
WLSC Loris AM 1240
WKSY Marion FM 100.5
WKMG Newberry AM 1520
WGSN N. Myrtle Beach AM 900
WIGL Orangeburg FM 102.9
WKHT Sumter FM 93.7
WBZK York AM 980
WJRQ-FM Saluda FM 92.1
WGOG Walhalla FM 96.3







Student Coach working with run-
ning backs at Clemson (1 989); graduate assistant who worked
with running backs at Baylor (1990,1991).
Playing Experience: High School: Nine-time letterwinner at
Riverside Military Academy, he earned four monograms in
football, three in track and two in wrestling. Named MVP for
Riverside for two straight seasons. College: Four - year
letterman as a fullback at Clemson. Was forced to end his
collegiate career during his senior season because of a neck
problem.
Education: Graduated from Riverside Military Academy in
1984. Earned a bachelor's degree from Clemson University in
administrative management in 1989.
Bowl Participation: As a Player- 1985 Independence Bowl,
1986 Gator Bowl, 1988 Citrus Bowl; As a Coach- 1 989 Citrus




tM Coaching Experience- HighSc/ioo/-defensive coordinator at
Emma Sansom HS in Gadsen City,
AL (1979-1980); Athletic Director and Head Coach at Valley
Head High School in Valley Head, AL (1981-1982). College-
graduate assistant at UT-Chattanooga (1983); graduate assis-
tant at University of Alabama (1 984); running backs and special
teams coach at University of Alabama (1985-1986); outside
linebacker coach at Mississippi State University (1987-1988);
offensive line, secondary, and special teams coach at Univer-
sity of Arkansas (1989-1990)
Playing Experience- High School- Earned four letters as a
running back at Emma Sansom High School in Gadsen City,
Alabama. College- Lettered at Auburn University 1975-1976
Livingston University 1976-1977
Education: Graduated from Emma Sansom High School in
Gadsen City, AL in 1975. Earned bachelor's degree from
University of Alabama-Birmingham in 1 979. Earned a Master's
degree in Marketing Education from University of Alabama-
Tuscaloosa in 1985.











ACME BUSINESS PRODUCTS AND RICOH ... A WINNING COMBINATION!
We're Proud To Be Clemson's Largest Copier Vendor.
For information on our full line of Ricoh copiers, contact:
Jon Rodgers, your major account representative on campus.





All Ye&r Dates Available
ClemsonA&M Ring Also Available
Order your Clemson University Ring on football
Saturdays at the Clemson University Bookstore.
For a brochure on styles and prices please
contact Clemson University Bookstore,











The Clemson University Athletic Department
appreciates the support of our Corporate Sponsors, and
welcomes them to the Tiger Team. Because of their ongoing
commitment, the experiences enjoyed in
Memorial Stadium, Littlejohn Coliseum, Riggs Field,
and Tiger Field are more enjoyable.








A division of Eastern Foods, Int.










Hemingway Motor Co., Inc.
Andrews
Mike Taylor















Toyota of Easley, Inc.
Easley
Tommy Norris








































Vic Bailey Ford, Inc.
Spartanburg
Other members of this program include:
Will Jackson, Ambassador Chevrolet-Geo, Mauldin
Bal Ballentine, George Ballentine Ford-Lincoln, Mercury, Inc., Greenwood
Bob Behlke, Golden Strip Ford, Inc., Mauldin
Lon Fleming, Greenville Turf & Equipment, Greenville
Ervin Williamson, Heritage Lincoln-Mercury, Greenville
Ted Moore, Nissan of Easley, Easley
Pete and Jerry Powell, Powell Brothers Tractor & Equipment Co., Inc., Seneca
David Ott, Tinsley-Crane Chevrolet, Pickens
Jack Tinsley, Tinsley-Crane Chevrolet, Pickens
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Schedule of 1992-93 Bowl Games
The following 1 7 postseason football bowl games have been recommended for recertification by the Postseason Football Subcommittee of the NCAA
Special Events Committee for 1992-93.
All starting times are Eastern Standard Time.
BLOCKBUSTER BOWL — January 1 , 1993, 1 :30 p.m.
Joe Robbie Stadium (73,000), Miami, Florida
Televising Network: CBS
FEDERAL EXPRESS ORANGE BOWL — January 1 , 1993, 8 p.m.
Orange Bowl Stadium (74,244), Miami, Florida
Televising Network: NBC
FIESTA BOWL — January 1 , 1 993, 4:30 p.m.
Sun Devil Stadium (74,783), Tempe, Arizona
Televising Network: NBC
FLORIDA CITRUS BOWL — January 1 , 1 993, 1 or 1 :30 p.m.
Florida Citrus Bowl-Orange County Stadium (70,000), Orlando, Florida
Televising Network: ABC
FREEDOM BOWL — December 29, 1992, 9 p.m.
Anaheim Stadium (70,962), Anaheim, California
Televising Network: TBS (Tentative)
GATOR BOWL — December 31 , 1 992, 6:00 p.m.
Gator Bowl (80,129), Jacksonville, Florida
Televising Network: WTBS (Tentative)
HALL OF FAME BOWL — January 1, 1993, 11 a.m.
Tampa Stadium (74,350), Tampa, Florida
Televising Network: ESPN
JEEP EAGLE ALOHA BOWL — December 25, 1992, 3:30 p.m.
Aloha Stadium (50,000), Honolulu, Hawaii
Televising Network: ABC
JOHN HANCOCK BOWL — December 31 , 1992, 2:30 p.m.
Sun Bowl Stadium (52,000), El Paso. Texas
Televising Network: CBS
LAS VEGAS SILVER BOWL — December 18, 1992, 8 p.m.
Sam Boyd Silver Bowl (32,000), Las Vegas, Nevada
Televising Network: ESPN
LIBERTY BOWL — December 31, 1992, 8 p.m.
Liberty Bowl Stadium (62,425), Memphis, Tennessee
Televising Network: ESPN
MOBIL COTTON BOWL — January 1 , 1 993, 1 pm
Cotton Bowl (72,032), Dallas, Texas
Televising Network: NBC
PEACH BOWL — January 2, 1993, 8 p.m.
Georgia Dome (70,500), Atlanta, Georgia
Televising Network: ESPN
POULAN/WEED EATER INDEPENDENCE BOWL — December 31,
1992, 12:30 p.m.
Independence Stadium (50,459), Shreveport, Louisiana
Televising Network: ESPN
ROSE BOWL — January 1, 1993, 5 p.m.
Rose Bowl (99,563), Pasadena, California
Televising Network: ABC
THRIFTY CAR RENTAL HOLIDAY BOWL— December 30, 1 992, 8 p.m.
San Diego Jack Murphy Stadium (62,809), San Diego, California
Televising Network: ESPN
USF&G SUGAR BOWL — January 1 , 1 993, 8:30 p.m.
Louisiana Superdome (72,704), New Orleans, Louisiana
Televising Network: ABC
We feel that at the end of
the day a Clemson tiger
has earned his stripes.
. . .or his plaids, solids or geometries.
WestPoint Pepperell is the nation's leading
domestic producer in the bed linen market.
Products are marketed under such leading brand
names as MARTEX* UTICA®, LADY PEPPERELL*
TASTEMAKER", and VELLUX", and licensed
properties as COLLIER CAMPBELL"-, LOUIS
NICH0LE-, EILEEN WESF, RALPH LAUREN®,
GLORIA VANDERBILT* and LIBERTY
OF LONDON®.
West Point-Pepperell, Inc











If you are selected, and correctly guess the final score of a
Clemson Tiger football game. No purchase necessary. See Crush








back 1954-56 ... cap-
tain of the 1956 team
that won the ACC title
1 and played Colorado in
y \ the 1957 Orange Bowl
^^^^pr . .Academic AII-ACC in
1955 and 1956. ..third-
team Academic All-
America choice in 1956. ..led the Tigers in
passing, punting and interceptions in 1956,
the last Tiger to pull off that all-around triple
threat performance ...entered Air Force
where he served as an instructor-pilot for
over eight years. ..lives in Greenville, SC,




as a sophomore... Aca-
demic AII-ACC in 1957
and 1 958. ..led the team
in total offense during
his sophomore and jun-
ior years. ..paced the
club in passing for three
straight seasons... AII-ACC as a sopho-
more, he quarterbacked Clemson for three
straight years and to three straight bowl
games. .. co-captain forthe 1959team ...had
a 154 passing efficiency in 1957, second
highest single season figure in Clemson
history... 18th in the nation in total offense in
1957 with 1038 yards. ..still ranks fifth in
Clemson history in passing efficiency. ..first
Clemson quarterback to complete over 50
percent of his passes for a career.. .still in







AII-ACC in 1959. ..only
Clemson player to be
chosen first-team Aca-
demic and on-field Ail-
American in the same
year... started on two ACC Championship
teams that were nationally ranked 1 1 th and
12th in 1958 and 1959, respectively. ..played
in two 1959 bowl games, the Sugar Bowl
and the Bluebonnet Bowl. ..right fielder in
the College World Series for Clemson base-
ball team in 1959... played with the New







holds single game re-
turn yardage record for
Clemson and the ACC
with 223 yards against
Maryland in 1970. ..had
a single game record 167 yards on punt
returns in that game. ..his 389 punt return
yards in 1970 ranks as the second best for
a single season. ..sixth in the nation in punt
returns in 1970. ..played defensive back for
two years, then switched to flanker for his
senior year. ..his mother was 1970 IPTAY










ship award...won the Jim
Weaver Award as the
outstanding student-athlete in the ACC for
the 1972-73 academic year. ..recipient of
the Frank Howard Award for bringing honor
to Clemson University in 1973. ..three-time
academic AII-ACC on the gridiron, he made
the team in 1 970, 1 971 and 1 972. ..attended
South Carolina Law School. ..lives in




team Academic A 1 1 -
American as a senior,
second-team in his jun-
ior year. ..made Dean's
list six consecutive se-
mesters at Clemson...
|^^___i;i=k_^1 awarded NCAA Post-
graduate Scholarship
and Jim Weaver Postgraduate Scholarship
from the ACC. ..honored in 1978 as one of
1 1 scholar athletes by the National Football
Foundation and Hall of Fame. ..NCAA Top
Five Award winner, given annually to the top
five student athletes in the nation, regard-
less of sport. ..graduated with a 3.93 in Pre-
Law (History). ..just the second Clemson
athlete in history to have his number (four)
retired. ..played in East-West Shrine Bowl
and Senior Bowl in 1 979. ..played in the NFL
for eight years, including a stint with the
Super Bowl Champion Chicago








ACC in football and bas-







1 984 Blue-Gray game. ..threw for 28 career
touchdown passes, breaking Bobby Gage's
record... recipient of the Frank Howard Award
in 1 983-84 academic year and the Clemson
IPTAY Athlete-of-the-Year the same
season. ..third in the nation in passing effi-
ciency in 1983, the highest finish ever by a
Clemson quarterback... only Clemson QB to
rank in the Top 25 in passing efficiency
twice...fourth-team Academic Ail-American
in 1 984, he was first-team AII-ACC by AP for
his on-field performance. ..doubled as bas-
ketball player for four years. ..earned 268
assists, seventh best all-time finish in
Clemson history on the hardcourt, when he
graduated. ..also earned his master's de-
gree from Clemson. ..heating and air condi-






1991 and a second-
team AII-ACC choice by
AP/ACSWA at offensive
tackle ...named to the
Academic AII-ACC foot-
ball team for three straight years, he was
just the sixth player in Clemson history to do
so. ..received his degree in industrial engi-
neering in May of 1 991 , he was a graduate
student during his last year of
competition....winner of the Bob James
Postgraduate scholarship, the ACC's top
academic honor. ..a senior leader of the
Tiger offensive line that led the team to the
ACC regular season title in total offense and
rushing offense in 1991 ...in on 1 ,899 snaps
in his Clemson career.. .a prime reason
Clemson ranked in the top 20 in the nation
in rushing each of the last three
seasons. ..graded 75 or better in six of the
last seven games of 1990. ..a three-year
starter for the Tigers.














T. C. Atkinson, Jr., Director
Charlie Bussey, Director
Eddie N. Dalton, Director




F. Reeves Gressette, Jr., Director Bill Reaves, Director
Lewis F. Holmes, Director Lawrence Starkey, Director
W. G. DesChamps, Director F.E. Hughes, Director
Dr. R. C. Edwards, Director Dr. G.J. Lawhon, Jr., Director
Harper Gault, Director
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR • BOBBY ROBINSON
IPTAY EXECUTIVE SECRETARY - ALLISON DALTON
HONORARY DIRECTOR - FRANK HOWARD
ASSOCIATE EXECUTIVE SECRETARY - Bert Henderson
ASSOCIATE EXECUTIVE SECRETARY - Bob Mahony
- denotes Representative Emeritus
+ denotes County Chairman Emeritus













* Joe B. Davenport (CC)




Dr. James P Hentz
John D Hopkins, Jr.
* Robert Lee Hill
Dr. James H. Irby
' Dr William P. Kay. Jr.. MD
Dr. C. Patrick Killen
Arthur M. Klugh, III
" James F. Little
' Harry Mapr
' Randall W Mcclain
Jake Meeks







* Wayne Bell (CC)
Dr. F. E. Abell, Jr.
Mark Abell
* Nick P Anagnost
* Lewis Bagwell




* James S. Hull






Jennings G. McAbee (CC)
T. C. Faulkner, Jr.
Oconee County
Dr. Don Neal (CC)
Thomas Alexander
Marshall P Childress






Dr W Ted Nimmons
Ernest Riley




* J.E. Britt (CC)
Jeffery W Childress
- B K. Chreitzberg
Bennie Cunningham
Charles E Dalton
* Dr. Val S. Dyches
* Robert E. Dye
* Dr. R. C. Edwards
Gaston Gage, Jr.
* Bird Garrett
Roddy E. Gertys, III




' Coach Frank J. Howard
Floyd M. Hunt
Edwin L Kilby, Jr.
R. Frank Kolb




* Mrs. Jo Lynn McFadden
John Mclntyre
' James V. Patterson






* Joseph J. Turner
- K.N. Vickery
' Joseph A West
* David F. Whittemore, Jr.








P O Box 188
Gaffney, SC 29342
Cherokee County
* Bob Peeler (CC)
Dr. Ronald Barrett
- R. S. Campbell, Jr.
Gary E Clary
- John M. Hamrick
- Wylie Hamrick
David Parker
• E. Raymond Parker
" Jim Sanders
Greenville County
• Ronald J McCoy (CC)
Bill Barbary






" Miles E. Bruce
Charles A. Bryan, Jr.
-' Charles A. Bussey, Jr
* Donald Jay Coggins
' Larry Copeland
* James Crawford
• Walter B. Crawford
' Gordan S. Davis
William Lem Dillard





* Benjamin M Evatt
' Mark Finley
Glenn Garrett
* Clark Gaston. Jr
- Joe D. Gibson
- Joel W Gray, III
Scott Greene
* J Benson Harrison
Tammy Holcombe
* Richard H. Ivester





" Floyd S. Long
- W.M. Manning. Jr.
- Seabrook Marchant
* Edward O. McCameron
* James T. McCarter
J.G Miller
James D. Miller





* I.N. Patterson, Jr.
George M Plyler
- C. Evans Putman
* Bobby W Ramsey
* Bruce Reeves
Robert E. Reeves. Jr.











* James E Vissage, Jr
Mike Wade
- S Gray Walsh
+*Kermit M. Watson
Robert B. Whorton
- David H. Wilkins
* Charles P Willimon
Laurens County




W Fred Chapman, Jr
* James A Coleman
* Henry M. Faris, Sr.
- Dr N. Carl Wessinger
Spartanburg County
Dr. B. Lee Smith (CC)
Kendall Alley
William A Bishop. Ill
William A Blackwood, Jr.
John L. Brady, Sr.
David Cecil. II
John B Cornwell. Jr
Walter Davis, Jr.










- W A Hudson
- A P Kerchmar
Harry Kinard
- Henry M. Lee
Mrs. Anita Ness






* Dr. Harold Vigodsky
Ted B. Wilson
Union County
H S Harris, Jr (CC)
Carl E. Carson, Jr.
Dr. H. Russell Caston. Jr.
William Howell
Thomas E. Mack
Edward L B Osborne
S.C. "Cal" McMeekin Jr.
Director, District III
DISTRICT III




• Warren E. Kenrick (CC)
' William R. Alexander
Richard I. Boyleston
John R. (Bob) Brooks
Johnny L. Cagle






' Gerald W. Metts
' John G. Molony
- Alan M. Tewkesbury, III
• Carrol H. Warner
H.O. Weeks
Edgefield County
• Lewis F. Holmes, III (CC)
Catherine M Christie
- E.O. Dukes, Jr.
- J.W. Gilliam, Jr.
-* Lewis F. Holmes, Jr.
Watson Rhodes
- Thomas H. Ryan
Theo Reginal Williams
Lexington County
William Craig Jumper (CC)
• George I. Alley
- Billy Amick
• Alvin N Berry
Jerry A. Brannon
• R. Hugh Caldwell
• Fred H Carter
James Tracy Childers
H Ralph Corley, Sr.
John Fulmer








• J. Tom Shell
Charles M. Stuck
Robert M. Taylor
Lee Harold Witt, Jr.
Newberry County





• M Larry Longshore
C.H. Ragsdale, III








- Phillip C Chappell, Jr
" Henry Chastain
• Albert G Courie, Jr.
Judge Michael R. Davis
James W. Engram
Don E. Golightly
- Laurence M. Gressette. Jr
Lloyd M. Kapp
Terry H. Klosterman
• W T. McDaniel, III
' James P McKeown, III
• S.C. McMeekin, Jr.
• Crawford E. Sanders, III
-• Mrs Davis O Smith
• Dr John Timmerman
E. Ralph Wessinger, Sr
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Saluda County
' James R. Herlong, Jr. (CC)
Bernard L. Black
• Alfred B Coleman
• James A Derrick
Hascal Goff
• Beniamen H Herlong
Bob Home
T. C. Wright
James C. Rhea, Jr.
Ben R. Smith, Jr.
G.G Thomas, Sr.
Dr Roger J, Troutman




S. Lynn Campbell. Director
Box 1 1 326
Rock Hill, SC 29730
Chester County
+
- Edward C. Abell
Robert A. Darby, Sr.
' George R. Fleming
W E. Lindsay
John M. Little. Ill
" Donald B Murray
Marvin Waldrep
Chesterfield County
Dan L. Tillman (CC)
Phillip Powell
- John R. Thomas
William R. Tillman
Darlington County
• John C. Walker (CC)
Dr. Hubert C. Baker, DDS
- J.W. Carter
Marion D. Hawkins, Jr.
George A. Hutto, Jr.
Warren Jeffords
Dr. Wm. P. Kennedy
•' Dr. G.J. Lawhon, Jr.
William B. McCown, III
- Harry M. McDonald
• Dr M B Nickles, Jr.
• Bill Reaves




William Lindsay Wylie (CC)
Louis M. Boulware
' J.K. Coleman
-' Forest E. Hughes, Jr.
' Harold R. Jones
Kershaw County
Joseph C. Jackson (CC)
Dr. Kenneth W Carson, DDS
Tommie W. James, Jr.




• Steve Epps (CC)
Jim Adams
- W.P. Clyburn






Green DesChamps, II (CC)
• W. G. DesChamps, Jr.
Pete Player
Marlboro Coutny
Mark S. Avent (CC)
+ C.E. Calhoun
York County
James H. Owen, Jr. (CC)





Fredrick W. Faircloth, III
-• H.S. Gault


















+ R. Herman Rice
Barnwell County












• Nolan L. Pontiff (CC)
• Bob Dangerfield





• William H. Bull
" Tatum Gresserte, Jr.
Charleston County
" John Q. Adams (CC)






- M. Dreher Gaskin
Ms Beverly Hafers
• Al Hitchock
• Dr. John P. Howard
+"William C. Kennerty
- Robert Cody Lenhardt
" T.E. Lynn
David M. Murray. Jr
Carl E. Poole, Jr.
John H. Price. Jr
J. Lynn Pruitt
- Carl S. Pulkinen
• Paul Quattlebaun, Jr.
- A.B Schirmer, Jr.
Fred Schrimpf
- Nicholas C. Sottile
• Dr, J R. Stout
- Van Noy Thornhill
Colleton County
• James R. White, III (CC)




B. George Price, III





- E.T. (Tom) Salisbury
Hampton County
Harry L. Foy (CC)
Dr. Jerry Frank Crews. Jr
- David B. Gohagan
• Winston A. Lawton




• W C. Higginbotham, Jr. (CC)
• Dr. Julius W. Babb, III
William B. Bookhart. Jr
Larry Dyar
' F. Reeves Gressette, Jr.
' Edgar C. McGee
Karen O Cain
Fletcher M. Riley, Jr.
Dan M Robinson, Jr.
- J.M. Russell. Jr.
J.M. Russell, III
Landy Weathers
- Russell S. Wolfe, II
ii
John H. Holcombe, Jr.
Director. District VI
DISTRICT VI
John H. Holcombe. Jr., Director
P.O. Box 1977
Myrtle Beach, SC 29578
Clarendon County









Ms. Carole Arnette (CC)
John Alford
* William Shipp Daniel
- W.G. Lynn












• Dr. W L. Coleman
- Frank A. Douglass, Jr.
- L.B. Finklea, Jr.
Charles M. Grace IV
- Harold B. Haynes
- Ernest L. Jones
- James W. King




- John G. Rose
Rick Sellers
Patrick Z. Wiggins
• Allen P Wood. AIA
• Edward L. Young
Georgetown County
• Glenn A. Cox (CC)
Tommy Branyon
- Samuel M. Harper
' H E. Hemingway, Jr.









" John H. Holcombe, Jr.
- S.F. Horton
-' Thurmon W. McLamb
Liston Wells
• Robert (Bob) Wilder, Jr.
Marion County
' Troy Carroll Atkinson,
- T.C. Atkinson, Jr.







John J. Britton, Jr.
Billy Carter. Jr.
* Thomas Cuttino
- W T. Fort, Jr.
Bob A. Galiano, Jr.
* James F. Kinney
Williamsburg County
Fred P Guerry, Jr. (CC)
• Dr. W. C. Cottingham
W H. Cox
















Capt. J R. Cottingham (RC)
' Eddie Dalton
Dr Samuel T Drake
Robert L Dunnigan






Thomas W. Glenn, III
" H.L. Hoover
Renee H Jackson
















Dr. T. G. Westmoreland














William C. Efird, Jr.
Douglas S. Gray
Mrs. Joycelyn Hairston





Milnor Paret Kessler, Jr.
Robert A . King
William Lawson
Ben A. Leppard. Jr.
Charles G. Lucius, III
Lisa Willimon Moody
John L. Murray, Jr.
Steve Palmer







' Lawrence Starkey, Jr
Stephen B. Sullivan
John D. Tice




















John C. Garavaglia, III
Walter L. Garvin
Thomas Edwin Grimes, III
Landrum Henderson, Jr.
L.J. (Bill) Hendrix, Jr.
Gray Hipp, Jr.
Ben M. Hornsby
Alvin Judson Hurt. Jr.
' F H Inabinet, Jr.
F H Inabinet. Ill








W. David Stainaker. Jr
Ms. Millie D Williams
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Rayon. ..the natural advantage
COURTAULDS
FIBERS
OURTAULDS FIBERS INC. 1 04 WEST 40TH ST. NEW YORK, N. Y. 1 001 8 (21 2) 944-7400
Rudy Harris
by Annabelle Vaughan
A long time ago, Jacqueline Harris told her
husband Robert, that one day she would bring a
star into the world. And by the time that James
Larry, Oro, Sharon, Mario, Rico, Ricky, Lonnie,
Cody, D'Angelo, Jocko, Robbie, Onzell Andre,
and Roger (also known as Tyga) came along, the
odds were that there would be a star among
them.
Although all of the Harris children may be
stars in their own right, Onzell Andre, the 12th
child and 1 1 th son of Jacqueline Harris' brood of
13, has certainly fulfilled his mother's prophecy,
even though she might not have been thinking
about football when she made the statement. He
became a prodigy on the fields of little league,
went on to a successful high school career, and
has since made a name for himself on the major
college level.
But that should be no surprise to anyone in the
Harris family, because Onzell Andre Harris first
made a name for himself before he could walk.
"When I was little my parents tried to feed me
baby food," Harris laughs, "and I would spit it out
every time. So they tried to crush up table food or
whatever they were eating and I would spit it out.
They tried fruits, vegetables, spaghetti, every-
thing and I would spit it out. The only thing that
they could find that I would eat was rutabagers.
So they started calling me Rudy."
It would seem that it wouldn't be easy to carve
a niche for yourself in a family of 1 3 children, but
Harris says that getting attention was never a
problem growing up. "Believe it or not, I was
spoiled," he remembers. "I was a Papa's boy.
The only problem I ever had with having so many
brothers (and sister) was when it was Christmas.
I would want to take my savings and buy every-
body a gift, but once I would start counting my
money, there would never be enough for ev-
erybody. We are still a very close family, even
though our ages are very spread out." (The
oldest Harris child is 43, while Rudy's younger
brother is 17).
With so many boys in the family, it seems
logical that sports would play a major role. But
that wasn't the case at the Harris household.
In fact, Harris began playing football at the
encouragement of his schoolmates, not his
siblings. "I had never felt the need to play
sports before because I always had someone
to play with and something to do at home," he
recalls. "But when I was about eight years old,
I would hear my friends at school talking about
playing football. They would talk about scor-
ing touchdowns and how much fun that was
and I wanted to play. I didn't know little kids
could play football.
"So one day I decided to go out for the
team. The coaches were real excited be-
cause I was big and fast. They gave me my
uniform and told me to put my pads in and I
had no idea how to do it. I walked out on the
field and all of the little cheerleaders were
there and everything, and I had my knee pads
on my thighs and my thigh pads on my knees.
The coach's eyes just popped out. He had to
take me over to the side and tell me how to put
pads on. Once I figured out what I was doing,
I loved it. I was really good at that age, nobody
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could catch me. But I had no clue what I was
supposed to do on the field when I started, I just
did it because my friends made scoring a touch-
down seem like a lot of fun."
The enjoyment of scoring touchdowns is some-
thing that Harris definitely caught on to and he
has carried that with him ever since those first
days of pee wee league. There aren't any records
of how many times he crossed the goalline in
those early years, but since he began playing
football in high school, he has reached paydirt an
incredible 83 times (67 TD's in high school, 16 at
Clemson). "I loved football from the first day I
started playing it," says Harris. "When you're
little, everybody wants to be a doctor or a lawyer,
but all I ever wanted to be was a football player.
My family always encouraged me to follow my
dreams."
By the time he reached Brockton High School,
it was obvious that Jacqueline Harris had fulfilled
her prophecy in her son Rudy and that his dream
of being a football player was a reality. At the
tailback position, he was a USA Today, Parade,
Street & Smith, and SuperPrep All-American as
a prepster. His stats in his senior year alone
included 1,821 yards rushing, 27 touchdowns.
174 points, a 38.5 yard punting average, two
kickoff returns for touchdowns, three punt returns
for touchdowns, 30 receptions for 460 yards, and
eight receiving TD's. At the end of such a stellar
season, he was a top recruit of many major
college programs.
It may have been somewhat of a surprise to
those who had followed Harris' career that he
would go as far away as South Carolina to follow
his dream, just as it may surprise many of the
South Carolinians Harris comes in contact with
when they hear his staunch Boston accent. "I
wanted to say I had lived in the south and I knew
that Clemson had the kind of program I wanted to
play for," says Harris. "I'm glad I have had the
experience of living down here. The weather is
great, the people are nice for the most part, and
the food is great. That's why I've gained my
weight!"
The fact that Terry Allen, now the starting
tailback for the Minnesota Vikings was entrenched
at tailback, and that good Southern cooking had
added a few pounds to Harris' physique, led the
Tiger coaches to move him to fullback when it
came time for him to play. "I never thought I would
play fullback, but now I'm glad I have," says
Harris. "I was good at tailback, so I carry a lot of
things with me to the fullback position that make
me special. I think I'm a tailback in a fullback's
body and that helps me do a lot of things.
"I was good at running the ball when I got here
and I was good at scoring, but I didn't know much
about blocking. I thought the way to show my
talent was to make a move, or try to shake-and-
bake somebody, or just run over them. I had to
train myself that blocking was just showing my
ability in a different way."
Because he was so eager to fulfill his lifelong
dream of becoming a professional football player,
Harris decided last year to forego his last year of
eligiblity and signed with an agent. But after
further consideration, he changed his mind. As a
result, he was forced to miss the Tigers' first three
games of 1 992. "It was really hard to sit back and
watch," he says. "Seeing my team going to battle,
seeing them out there fighting and knowing I
couldn't contribute was tough. I know they can
win without me, they have proven that, but it was
hard to see them going to war and not be able to
carry my load. It was going into a big battle and
carrying nothing but a broom."
In his first game back, against UT-Chatta-
nooga, Harris picked up where he left off in 1 991
,
as he came off the bench and scored two touch-
downs. "I've missed three key games, so
when I go out there, I can't give 95 percent or
even 99 percent. I have to give 100 percent
on every play. My attitude is to go out there
and execute and help our team win. I can't go
out there thinking in the back of my mind that
I have to do well because the NFL is watching.
I have to stay focussed."
Finally being so close to fulfilling his dream
is exciting, but Harris admits that it is also a
little scary. "A lot of people have followed me
throughout my career and have high expecta-
tions of me. It's been hard to live up to my
reputation. People are happy about what I
have accomplished, but they still want me to
conquer the world. I haven't won a lot of
honors in college, but I think that my ability
and my desire will help me get what I want. I
also have to work hard and get in shape. If I
can do that, there is no reason why I can't
fulfill my dreams."
When asked if he thinks he is the fulfillment
of his mother's prediction that she would bring
a star into the world, Rudy Harris stops to
think. "Well I made a name for myself up in the
north, in the Boston area. Now I've made a
name for myself here in the south. But I don't
think I'm a star yet because they don't really
know me out west! Maybe I will get to play pro





Front row— left to right: Christi Cooke, Allison Clardy
[co-captain), Kristye Addison, Janet Bauld, Sandra
Reid, Maureen Wynne, Kelli Petty.
Back row—left to right: Brad Sheppard, Chase Nichols ^
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When Howard Hall was eight-years-old, he
cried a lot. It wasn't that he was an unhappy
child. In fact, he was probably just as carefree
as any other eight-year-old boy growing up in
atown likeGastonia, NC. Exceptforone thing:
even at that age, Howard Hall hated to lose.
And that was the year that his Pee Wee
football team posted an 0-10 record.
"I was only eight-years-old," Hall remem-
bers, "and you weren't supposed to be able to
play Pee Wee football until you were nine. But
I went to practice with my uncle one day and
the Junior Midget coach saw me on the side-
lines and told me to go and talk to the Pee Wee
coach and they let me play. I wanted to play
real bad so they made me a defensive end. In
my first game I had three interceptions, but we
lost. We lost every game we played that
season and I cried after every game."
A decade and a half later, Howard Hall still
hates to lose. "I still get in tears when we lose
now and I'm a senior in college," laughs Hall.
"It hits me hard when we lose. I'm trying to get
over that, because there are going to be some
tough times when you are a member of a
football team. But I don't think I'll ever accept
losing."
Hall ought to know about tough times when
it comes to football, as he has definitely had his
share. And if it hadn't been for that intense
hatred of losing, or at least of not succeeding,
he might not have made it to his
senior year at Clemson. The 6-1,
240-pounder signed with the Tigers
in 1988, after a highly successful
prep campaign at Ashbrook High
School, where he earned Parade
All-America honors. He followed in
the footsteps of two other fullbacks
from the Tar Heel state who had
come to play for Clemson and would
go on to play in the pros: Kevin Mack
(Cleveland Browns) andTracy John-
son (Seattle Seahawks). Hall would
red-shirt his first season behind John-
son.
"I learned a lot that year, even
though I wason the scoutteam, "Hall
recalls. "The next year, Tony
Kennedy and I played backup to
Wesley McFadden, and when
Wesley got hurt, I played a lot in the
North Carolina and South Carolina
games. I felt like I was right where I
wanted to be. After we changed
coaches during the offseason, Tony
and I were battling for the starting
position in spring practice. I won it in
the fall and I was the starter at the
beginning of 1990."
Hall started his first contest in
Ken Hatfield's first game as the Ti-
ger head coach against Long Beach
State and had an auspicious beginning. He
carried the ball 10 times in Clemson's 59-0
blowout, gaining 78 yards and scoring a touch-
down. As the starting fullback in the first four
games of the season, he carried the ball 40
times for 1 89 yards and a very impressive 4.7
yard average. "Things were going my way
there for a while," remembers Hall. "I had a
couple of good games and thought I was
making improvement every week, then in the
third quarter of the Appalachian State game I
took a freak hit on the knee and was out for the
next four weeks."
After undergoing arthroscopic surgery, Hall
missed the Tigers next three games, and
although he started the last five games of the
season, he carried the ball only 20 times and
averaged a yard less per carry than he did
before his injury. "The rest of that season, I
was just trying to get by and trying to protect
my knee," he says. "I knew I wasn't going to
get the ball much, I mostly blocked for the
tailback." But even though he didn't carry the
ball as much, Hall did manage to score the
winning touchdown in his first game back
against N.C. State, and he caught five passes
over the next five games, including a touch-
down reception in the Hall of Fame Bowl win
over Illinois.
Heading into 1991, Hall once again found
himself battling for the starting position, and he
started two of the first four games of the
season, averaging 3.75 yards per rush. But
Hall turned in a big touchdown in the 1 991 Hall of Fame Bowl win
over Illinois.
the week before the Tigers' key conference
matchup with Virginia, Hall went down in prac-
tice with a sprained knee. "I thought it was over
for me," he says with a grimace. "I still had that
competitive attitude, but it is hard to be com-
petitive when you aren't out there competing.
When I came back, I didn't play as much. I was
over the injury physically, but I used to worry
about getting hit from the side and I would try
to square up and keep out of traffic. I didn't
want to be in a situation where I had to go in a
hole and have people falling on my leg. They
kept me out of the middle." Although he came
back and played in five games, his rushing
averaged dropped to almost two yards per
carry and he did not start another game in
1991.
Hall underwent another arthroscopic knee
surgery in the spring of this year, and missed
time in preseason workouts due to a pull and
a sprained ankle. "I would get over one injury
and then I would get another one," he says. "I
was getting real depressed because this was
my senior year and I knew my knees were
stronger and I wanted to stay away from inju-
ries. So I started reading the Bible a lot and
that helped me. Now I'm healthy and feeling
better. But I'm still reading the Bible and
knocking on wood."
That may not be very sound theology, but
Hall did earn his starting job back in the third
game of 1992 and was averaging just under
four yards per carry and 1 7 yards per reception
heading into the Virginia game. And
although the Tigers have lost some
games in 1992, Hall has definitely
learned how to be a winner. "My
number-one goal this year is to stay
healthy," he says. "I want to prove
that I can go a full season without
missing a game because it really
gets you out of the flow of things. I'm
tired of missing games. I want to be
a complete back and put the whole
picture together: blocking, running
and catching. I have to practice hard
and listen to the little things that the
coaches tell me. I have to perfect the
little things. I've never been able to
do that before because I was always
trying to overcome an injury."
The goals of becoming that com-
plete back and having an injury-free
season are parts of Hall's larger goal
for the future. "I love playing foot-
ball," he says. "I have loved it since
that first game I played when I was
eight-years-old. I want to keep play-
ing football. Even when I kept get-
ting injured, I couldn't wait to get
backbecausellovethegame. Hope-
fully I can get a shot in the NFL, but
if not, I want to play in Canada or any
where."
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Out of respect for the Clemson
football team, please wait until
after the game to run to your
Jeep and Eagle dealer.
We realize that it could be difficult to sit
through an entire game knowing that you could
be driving one of these tempting new vehicles.
Jeep Grand Cherokee's optional new 220 horse-
power V8 engine is enough to send even the
most die-hard fan to one of the exits. And as
if that weren't enough, there's the totally new
Eagle Vision TSi with a 214 horsepower engine
and dual air bags standard. So please, be polite,
look at the pictures, root for the home team and,
if you must, leave at halftime. Your local dealer
will have the game on the radio.
Jeep.
Eagle
See your nearest Jeep and Eagle dealer.
Jeep is a registered trademark of Chrysler Corporation. Buckle up for safety.
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Clemson Alphabetical Roster
NO. NAME POS HGT WGT CL EXP NO.
76 TERRENCE ABNEY NG 6-4
Monetta, SC; Ridge Spring.Phil Strickland
304 *FR. RS 63
12 MICHAEL BARBER OLB 6-1
Edgemore, SC; Lewisville;Bennie McMurray
230 SO. 1VL 13
67 PAUL BARTON OT 6-7
Sorrento, LA; St. Amanto;Doug Moreau
285 *FR. RS 72
53 LARRY BLANTON OG 6-0 315 FR. HS 56
Charlotte, NC; S. Mecklenburg;Steve Shaughnessey
74 NICK BLINSKY OG 6-3 277 *JR. SQ 60
Struthers, OH; Struthers; Pary Zetts
33 RODNEY BLUNT TB 5-10 190 *JR. 2VL 71
Pensacola, FL; Pine Forest;Carl Madison
58 JOE BOYLAN OG 6-5 233 *FR. RS 64
Philadelphia, PA; St. John Neumann;Gerard McConnell
23 NOHHIb BHOWN Ub/bb 5-11 1 92 *SR. 3VL
1
Conway, SC; Conway; Chuck Jordan
1 DWAYNE BRYANT WH 6-1 192 JR. 2VL 5
Tallahassee, FL; Lincoln;Steve Hardin
89 BHbN 1 bON BULKNbH Nb b-2
Columbus, GA; Carver; Wallace Davis
292 *JR. 2VL 7
70 WILLIAM BUFORD OLB 5-11 199 SR. SQ
1
5
Newberry, SC; Newberry, Gregg Sharp
82 GHtG BUHK 1 1 6-1 244 "JR. SQ 61
Lawton, OK; Lawson;Darrell Ahlschlager
47 DEREK BURNETTE LB 6-0 213 FR. HS
1
1
Columbus, GA; Carver;Wallace Davis
57 DARREN CALHOUN LB 6-1 230 •JR. 2VL 48
McCormick.SC; McCormickJim McCall
29 PAUL CAPUTO FB 5-9 214 *SR. 2VL 50
Essex Fells, NJ; W. Essex;Ron Annrello
62 RICHARD CASSIDY SN 5-8 183 SR. SQ 54
Darlington, SC; St. John's; Barry Harley
94 CLAYTON CASTEEL NG 6-4 267 *FR. RS 28
Weaverville, NC; N. Buncombe; Tom Mclntyre
42 MARVIN CROSS DT 6-4 240 *FR. RS 69
Durham, NC; Hillside; James Lillie
93 CARLOS CURRY NG 6-2
Decatur, GA; Columbia; Ron Sebree
268 FR. HS 88
80 JASON DAVIS WR 6-1 200 *JR. 2VL 20
Pensacola, FL; Pine Forest;Carl Madison
37 BRIAN DAWKINS DB 6-0 177 FR. HS
1
4
Jacksonville, FL; Raines; Freddie Stephens
81 STEVE DERRISO TE 6-4 236 *JR. 2VL
1
9
Huntsville, AL; Grissom; Larrie Robinson
43 TERRANCE DIXON DB 5-7 175 FR. HS 79
Conway, SC; Conway; Chuck Jordan
17 LANCE EASTON WR 6-1 184 *SR. 1VL 96
Fernandina Bch, FL; Fernandina Bch.;Joel Stockstill
16 LEOMONT EVANS FS 6-1 193 FR. HS 49
Abbeville, SC; Abbeville;Dennis Botts
3 BUTCH FEWSTER DB 5-11 177 "SR. 2VL 99
Rock Hill, SC; Northwestern;Jimmy Wallace
87 BOBBY FORBES TE 6-5 237 *JR. RS 46
Sacramento, CA; American CC;Larry Ghilardi
90 WARREN FORNEY DT 6-3 272 SO. 1VL 24
Rutherfordton, NC; RS Central;Jack Huss
70 JEFF FORTNER OG 6-5 294 SR. 1VL
-| -|
Ft. Washington, MD;Lees McRae JC;Mac Bryan
26 ERICGETER CB 6-0 188 SR. 3VL 30
Newnan, GA; Newnan; Max Bass
9 TY GIBSON TE 6-2 240 *JR. 2VL 52
Camden, SC; Hartsville; Lewis Lineberger
32 MARRIO GRIER FB 5-11 224 *FR. RS 85
Charlotte, NC; lndependence;Rusty Jester
21 HENRY GUESS WR 6-2
Cordova, SC; Edisto; John Weathers
199 *FR. RS
l o
45 HOWARD HALL FB 6-1 240 *SR. 3VL 97
Gastonia, NC; Ashbrook; John Kinlaw
75 LES HALL OT 6-7 313 *SR. 3VL OO
Columbia, SC; Spring Valley;Jerry Brown
55 JOHN HARRIS C 6-2
Roxboro, NC; Person; Larry Dixon
272 *GR. 2VL QO
40 RUDY HARRIS FB 6-2
Brockton, MA; Brockton; Armond Colombo
245 SR. 2VL o
41 ED HAUSGEN TB 5-8 180 FR. HS
Cincinnati, OH; Madeira; Hank Ohmeis
38 JAMES HEMPHILL LB 6-0 205 FR. HS 98
Hammond, LA; Hammond;John Williams
78 ANDRE HEWITT OT 6-6 270 JR. JC 77
Dayton, OH; Santa Monica JC; Paul Kenec
6 MARCUS HINTON WR 6-0 174 FR. HS 36
Powder Springs, GA; McEachern; Jim Dorsey
39 GREG HOOD TB 5-6 153 *JR. SQ 31
Anderson, SC; Westside; Ted Luckadoo
34 ANDRE HUMPHREY DB 5-8 192 FR. HS 65
Wilmington, NC; Laney; Larry Tootoo
46 BRIAN HUNTER TB 5-9 179 SR. SQ
Honea Path, SC; Belton-Honea Path; John Abercrombie
NAME POS HGT WGT CL EXP
ROGER HUTCHINS SN 5-11 222
Shelby, NC; Shelby; Jim Taylor
KENZIL JACKSON LB 5-11 224
LaGrange, GA; LaGrange; Gary Guthrie
ROBERT JACKSON OT 6-6 329
Washington, DC; Woodson;Bob Headen
TIM JONES LB 6-1 214
Rock Hill, SC; Rock Hill; Jim Ringer
MIKE KUNZ OT 6-4 288
San Antonio, TX; Lee; Bobby Smith
BRENT LeJEUNE OT 6-3 306
Lake Charles, LA; Barbe;Jimmy Shaver
CHRIS LOVELACE OL 6-4 282
Apex, NC; N. Greenville JC;Mike Taylor
DEXTER McCLEON QB 5-10 187
Meridian, MS; Meridian; Mac Barnes
ANDYE McCROREY FS 5-10 189
Rock Hill, SC; Rock Hill; Jim Ringer
RICHARD MONCRIEF QB 6-1 200
Montgomery, AL; Davis; Charles Lee
ROBERT O'NEAL SAF 6-2 197
Clarkston, GA; Clarkston;Tommy Stringer
BRYCE NELSON C 6-2 265
Lennexa, KS; Coffeyville JC;Dale Phipps
ERIK PHILLIPS PK 5-11 183
Seneca, SC; Seneca; Tom Bass
HAROM PRINGLE OLB 6-2 215
Bronx, NY; Nassau CC;John Anselmo
TREVOR PUTNAM C 6-4 240
Canton, NC; Pisgah; Carroll Wright
DUSTIN RASH OG 6-2 262
Mesa, AZ; Mesa JC; Jessie Parker
MATT REEVES LB 6-1 267
Anderson, SC; T.L. Hanna; Harold Jones
AL RICHARD DT 6-4 294
Clinton, SC; Clinton; Keith Richardson
THAD RIDGELY LB 6-3 217
Ambridge, PA; Ambridge; Frank Anthony
LARRY RYANS WR 6-0 184
Greenwood, SC; Greenwood;Willis Burkett
PATRICK SAPP QB 6-3 241
Jacksonville, FL; Raines; Freddie Stephens
JEFFSAUVE PK 6-0 198
Mechanicsburg, PA;Cumberland Valley;Tim Rimpfel
STACY SEEGARS OG 6-4 320
Kershaw, SC; Andrew Jackson; Duane Dennie
ASHLEY SHEPPARD OLB 6-3 254
Greenville, NC; North Pitt.Larry Bolger
WAYNE SIMMONS OLB 6-2 236
Hilton Head, SC; Hilton Head;Dan Utley
LAMARICK SIMPSON DT 6-2 276
Rock Hill, SC; Rock Hill; Jim Ringer
JAMES SIMS OLB 6-3 231
Lockhart, SC; Lockhart; Maurice Bevis
TERRY SMITH WR 6-1 200
Clemson, SC; Daniel; Dick Singleton
LOUIS SOLOMON QB 5-10 168
Somerset, NJ; Franklin; Joe Stinson
DARNELL STEPHENS SS 6-0 224
San Antonio, TX; Converse-Judson;D.W. Rutledge
JAMISON TEMPLES OT 6-5 271
Little Mtn, SC; Chapin;Eddie Muldrow
FRANKLIN THOMAS TE 6-4 244
New Orleans, LA; St. Augustine; Anthony Biagas
CARDELLTHURMAN WR 5-7 161
Belton, SC; Belton-Honea Path; John Abercrombie
JAMES TRAPP CB 6-0 180
Lawton, OK; Lawton;Darrell Ahlschlager
LEWIS USHER OLB 6-1 231
Decatur, GA; SW DeKalb; Buck Godfrey
SPEEDY WATSON DB 5-7 167
Memphis, TN; Hamilton;Daniel Cooperwood
NELSON WELCH PK-P 5-8 182
Greer, SC; Greer; Stuart Holcombe
RONALD WILLIAMS TB 6-0 203
Ninety Six, SC; Ninety Six;Wayne Sweeney
PIERRE WILSON DT 6-4 286
Jackson, MS; Provine;Stanley Blackman
WYATT WILSON DT 6-4 263
Sewell, NJ; Washington Township;Tom Brown
CHARLES WINSLOW LB 6-2 229
Virginia Beach, VA; Green Run; Elisha Harris
DERRICK WITHERSPOON TB 5-11 198
Sumter, SC; Sumter; Tom Lewis
WILL YOUNG OG 6-2 276
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"World's Largest Supplier Of Clemson Gifts & Souvenirs"
Crewneck Sweatshirts and T-Shirts
Adult Sizes S-XXL
Youth Sizes S6/8, M10/12, L14/16
Toddler Sizes (2T, 3T, 4T)
Infant Sizes (6Mos, 12M, 18M)
T-Shirts Adult 100% Cotton
Youth, Toddler, and Infants
50% cotton/50% poly
Sweatshirts Heavyweight 9 oz. 50/50
Adult
S-XL XXL Youth Toddler Infants
A-Sweatshirt $21.99 $23.99 $19.50 $17.50 N.A.
Colors available Orange, White, Birch Grey, or Purple
With Hood $27.99 $29.99
Colors— Same as above
B-Sweatshirt $21.99 $23.99 $19.50 $17.50 N.A.
Colors— Orange or Purple
C-Fitted
Baseball Cap $16.99 Sizes 6 3/4 - 7 3/4
D-Golf Shirt $32.99 $34.99 N.A. N.A. N.A.
60/40 Cot/Poly Colors— Orange, White or Purple
E-Baseball Cap $13.99 1 size fits all (adjustable)
F-Basebal I Cap $1 1 .99 1 size fits all
G-Golf Shirt $30.99 $33.99 XXXL $36.99
Purple or Orange 100% Cotton
H-Baseball Cap $15.99 Fitted Sizes 6 3/4 to 7 3/4
l-Roll Sleeve
T-Shirt $14.99 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
J-T-Shirt $11.99 $12.99 $7.99 $7.50 N.A.
Colors— Orange, White, Purple or Birch Grey
K-T-Shirt &
Short Set N.A. N.A. $13.99 $13.99
Orange only
L-T-Shirts $11.50 $13.50 $8.50 N.A. N.A.
Colors— Orange, Purple or Peppercorn Grey
M-Shorts $15.99
1 00% Cotton Colors— Purple or Orange
N-Sideline Shirt $45.99 $48.99 XXXL $48.99
Same as worn by the Tiger Coaches
Call about our other styles of sideline shirts not shown.
O-T-Shirt w/
Applique $26.99





Purple w/Ash or Org. w/Ash Trim
R-T-Shirt to
Match Q $12.50 $14.99
Colors Purple or Ash Grey
SHIPPING & HANDLING










COLOR SIZE QUANTITY DESCRIPTION UNIT
PRICE
TOTAL
•PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE
SUBTOTAL
SHIPPING & HANDLING




CLEMSON, SC 29631 (803) 654-4203
We accept Money Orders. Check, MasterCard or VISA
CARD HOLDERS NAME





When Clemson Has The Ball
I 1
CLEMSON OFFENSE 4
FL LARRY RYANS 20
LT BRENT LeJEUNE 71
LG JEFF FORTNER 70
C JOHN HARRIS 55
RG STACY SEEGARS 79
RT LESHALL 75
TE TY GIBSON 9
SE TERRY SMITH 24
QB RICHARD MONCRIEF 7
or LOUIS SOLOMON 11
FB HOWARD HALL 45
TB RODNEY BLUNT 33
PK NELSON WELCH 2
DUKE DEFENSE
LE TRAVIS PEARSON 80
LT SCOTT YOUMANS 55
RT DAVID WAFLE 91
RE DUANE MARKS 99
OLB BRADSHERROD 56
ILB SCOTT BERDAN 58
OLB DARRELL SPELLS 45
SS DERRICK JACKSON 13
FS SEAN THOMAS 6
LCB JAMAL ELLIS 1
RCB KEITH DUBOSE 8
P TIM DAVIS 34
CLEMSON TIGERS
1 DWAYNE BRYANT WR 19 JEFF SAUVE PK 36 CHARLES WINSLOW LB 54 DUSTIN RASH OG 77 WYATT WILSON DT
2 NELSON WELCH PK 20 LARRY RYANS WR 37 TONY DeSUE TB 55 JOHN HARRIS " C 78 ANDRE HEWITT OT
3 BUTCH FEWSTER DB 21 HENRY GUESS WR 38 JAMES HEMPHILL LB 56 TIM JONES LB 79 STACY SEEGARS OG
5 ANDYE McCROREY FS 22 LEWIS USHER OLB 39 GREG HOOD TB 57 DARREN CALHOUN LB 80 JASON DAVIS WR
6 MARCUS HINTON WR 23 NORRIS BROWN CB 40 RUDY HARRIS FB 60 MIKE KUNZ OT 81 STEVE DERRISO TE
7 RICHARD MONCRIEF QB 24 TERRY SMITH WR 41 ED HAUSGEN RB 61 BRYCE NELSON C 85 FRANKLIN THOMAS TE
8 SPEEDY WATSON DB 25 MATT BULLMAN P 42 MARVIN CROSS OLB 63 ROGER HUTCHINS SN 87 BOBBY FORBES TE
9 TY GIBSON TE 25 RONALD WILLIAMS TB 43 TERRANCE DIXON DB 64 CHRIS LOVELACE OL 89 BRENTSON BUCKNER NG
10 DEXTER McCLEON QB 26 ERICGETER CB 44 BERNARD RANDOLPH OLB 65 WILL YOUNG OG 90 WARREN FORNEY DT
11 LOUIS SOLOMON QB 27 JAMES TRAPP CB 45 HOWARD HALL FB 67 PAUL BARTON OT 92 BRETT WILLIAMS OLB
12 MICHAEL BARBER LB 28 MATT REEVES LB 46 JAMES SIMS OLB 68 CHRIS RICHARDSON OT 93 CARLOS CURRY NG
13 KENZIL JACKSON LB 29 PAUL CAPUTO FB 47 DEREK BURNETTE LB 69 AL RICHARD DT 94 CLAYTON CASTEEL NG
14 PATRICK SAPP QB 30 DARNELL STEPHENS SS 47 BRIAN DAWKINS DB 70 JEFF FORTNER OG 95 TYRONE SIMPSON DT
1
5
ROBERT O'NEAL SAF 31 DERRICK WITHERSPOON TB 48 HAROM PRINGLE LB 71 BRENT LeJEUNE OT 96 ASHLEY SHEPPARD OLB
16 LEOMONT EVANS FS 32 MARRIO GRIER FB 49 WAYNE SIMMONS OLB 72 ROBERT JACKSON OT 98 PIERRE WILSON DT
17 LANCE EASTON WR 33 RODNEY BLUNT TB 50 TREVOR PUTNAM C 75 LES HALL OT 99 LAMARICK SIMPSON DT
18 EMORY SMITH FB 34 ANDRE HUMPHREY DB 53 LARRY BLANTON OG 76 TERRENCE ABNEY NG
€ 1990 The Coca-Cola Company. "Coca-Cola" and the Dynamic Ribbon device are trademarks of The Coca-Cola Company
CLEMSON DEFENSE





OLB ASHLEY SHEPPARD ...
ILB KENZIL JACKSON













































1 Jamal Ellis CB 22 Ron Burr WR
2 Gavin Gray SS 23 Tijan Redmon FB
3 Randy Gardner PK 24 David Lowman CB
4 Ray Wright WR 25 Octavius Holliday
,
WR
5 Jon Jensen WR 26 John Zuanich FS
6 Sean Thomas FS 27 Zaid Abdul-Aleem CB
7 Ali Byrd DB 28 J.D Lewis FB
8 Keith DuBose CB 29 Leroy Gallman TB
9 Rodnck Edwards CB 30 Keith Gill FB
10 Tom Cochran PK 31 Quin Mallette FB
11 Steve Prince QB 32 Enc Scheldt DE
12 Spence Fischer QB 33 Aaron Bullock TB
13 Derrick Jackson SS 34 Tim Davis P
14 Marc Wilson WR 35 Blair Hines CB
15 Joe Pickens QB 37 Bill Khayat TE
16 Todd Decker QB 38 P J Mclnik LB
17 Mark Anderson DB 40 Kyle Gaines LB
18 Brad Breedlove WR 41 T C White TB
19 Tee Edwards FS 42 Randy Cuthbert TB







































63 Erik Dunlap OG 82 John Farquhar TE
65 Scott Lennon C 83 Dominique Flemmmg WR
66 Phillip Chappell OT 84 Joel Nicholson WR
67 Clarence Collins OG 85 Dan Clark TE
68 Drew Macfarlan OT 86 Gerald Ford TE
69 Steve Dollar C 87 Jeff Galaska TE
70 Jeroen Egge C 88 Steve Spurrier WR
71 Marty McCall OG 89 Ray Farmer TE
72 Randy McGeorge OT 90 Bernard Holsey DT
73 John Merrill OT 91 David Wafle DT
74 Geoff Smith DT 92 Jim Sitter TE
75 Warren Scoville DT 93 Ray Morton DB
76 Brandon Moore OT 94 James Kirkland DT
77 Chris Wiggins DT 95 Curtiss Bunch DT
78 Matt Williams OT 96 Gil Winters DE
79 P.J. Schunke OG 97 Ryan O'Shaughnessey DE
80 Travis Pearson DE 98 Mike Stallmeyer DT
81 Stanley Dorsey WR 99 Duane Marks DE

Duke Roster
No. Name Pos Hgt Wgt CL. Hometown No. Name Pos Hgt Wgt CL. Hometown
27 Zaid Abdul-Aleem CB 6-0 180 Jr. Chicago, IL 43 Jeffrey Kapatoes QB 6-2 180 So. Milford. MA
59 Orlando Adwaters LB 6-3 245 So. Lithonia, GA 37 Bill Khayat TE 6-4 210 So. York. PA
51 Steve Alderfer OG 6-4 285 Sr. Chalfont, PA 94 James Kirkland DT 6-2 255 So. Atlanta. GA
17 Mark Anderson DB 6-0 175 So. College Station, TX 65 Scott Lennon C 6-2 275 Jr. Houston, TX
44 Carlos Bagley LB 5-11 208 Fr. Marietta, GA 28 J.D. Lewis FB 6-1 215 So. Palm City, FL
47 Robert Baldwin FB 6-0 220 Jr. DeLand, FL 50 Chris Little LB 6-3 220 Fr. Atlanta. GA
58 Scott Berdan LB 6-2 235 Sr. Norcross, GA 24 David Lowman CB 5-10 185 So. Bonaire, GA
18 Brad Breedlove WR 5-11 175 Sr. Homosassa, FL 68 Drew Macfarlan OT 6-7 260 Sr. Ridgewood. NJ
33 Aaron Bullock TB 6-3 190 So. McKee City, NJ 57 Colin Mailloux C 6-4 270 Jr. Bradenton. FL
95 Curtiss Bunch DT 6-2 250 Fr. Brooksville. FL 31 Quin Mallette FB 5-11 195 Fr. Plainfield, CT
22 Ron Burr WR 6-1 180 Fr. Canton, OH 99 Duane Marks DE 6-5 245 Sr. Missouri City, TX
7 Ah Byrd DB 5-11 175 So. Reno. NV 71 Marty McCall OG 6-4 305 So. Columbus, GA
66 Phillip Chappell OT 6-6 260 Fr. Sanford, NC 72 Randy McGeorge OT 6-4 275 Jr. Durham, NC
85 Dan Clark TE 6-5 250 Sr. Tampa, FL 38 P.J, Mclnik LB 6-1 225 Sr. Westport, CT
46 John Clendinen DB 6-0 190 Sr. Eustis, FL 73 John Merrill OT 6-4 265 So. Brevard, NC
60 Louis Clyburn OG 6-5 280 Jr. Camden, SC 76 Brandon Moore OT 6-7 275 Sr. Ardmore, PA
10 Tom Cochran PK 6-1 180 So. Bethlehem, PA 93 Ray Morton DB 6-2 210 Fr. W. Islip, NY
67 Clarence Collins OG 6-3 295 So. Forestville, MD 84 Joel Nicholson WR 6-3 195 Fr. Oklahoma City, OK
42 Randy Cuthbert TB 6-3 220 Sr. Chalfont. PA 97 Ryan O'Shaughnessey DE 6-3 225 Fr. New Orleans, LA
34 Tim Davis P 6-6 205 Sr. Pittsburgh, PA 61 Brad Paris OT 6-5 260 So. Amarillo, TX
16 Todd Decker QB 6-2 205 Sr. Raleigh, NC 80 Travis Pearson DE 6-4 245 Sr. Piano, TX
69 Steve Dollar C 6-5 235 So. Garland, TX 15 Joe Pickens QB 6-4 220 So. Brooklyn, OH
81 Stanley Dorsey WR 6-2 195 Jr. Baltimore, MD 11 Steve Prince QB 6-3 195 Sr. Roscoe, IL
8 Keith DuBose CB 5-11 180 Sr. Sarasota, FL 23 Tijan Redmon FB 6-2 190 So. W. Palm Beach, FL
63 Erik Dunlap OG 6-5 260 Fr. Raleigh, NC 20 Qwe Rucker SS 6-1 210 Fr. Athens, GA
54 Chris Econn SS 6-3 210 Fr. Los Angeles, CA 32 Eric Scheldt DE 6-3 230 So. Howell, NJ
9 Rodrick Edwards CB 5-9 170 Jr. Houston, TX 79 P.J. Schunke OG 6-4 300 Sr. Franklin Lakes, NJ
19 Tee Edwards FS 6-1 195 So. Decatur, GA 75 Warren Scoville DT 6-5 265 Sr. Griffin, GA
70 Jeroen Egge C 6-3 265 So. Pearl River. LA 56 Brad Sherrod LB 6-3 230 Sr. Monroe, NC
1 Jamal Ellis CB 5-11 185 Jr. Lancaster, TX 92 Jim Sitter TE 6-4 240 Fr. Denver, CO
89 Ray Farmer TE 6-3 218 Fr. Kemersville, NC 49 Bubba Smith LB 6-3 215 So. Fayetteville, NC
82 John Farquhar TE 6-6 245 Jr. Stanford, CA 74 Geoff Smith DT 6-5 275 Jr. Meford Lakes, NJ
12 Spence Fischer QB 6-3 210 So. Atlanta, GA 45 Darrell Spells LB 6-1 205 Sr. Richwood, TX
83 Dominique Flemming WR 6-0 160 Fr. Raleigh, NC 88 Steve Spurrier WR 6-1 170 Jr. Gainesville, FL
86 Gerald Ford TE 6-2 215 Fr. Sugar Land, TX 98 Mike Stallmeyer DT 6-3 250 So. Cincinnati, OH
62 Sheldon Francis LB 6-0 208 So. Morganton, NC 6 Sean Thomas FS 6-2 195 Jr. Westerville. OH
40 Kyle Gaines LB 6-0 225 Jr. Snellville, GA 91 David Wafle DT 6-6 270 Jr. Alexandria. VA
87 Jeff Galaska TE 6-2 225 Jr. Strongsville, OH 53 Damon Wallace DT 6-2 229 Jr. Hampton, VA
29 Leroy Gallman TB 5-11 190 Sr. Westfield, NJ 48 Sidney Wells CB 6-0 168 So. Jacksonville, FL
3 Randy Gardner PK 5-11 190 Sr. Jacksonville, FL 41 T.C. White TB 6-0 195 Fr. Elizabeth City, NC
30 Keith Gill FB 6-1 225 Jr. Orlando, FL 77 Chris Wiggins DT 6-1 270 So. LaGrange, NC
52 Billy Granville LB 6-4 225 Fr. Princeton, NJ 78 Matt Williams OT 6-5 275 Jr. Birmingham, AL
2 Gavin Gray SS 5-11 190 Jr. Portsmouth, Rl 14 Marc Wilson WR 6-1 180 Fr. Barrington, IL
35 Blair Hines CB 6-3 180 Fr. Raleigh. NC 96 Gil Winters DE 6-6 240 Jr. Willingboro, NJ
25 Octavius Holliday WR 6-0 195 Jr. Longwood, FL 4 Ray Wright WR 5-10 175 Jr. Hurst, TX
90 Bernard Holsey DT 6-3 240 Fr. Rome, GA 55 Scott Yeomons DT 6-1 275 Jr. Gibsonville, NC
13 Derrick Jackson SS 6-3 200 Sr. Long Valley. NJ 26 John Zuanich FS 6-3 200 Fr LaJolla. CA
5 Jon Jensen WR 6-4 205 Jr. Denver, CO





PRODUCED BY ONE OF THE
FINEST SPORTS PRODUCTION TEAM
IN THE COUNTRY
This new classic videotape highlights the
60 years of Coach Frank Howard at Clemson.
Order today: this is a video you will treasure forever!
CALL 1-800-525-3368
Every Clemson fan will want this video classic-
featuring the Coach's famous wit and common-sense wisdom.
The video traces the development of Clemson's athletic department
from its rural origins to the national powerhouse it is today.
The Coach is a treasury of stories...
as he recounts the founding of IPTAY, the building of Death
Valley, the story behind Howard's Rock. ..plus dozens of other
stories that have made Coach Howard a legend. It even
features rare footage of the Coach's 1930 appearance on
Alabama's winning Rose Bowl team.
• Action footage offamous athletes, rivalries and Bowl Games
• Historic scenes around the campus
• Reminiscences of the Tigers ' first Ail-American, Banks
Fadden; IPTATs, Allison Dalton; and legendary, Bob Bradley.
VHS VIDEO: THE LEGENDARYCOACH FRANK HOWARD







Check payable to: Pudge Productions, Inc.
Visa MasterCard 1 Am Ex
Card #: Exp. Date:
Signature:
TO ORDER BY PHONE, CALL: 1-800-525-3368
PUDGE PRODUCTIONS, INC. • 676 N. LaSalle St. • Chicago, IL 60610
No of Video's
$29.95 ea. $
S&H $6.00 ea $
TOTAL $




One of the hallmarks of John Wooden's
great UCLA teams of the 1960s and 1970s was
depth. In 1 972, when the Bruins had Bill Walton
as their starting center and Sven Nater as his
backup, Sports Illustrated stated in its pre-
season issue that Wooden's team could put two
top 10 teams on the court. Over time the maga-
zine proved to be prophetic as both Walton and
Nater became multiple season all-stars in the
NBA.
Clemson golf coach Larry Penley has some of
the same problems Wooden had 20 years ago.
While the Tiger mentor does not have a superstar
of Walton's proportions, he does have his deep-
estteamever. TheClemson rosterfeatures three
returning AII-ACC players who have 313 career
rounds of college golf experience between them.
Four players on the roster have won at least one
tournament in their respective careers.
"Our depth is obviously going to be a strength,"
says Penley, who has taken the Tigers to the
NCAA tournament every year he has been the
head coach (since 1984). "I have more good
players than in any season in the past. Out of this
group of 1 2 players on our roster I think we could
fill two teams that could finish in the top 20. It will
be tough to keep everyone happy because some
outstanding players will be sitting at home at
times this year."
The 1992 Clemson squad is led by seniors
Nicky Goetze, Danny Ellis and Bobby Doolittle.
All have been AII-ACC at one time or another, all
have played at least 96 NCAA rounds of golf, and
all three rank in the top 12 in Clemson history in
career stroke average. In the Golfweek pre-
season All-America ratings Goetze was listed as
a second-team All-American, Ellis as a third-
team choice and Doolittle as an honorable men-
tion nominee. Never before has Clemson had
three preseason Ail-Americans on the same team.
"Our seniors work well together," said Penley.
"Each one of them is capable of being the leader
of this team. Every one has the game and the
desire to excell. It will be my challenge to keep
those three guys focused on college golf this
year. All three have a bright future in the game.
We hope to challenge for a national champion-
ship and the play of the three seniors will be the
key."
Goetze has a career average of 73.35 for his
1 17 rounds of play, the third best career stroke
average in Clemson history. That 73.35 figure
trails only Chris Patton and Kevin Johnson and is
ahead of current PGA pro Dillard Pruitt.
Goetze, whose sister is the defending NCAA
women's champion, is also in the top five in Tiger
annals in rounds of par-or-better (47), top 10
finishes (13), rounds in the 60s (9), and rounds
of 75-or -under (92). He began his senior year in
superb fashion at the Ping/Golfweek Invitational
October 2-3 when he captured the medalist hon-
ors. He was the only one of the 90 golfers to score
under par (214) on the Champions Course in
Lexington, KY. It is the site of the NCAA cham-
pionships this coming June.
Ellis is considered to be the home run hitter of
the 1 992 Tiger team. Clemson's number-seven
ranked golfer in history in terms of stroke average
(73.98) showed his abilities when he won the
ACC Tournament last year with an eight-under-
par208. He became just the third Clemson golfer
in history to win the ACC Tournament. He then
followed that with a number-four finish at the
NCAA regionals.
Doolittle, the number-12 ranked golfer in
Clemson history in terms of stroke average
(74.64), is a veteran of 102 career tournaments
and has shown the most improvement over the
course of his career of the trio. He averaged
76.19 for his freshman year, but posted a 73.47
figure as a junior when he posted three top 10
finishes. The native of Delray Beach, FL showed
his clutch, shot-making abilities in the last round
of the ACC Tournament last year when he fired a
67.
Junior Mark Swygert is the number-four man
Li
on this team, but it might be the only team in the
nation in which that would be the case. Swygert,
aquarterfinalistatthe 1991 US Amateur, is 15th
in Clemson history in career stroke average
(74.88) and is already a veteran of 67 career
rounds. He had a 74.0 average as a sophomore
and won the Furman Invitational as the number-
five man in the lineup, the first time in Clemson
golf history that a number-five man has won a
tournament.
Mike Byce was Clemson's number-five man
last year. As a freshman he fired a 74.53 average
and had three top 1 finishes. Despite this data,
Penley has decided to look to the future and will
red-shirt Byce this season. Tom Biershenk, a
freshman from Spartanburg, who won the South
Carolina Amateur this past summer, will certainly
be a leading candidate for a spot in the lineup.
Britt Jones, who had a 73.6 average last year
in limited action, could also be in the everyday
lineup. Penley also has returning lettermen in
Steve White and Lou O'Keefe fighting for a berth
in the lineup. Freshman Richard Coughan, a top-
notch player from Ireland who was born on the
fourth of July, would also be in the hunt, but will
red-shirt the season.
"We won't be intimidated or in awe of any
team in the nation this year," concluded Penley.
"We've got as much tournament experience as
anyone in the country. The schedule is challeng-
ing, but we are ready for it. " Penley's team
showed its potential against top-flight competi-
tion at the Ping/Golfweek with a second-place
finish in a field that included 13 Top 20 teams.
The Tigers were eighth in the Golfweek pre-
season poll
"I don't think the guys in the lineup care who
is number-one or number-five. It is nice to have
one leader sometimes, but when your star guy
starts to feel the pressure to win every week, your
team is shot. We have the capabilities to have
four or five different guys play number-one. Our
strength lies in the solidarity of our top five."
Goetze, Ellis and Doolittle give Clemson one of the most experienced teams in the nation. All three have won tournaments and been chosen
AII-ACC over the last three years.
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HOWDO
SOUTH CAROLINA
HIGH SCHOOLS PLAY TAG
WITH THE TIGERS
AND WIN?
Every high school in South Carolina comes out a
winner when you buy an official South Carolina license
tag designed especially for Clemson.
All tag proceeds support the Clemson Scholars pro-
gram, which offers scholarships to the brightest high
school students in South Carolina. Visit your Highway
Department Field Service Office to purchase a tag, or




1 st row (L-R): Christy Martin, Leigh Harvey, Robyn Earnhardt, Terri Hall, Jennifer-Lea Yawn, Michelle Jackson, Gina De La Cruz, Monica Wills,
Sharon Bostic, Catonya Williams. 2nd Row (L-R): Alexis Martin, Louise LaMothe, Amity Shively, Tiffany Bell, Kim Ellenburg, Christine Peterson,
Tasha Harvard, Allyson Dowdy, Jena Brewer, Michelle Harrison, Tamra Grant. 3rd Row (L-R): Amy Glymph, Jen Conti, Keisha Fails, Tara Oates,
Lok-yi Yip, LaSonya McPherson, Valerie Cleveland, Sharri Williams, Tara Moss, Myra McDaniel. 4th Row (L-R): Yolanda Chaplin, Ann Bingham,
Kelli Sumlin, April McLeod, Eileen Charron, Stephanie Lloyd, Tanya Taylor, Felicia Garner, Tiffany Driscoll, April Sellers, Heather McCulloch.
5th Row (L-R): Yolanda Jackson, Carrie Hurlbut, Amy Henderson, Allyson Church, Alicia Barnes, Angela Jones, Alison White, Melissa





















Women's Cross Country in Clemson Classic
Men's Cross Country in Clemson Classic
Soccer at Wake Forest
Volleyball at South Carolina
Soccer vs UNC Charlotte
Football at N. C. State
Men's & Women's Swimming in Orange & White Meet
Volleyball at Florida State
Volleyball at Florida
Soccer vs Maryland
Golf at Jerry Pate National Tournament at Birmingham, AL
Golf at Jerry Pate National Tournament at Birmingham. AL
Volleyball vs Western Carolina
Soccer vs Georgia State
Volleyball at North Carolina
Football at Wake Forest
Men's & Women's Swimming vs Alabama at Tuscaloosa, AL
Volleyball at Duke
Women's Cross Country in ACC Championships at Raleigh, NC
Men's Cross Country in ACC Championships at Raleigh, NC
Men's & Women's Swimming vs Auburn at Auburn. AL
Soccer at South Carolina
Volleyball vs Georgia
Soccer in ACC Tournament at Chapel Hill, NC
Soccer in ACC Tournament at Chapel Hill, NC
Volleyball vs N.C. State
Football vs North Carolina
Men s & Women's Swimming vs Virginia at Charlottesville, VA


























Nov. 10 Volleyball vs Georgia Tech
Nov. 12 Volleyball at Furman
Nov. 13 Men's & Women's Swimming vs Georgia at Athens, GA
Nov. 14 Football at Maryland (ACC-TV)
Women's Cross Country in NCAA Region III Championships Greenville
Men's Cross Country in NCAA Region III Championships Greenville, SC
Nov. 18 Wrestling vs Georgia State & The Citadel
Nov. 20 Volleyball in ACC Tournament at College Park, MD
Men's Basketball vs USA-Verich Reps
Men's & Women's Swimming vs South Carolina
Golfworld/Palmetto Tournament at Hilton Head, SC
Nov. 21 Golfworld/Palmetto Tournament at Hilton Head, SC
Volleyball in ACC Tournament at College Park, MD
Football vs South Carolina (ACC-TV)
Wrestling in Navy Classic at Annapolis. MD
Nov. 22 Volleyball in ACC Tournament at College Park, MD
Golfworld/Palmetto Tournament at Hilton Head, SC
Nov. 23 Women's Cross Country in NCAA Championships at Bloomington, IN
Men's Cross Country in NCAA Championships at Bloomington, IN
Nov. 24 Men's Indoor Track in Orange & White Intrasquad
Nov. 28 Men's Basketball vs Brandt Hagan of Germany
Nov. 29 Women s Basketball in Exhibition Game-German National at Clemson
Dec. 2 Men's Basketball vs Liberty
Women's Basketball at Furman
Dec. 4 Men's & Women's Swimming in UNC Invitational at Chapel Hill, NC
Women's Indoor Track in Clemson Opener
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Tiger Band
by Beth Mclnnis
At Clemson, the very mention of the word
"Homecoming" fills the heads of alumni and
undergrads alike with thoughts of colorful floats,
changing leaves, Tiger football and most of all,
old friends and family.
Homecoming at Clemson is a fun, heartwarm-
ing time for Tiger fans of all ages. Alumni look
forward to seeing their beloved college friends
and reliving campus memories. Undergrads are
found daily (and nightly) on Bowman Field build-
ing magnificent displays and "catching up" on
news and gossip.
Friday night of Homecoming week brings the
"world's largest pep rally," Tigerama with its skits
and frolics by campus groups. The night is
capped off with a spectacular fireworks display.
Homecoming day is filled with more fellowship,
great food and great football, as everyone packs
into Memorial Stadium for the game. Halftime
sees the introduction of Clemson's Homecoming
queen and her court.
Homecoming is a time of tradition at Clemson.
What better group to highlight such a week than
Tiger Band?
Every year Tiger Band alumni look forward to
returning to their alma mater to participate in the
annual Alumni Band. The 10th annual Alumni
Band is led this year by Rhonda Redding, a 1 988
Clemson graduate.
The alumni band will rehearse early on game-
day morning with Tiger Band. There's nothing
like predawn practice to jog college memories! In
addition to practices, a breakfast will be held
before the game and a reception will host the
group after the game at the Alumni Center. Vid-
eos and films from years past will be shown at the
reception.
Over 100 Tiger Band alumni are expected to
attend activities. The Alumni Association is pro-
viding T-shirts for the group to wear during its
performance.
According to Redding, this year's alumni band
features an overwhelming number of married
alumni who met while playing in Tiger Band.
"My roommate met her husband by throwing
acorns at him during band practice," said Redding.
Not only are several band couples already mar-
ried, there are two weddings scheduled in the
next few weeks.
(That's fair warning for current Tiger Band
members!) At any rate, the annual Alumni Band
gives undergrads something to look forward to in
years to come.
Currently, the 21 0-member band practices on
weekday afternoons. Tiger Band auditions are
held in the spring. There are 178 instrumental-
ists, three drum majors, 22 flag corps members
and seven twirlers in the band.
The 22-member flag corps is one group that
works extra hard during the week. In addition to
regular practices, the corps has other required
practices.
Sara Weeks is in her first year as Flag Cap-
tain. She has been in Tiger Band for three years
as a member of the flag line. A native of Rock Hill,
SC, she is a graduate of Northwestern High
School. The junior is majoring in Industrial engi-
neering.
Cheryl Hosier, wife of Tiger Band director Dr.
Mark Hosier, isin herfirst yearas coordinator and
choreographer of the flag line. She is a native of
Columbus OH, and holds a degree in dance from
Ohio State. She served as twirler/flag instructor
for two Columbus area high schools.
The Flag Corps and Tiger Band will march into
Memorial Stadium today and perform the tradi-
tional pregame show. The band will take the field
in the traditional script "Tigers."
Dotting the "i" today is Don Golightly, the
current President of the Clemson University
Alumni Association. A Clemson graduate,
Golightly is employed with Design Collaborators
in Columbia. That firm most recently designed
the new Vickery Hall athletic/academic learning
center, and the renovation of the recruiting room
in Memorial Stadium.
Tiger Band's halftime show carries on the
theme of this year's Homecoming week, "Tiger
TV Classics." The first number is a medley of
classic TV showtunes, including themes from
"Andy Griffith," "Green Acres", and "Mr. Ed."
Another medley will feature classic carton themes,
including the "Bugs Bunny" theme. All of the
medleys will feature the flag line and twirlers.
As the new Homecoming queen and her court
are introduced, Tiger Band will perform the Bob
Hope theme, "Thanks for the Memories." The
court will ride around Frank Howard field on the
36th Homecoming float, designed and built by the
brothers of Sigma Alpha Epsilon.
Tiger Band is under the direction of Dr. Mark
Hosier. Director of University Bands is Dr. Rick
Goodstein.
Homecoming at Clemson is a time of tradition,
memories, friends and happy times. As alumni
from places near and far converge on Clemson's
campus, all appreciate the beauty and memories
of college days at Clemson.
7TK
The Clemson Flag Corps put in many tireless hours of work in becoming a major part of Tiger Band productions.
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Strength Training
One of Clemson's most impressive ath-
letic facilities is not quite as visible as the
mammouth Death Valley, even though it
may be an even more important reason fcr
the Tigers' success. Clemson's strength
training facility, located in Jervey Athletic
Cente r
,
provides Clemson athletes with the
very best in equipment, supervision and
atmosphere, as the Tiger strength training
staff knows that success in the area of
strength training will mean success on the
football field.
Head Strength Coach Gary Wade and
his staff work constantly to ensure that their
facility is one of the nation's best. Several
renovations made over the last several years
have ensured that it is among the best, on
the collegiate and professional levels. It is
no accident that the Tigers have posted a
63-18-3 record, won four ACC Champion-
ships, had 1 6 first or second-team Ail-Ameri-
cans, and 48 first-team all-conference se-
lections since Wade joined the Clemson
staff in 1985.
Wade and his assistants, Scott Bennett,
Al Caronia, Jeff Fish, Jeff Looney, and Scott
Hines personally supervise the individual
weight programs of hundreds of athletes.
The strength training staff spends long hours
working around the various schedules of
each sport and even takes the facility on the




Scott Bennett Al Caronia
Jeff Fish Jeff Looney Scott Hines
Lifter-of-the-Year
1985 Kenny Flowers, TB
John Phillips, OG
1986 Ty Granger, OT
1987 Mark Drag. MG
1988 JeffBak, C
Mark Drag, MG
1989 Levon Kirkland, OLB
1990 Arthur Bussie, DT
Curtis Whitley, C
1991 Ashley Sheppard, OLB
Strength All-Americans
1981 Jeff Davis, LB
Jeff Bryant, DT
Lee Nanney, OT
1983 William Perry, MG
1984 Kenny Flowers, TB
1985 Jim Riggs, TE
1986 Ty Granger, OT
1987 Danny Pearman, TE
1988 Donnell Woolford, DB
1989 Vince Taylor, LB
1990 Levon Kirkland, OLB
1991 Mike Brown. C
1992 Bench Press Leaders
1. Paul Caputo, FB 455
Brentson Buckner, MG 455
3. Stacy Seegars, OG 425
Ty Gibson, TE 425
5. Rodney Blunt, TB 420
Brent LeJeune, OT 420
Alex Dial, OG 420
8. John Harris, C 415
9. Ashley Sheppard, OLB 410
Pierre Wilson, DT 410
11. John McMakin, LB 405
Robert Jackson, OT 405
Stephon Wynn, TE 405
992 Leg Sled Leaders
1. Stacy Seegars. OG 1,140
2. Brentson Buckner, MG 1,120
3. Paul Caputo, FB 1,035
4. Pierre Wilson, DT 1,030
5. Joe Floyd, SN 1,025
6. Alex Dial, OG 960
7. Ashley Sheppard, OLB 925
8. Clayton Casteel, MG 910
9. Les Hall, OT 900
Robert Jackson, OT 900
Bryce Nelson, C 900
992 Power Clean Leaders
1. Pierre Wilson. DT 331
2. Wayne Simmons, OLB 329
Marrio Grier, FB 329
4. Ashley Sheppard. OLB 319
5. Phil Caputo, DB 314
Brent LeJeune. OT 314
7. Brentson Buckner, MG 309
Ty Gibson. TE 309
9. Les Hall. OT 305
992 Power Ratio Leaders
1. Paul Caputo, FB 8.41
2. Cardell Thurman, DB 8.03
3. Phil Caputo. DB 7.51
4. Norris Brown, FS 7.26
5. John McMakin, LB 7.22
6. Nelson Welch, P-PK 7.19
7. Louis Solomon. QB 7.07
8 Harold Burch, DB 7.05
9. Brian Hunter, TB 7.01
10. Rodney Blunt, TB 6.96
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Clemson Alumni NFL Honors
NFL Player of the Year
1982— Dwight Clark, (Sports Illustrated)
AFC Rookie of the Year
1979— Jerry Butler, Buffalo Bills (UPI, Sporting News)
1985— Kevin Mack, Cleveland Browns
All-Rookie Team
1979— Jerry Butler, Buffalo Bills
Joe Bostic, St. Louis Cardinals
1980— Jim Stuckey, San Francisco 49ers
1982— Jeff Bryant, Seattle Seahawks
1983— Terry Kinard, New York Giants
1985— Kevin Mack, Cleveland Browns
William Perry, Chicago Bears
Dale Hatcher, Los Angeles Rams
1987— Delton Hall, Pittsburgh Steelers
1988— Michael Dean Perry, Cleveland Browns
1989— David Treadwell, Denver Broncos
Led League in a Category
1 940— Banks McFadden, Brooklyn Dodgers, NFL in yards/rushing att.
1955— Fred Cone, Green Bay, NFL in Field Goals (16-24)
1981— Dwight Clark, San Francisco, NFC in Receptions
1 982— Dwight Clark, S. Francisco, NFC in Yardage, NFL in Receptions
1985— Dale Hatcher, LA Rams, NFL in Net Punting
All-Pro Selections
1961— Bill Mathis, New York Jets, FB
1962— Harold Olson, Buffalo Bills, T
1977— Charlie Waters, Dallas Cowboys, DB
1978— Charlie Waters, Dallas Cowboys, DB
1982— Dwight Clark, San Francisco 49ers, WR
1983— Jeff Bostic, Washington Redskins, C
1985— Dale Hatcher, Los Angeles Rams, P
1 988— Johnny Rembert, New England Patriots, LB (Sports Illustrated)
1989— Michael Dean Perry, Cleveland Browns, DT
1990— Michael Dean Perry, Cleveland Browns, DT
1991— Michael Dean Perry, Cleveland Browns, DT
Pro Bowl Selections (by Season, not calendar)
1952— Ray Mathews, HB, Pittsburgh
1953— Ray Mathews, HB, Pittsburgh
1955— Ray Mathews, HB, Pittsburgh
1960— Bill Mathis, RB, New York Jets
1962— Bill Hudson, DT, San Diego Chargers
1963— Bill Mathis, RB, New York Jets
1976— Charlie Waters, DB, Dallas Cowboys
1977— Charlie Waters, DB, Dallas Cowboys
1978— Charlie Waters, DB, Dallas Cowboys
1980— Jerry Butler, WR, Buffalo Bills
1982— Dwight Clark, WR, San Francisco 49ers
1983— Dwight Clark, WR, San Francisco 49ers
Jeff Bostic, C, Washington Redskins
1985— Kevin Mack, RB, Cleveland Browns
Dale Hatcher, P, Los Angeles Rams
1987— Kevin Mack, RB, Cleveland Browns
1988— Johnny Rembert, LB, New England Patriots
Terry Kinard, FS, New York Giants
1989— Michael Dean Perry, DT, Cleveland Browns
David Treadwell, PK, Denver Broncos
Johnny Rembert, LB, New England Patriots
1990— Michael Dean Perry, DT, Cleveland Browns
1991— Michael Dean Perry, Cleveland Browns, DT
CLEMSON FIGHTIN' TIGER
FOOTBALL CAMP '93
Join Coach Ken Hatfield and staff at the 1993
Clemson Fightin' Tiger Football Camp on the beau-
tiful Clemson University campus. Camp sessions
available for boys in grades 4-12.
3-Day Camps 6-Day Camp
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Emergency Services
The Clemson University Athletic Depart-
ment provides the following for your safety
and emergency medical needs:
1 . Advanced cardiac life-support stations
in four locations (North stands, Upper
North deck. South stands. Upper South
deck). These units are staffed with skill-
care nurses, physicians, cardiologists,
internists, paramedics, and EMTs.
2. Mobile units of EMTs and paramedics
are strategically located throughout the
entire stadium,
3. Ambulances with life-support equipment
are available in North stand and South
stand areas and have prearranged routes
for evacuation to local hospitals.
Learn to recognize these personnel and
facilities.
WHAT TO DO IF EMERGENCIES ARISE
Please step back and give the organized
EMS personnel room to work. Well-
intentioned attempts to help by untrained
persons interfere with the efficiency of the
EMS system. If you have basic or advanced
training in specific life-support methods,
make your qualifications known and offer
your help. Untrained personnel can be fre-
quently more harmful than helpful.
Most emergencies occurring at the sta-
dium result from pre-existing medical condi-
tions. Bring your medical identification card
or wear medical identification jewelry. Mod-
eration is the key with dress, food, beverage
intake and physical exertion. Our two more
frequent serious medical problems at foot-
ball games are allergic reactions to insect
stings and heart attacks.
INSECT STINGS: Common at outdoor
events. Treat immediately with ice. Seek
medical advice. If allergic, carry a kit from
your physician with you.
HOWTO RECOGNIZE A HEART ATTACK:
The symptoms of a heart attack vary, but
the usual warning signs are:
1. Uncomfortable pressure, fullness,
squeezing or pain in the center of your
chest lasting for two minutes or more.
2. Pain spreading to the shoulders, neck,
jaw, arms, or back.
3. Dizziness, fainting, sweating, nausea
and/or shortness of breath.
Expect a Denial
Frequently heart attack victims deny
they're having a heart attack. The event is
frightening or they don't want the embar-
rassment of a false alarm. Therefore, they
delay getting help by ignoring their symp-
toms or rationalizing, "it's just indigestion."
Find out what's really wrong. Prompt
response can dramatically increase chances
of survival and recovery.
New therapies have been developed
that can minimize heart damage and save
lives if treatment begins within the first few
hours of symptom onset. "Time is muscle."




RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS
MY DEGREE GOT ME THE INTERVIEW.
ARMY ROTC GOT ME THE JOB.
Things got pretty competitive for this job. I'm sure my
college degree and good grades kept me in the
running. But in the end it was the leadership and
management experience I got through Army ROTC
that won them over.
You can begin to develop impressive leadership




COURSE TOD CAN TAKE.
Find out more • Call Major Ben Ivey, (803) 656-3107.
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Official Football Signals—1992
Ball ready lor play Start clock
Time-out
Discretionary or injury time-
out (follow by tapping
hands on chest) TV /Radio time-out
Touchdown
Field goal
Point(s) after touchdown Safety
Ball dead
Touchback (move





No play, no score
Toss option delayed
Legal touching of forward
pass or scrimmage kick
Inadvertent whistle
(Face Press Box)






Illegal shift - 2 hands
Illegal motion - 1 hand
22












toward toe for kicking)
Invalid fair catch signal
(High School)
Illegal fair catch signal Roughing passer
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GREAT
RECEPTION.
If you're not able to get stadium tickets to the
game, you can't beat the great reception you'll get
from JP Sports' total television coverage of Atlantic
Coast Conference Football.
For the ninth consecutive year, Jefferson-Pilot
Sports brings you the up-close action of twelve excit-
ing ACC games. The big plays, the best analysis, all
brought to you by one of the premier producers,
syndicators and marketers of regional collegiate
sports in the country.
Just clip this ACC schedule and ST
check your local listings for the
station carrying the games you want
,
g
to watch. Then, if you can't make L*. 'mm— 55
it to the game in person, you can SPORTS















FOOTBALL SYNDICATED TV SCHEDULE*
North Carolina at Wake Forest 12 Noon
NC State at Maryland 12 Noon
Florida State at NC State 12 Noon
Clemson at Georgia Tech 12 Noon
NC State at Georgia Tech 12 Noon
North Carolina at Florida State 12 Noon
Virginia at North Carolina 12 Noon
Georgia Tech at North Carolina 12 Noon
Duke at Georgia Tech or
Florida State at Virginia 12 Noon
North Carolina at Clemson or
Maryland at Florida State 12 Noon
Clemson at Maryland 12 Noon
Duke at NC State
North Carolina at Duke 12 Noon
South Carolina at Clemson
'Schedule subject to change dependent upon CFA selections.
Jefferson- Pilot Sports • A Division of Jefferson-Pilot Communications • One Julian Price Place • Charlotte. NC 28208 • 704/374-3669
Clemson Memorial Stadium
In the first 50 years of Death Valley, the Tigers have won 74 percent
of their games.
In 1991, two very special anniversaries
in the Clemson football tradition were ob-
served. Not only did the 1 991 season mark
the 1 0th anniversary of Clemson's National
Championship season, but it also marked
the 50th season of the place where the
Tigers won five games that year: Memorial
Stadium.
In the first 50 years of Memorial Stadium,
Clemson has a record of 170-62-6, includ-
ing a 12-0-1 ledger over the last two sea-
sons. Clemson has a 15-game unbeaten
streak at home and has a career winning
ratio of 74 percent entering 1992.
The stadium has definitely been good to
the Tigers who call it home, but the stadium
was constructed against the advice of at
least one Clemson coach. Just before head
coach Jess Neely left for Rice University
after the 1 939 season, he gave Clemson a
message. "Don't ever let them talk you into
building a big stadium," he said, "put about
1 0,000 seats behind the Y.M.C.A. That's all
you'll ever need'.
Instead of following Coach Neely's ad-
vice, however, Clemson officials decided to
build the new stadium in a valley on the
western part of campus. The place would
take some clearing (there were many trees)
,
but luckily there were no hedges.
The crews went to work: clearing, cut-
ting, pouring, and forming. Finally, on Sep-
tember 19, 1942, Clemson Memorial Sta-
dium opened with the Tiger Football team
thrashing Presbyterian College, 32-13.
Those 20,000 seats installed for Opening
Day would soon grow. ..and grow and grow.
This year Clemson celebrates its 51 st year
in this outstanding facility.
When the original
part of the stadium
was built in the early
40's, much of the work
was done by scholar-
ship athletes, includ-
ing many football play-
ers. The first staking
out of the stadium was
done by two members




years later to be an
architecture profes-
sor, and Cameron
went on to become a
civil engineer in Loui-
siana.
The building of the
stadium did not pro-
ceed without a few
problems. One day
during the clearing of




poison oak. He then commenced to attack
the poison oak with a swing blade, throwing
the plants to and fro. The next day, how-
ever, the boy was swollen twice his size and
had to be put in the hospital.
There are many other stories about the
stadium including one stating that Frank
Howard put a chew of tobacco in each
corner of the stadium as the concrete was
poured.
Howard says that the seeding of the
grass caused a few problems. "About 40
people and I laid sod on the field," he says.
"After three weeks, on July 1 5, we had only
gotten halfway through. I told them that it
had taken us three weeks to get that far, and
I would give them three more week's pay for
however long it took. I also told them we
would have 50 gallons of ice cream when
we got through. After that it took them three
days to do the rest of the field. Then we sat
down in the middle of the field and ate up
that whole 50 gallons."
Howard says that on the first day of the
first game in the stadium, "the gates were
hung at 1 :00 PM and we played at 2:00 PM."
But that would be all of the construction for
awhile. Then in 1958, 18,000 sideline seats
were added and, in 1960, a total of 5,658
West end zone seats were added in re-
sponse to increasing attendance. With the
large end zone, "Green Grass" section, this
expansion increased capacity to about
53,000.
Later, upper decks were added to each
side of the stadium as crowds swelled - the
first one in 1978 and the second in 1983.
This increased capacity to over 80,000,
which makes it one of the 10 largest on-
campus stadiums in the country.
The effect spiraling inflation has had in
this century can be dramatically seen in the
differences in stadium construction. The
original foundation of the stadium was built
at a cost of $1 25,000 or at $6.25 a seat. The
most recent upper deck was finished in
1983 at a cost of $13.5 million, or $866 a
seat.
Through the years, Memorial Stadium
has become known as "Death Valley." It
was tagged this by the late Presbyterian
coach, Lonnie McMillan. After bringing his
P.C. teams to Clemson for years and get-
ting whipped, McMillan said the place was
like Death Valley. A few years later the
name stuck.
On November 16, 1974 the playing sur-
face was named Frank Howard Field for the
legendary coach because of his long ser-
vice and dedication to the University.
Athletic Director Bobby Robinson says
that Memorial Stadium has many features
that make it a top facility. "One thing that
makes it so good is the number of sideline
seats," he says. "We don't think there is a
bad seat in the house.
"We also have outstanding dressing
rooms, press facilities, and ample parking
nearby. Another unique feature of the sta-
dium is the number of private boxes."















Howard's Rock is one of the many features





When you're in charge of kicking off your company's big conference, you want to make sure no one
fumbles the ball or misses the goal. That's why meeting planners all across the country are choosing the
Palmetto International Exposition Center for conferences, conventions, and trades shows. With more than
512,000 square feet of meeting and exhibit areas, we have the space and services you need to tackle a full
season of business meetings, corporate parties, banquets and special events, no matter how large or small.
You won't find us sitting on the sidelines making you call all the plays— our team scores extra points by
arranging catering and decorating services and operating our new light and sound system.
Plus, we're moving up in the rankings for the Spring '93 season. That's when we open the doors to our
new full-service Conference Center, featuring 30,000 square feet of additional meeting space, a fully
equipped kitchen, and banquet seating and service for up to 2,500 people.
So put the conference champions on your team. Plan your next conference at the Palmetto International
Exposition Center. It's sure to improve your standing.
Textile Hall Corporation is the proud donor of
the Textile Bowl Trophy, presented each year to
the winner of the Clemson-North Carolina State






Owned and operated by Textile Hall Corporation, Greenville SC






to the Southeast, then
follow the paw prints to
Clemson, South Carolina.







Tiger fans are fam-





every year, and contributing mom
money to their athletic
scholarship fund (over
$5,800,000 in 1990) than
any other college support
group in the USA. And
their support and loyal-




today, and we'll show
you how the Tigers can
put some teeth into
your marketing program.












36 by Ray Yauger vs. Wake Forest, 10-18-69
260 by Cliff Austin vs. Duke, 10-16-82
53 by Rodney Williams vs. N.C. State, 10-24-87
23 by Tommy Kendrick vs. Duke, 10-24-70
4 by Bobby Gage vs. Auburn, 1 1-22-47
283 by Jimmy Addison vs. Virginia, 9-24-66












10 by Charlie Waters vs. Alabama, 10-25-69
by Perry Tuttle vs. Maryland, 1 1-14-81
161 by Perry Tuttle vs. Wake Forest, 10-31-81
3 by Dreher Gaskin vs. Auburn, 11-21 -53
374 by Bobby Gage vs. Auburn, 1 1-22-47
126 by Donnell Woolford vs. Georgia Tech,
9-26-87
160 by John Shields vs. Alabama, 10-25-69
24 by Jeff Davis vs. N. Carolina, 11-8-80
3 by Kit Jackson vs. Wake Forest, 10-30-65
3 by Jim Stuckey vs. Wake Forest, 1 1-3-79
vs. Maryland, 9-15-79
by Steve Durham vs. Maryland, 9-15-79
3 by Chester McGlockton vs. South Carolina,
11-17-90
5 by Michael Dean Perry vs. N.C. State, 10-24-87












Rushes: 32 by Charlie Wysocki, Maryland, 9-15-79
by Don McCauley, N. Carolina, 11-14-70
Rushing Yds: 227 by Ted Brown, N.C. State, 1 1 -25-75
Pass Atts: 57 by Kip Allen, The Citadel, 10-4-86
Pass Cmpl: 26 by Bob Davis, Virginia, 9-24-66
Passing Yds: 361 by Stan Gelbaugh, Maryland, 11-16-85
Receptions: 13 by Henley Carter, Duke, 10-19-68
Rec. Yds: 209 by Henley Carter, Duke, 1 0-1 9-68
Total Offense: 368 by Stan Gelbaugh, Maryland, 1 1 -1 6-85
Team
by Clemson
First Downs: 35 vs. Wake Forest, 1 0-31 -81
Rushes: 73 vs. Virginia, 10-21-72
Rushing Yds: 536 vs. Wake Forest, 10-31-81
Rushing Avg: 10.3 vs. Presbyterian, 9-22-45
Rushing TDs: 11 vs. Presbyterian, 9-22-45
Pass Atts: 54 vs. N.C. State, 10-24-87
Pass Comps: 23 vs. Duke, 10-24-70
Passing Yds: 315 vs. Virginia, 9-24-66
Passing TDs: 4 vs. Auburn, 1 1 -22-47
Total Offense: 756 vs. Wake Forest, 1 0-31 -81
Yds/Play: 8.7 vs. Wake Forest, 10-31-81
Fumbles: 14 vs. Presbyterian, 9-19-53
Fumbles Lost: 5 vs. several teams
Penalties: 15 vs. Duke, 10-17-87
vs. Wake Forest, 1 1-2-85
Penalty Yds: 155 vs. Wake Forest, 10-29-77
Punts: 1 3 vs. Furman, 1 1 -21-42
vs. Pensacola N.A.S., 10-13-45
Punt Avg.: 56.6 (3-1 70) vs. Wake Forest, 1 1 -3-84
Intercepts by: 5 vs. S. Carolina, 1 1 -23-68
vs. Georgia, 9-19-81
Int. Ret. Yds: 1 1 vs. Wake Forest, 1 1 -21-59
Punt Ret. Yds: 227 by Ga. Tech, 9-26-87
K.O. Ret. Yds: 160 vs. Alabama, 10-25-69
Sacks by: 1 vs. Maryland, 9-1 5-79
TFL: 19 vs. N.C. State, 10-24-87
PBUs: 1 8 vs. The Citadel, 1 0-4-86
by Opponent
First Downs: 29 by Duke, 10-24-70
by Florida St., 11-1-75
Rushes: 74 by N. Carolina, 1 1-14-70
Rushing Yds: 409 by N.C. State, 10-25-75
Rushing Avg: 7.0 by N. Carolina, 1 1 -6-76
Rushing TDs: 6 by N.C. State, 10-25-75
Pass Atts: 58 by The Citadel, 1 0-4-86
Pass Comps: 27 by Duke, 1 0-1 6-82
Passing Yds: 361 by Maryland, 1 1-16-85
Passing TDs: 3 by several teams
Total Offense: 546 by Duke, 10-24-70
Yds/Play: 8.4 by Auburn, 1 0-1 0-70
Fumbles: 9 by Presbyterian, 9-18-54
Fumbles Lost: 6 by Duke, 1 0-1 9-68
Penalties: 1 6 by Duke, 1 0-1 7-87
Penalty Yds: 1 27 by Georgia, 9-30-67
Punts: 1 5 by Auburn, 1 0-1 2-68
Punt Avg.: 57.3 by The Citadel, 10-4-86
Intercepts by: 6 by Auburn, 1 1 -21 -53
Punt Ret. Yds: 100 by Auburn, 10-10-70
Perry Tuttle had 10 catches against Maryland in 1981 in his final
home game.
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Lady Tiger Basketball
By Sam Blackman
The balancing act will return to Clemson in
1992-93.
This does not mean a high-wire show will
come to Tigertown.
Instead, it implies the Lady Tigers will be
more balanced this season with added height
and inside power to compliment a perimeter
game that features three-point sharp-shoot-
ers who carried Clemson to a second-round
appearance to the NCAA tournament and a
21-10 record a year ago.
The 1991-92 Tigers lacked a solid inside
game with their tallest players being 6-2. Last
season, the Lady Tigers had to rely heavily on
outside shooting, an uncharacteristic trait for
Clemson compared to Jim Davis's teams in
the past.
"We had some talented players last year,
but we had to rely too much on perimeter
shooting," said Davis, who has taken the Lady
Tigers to five NCAA Tournaments since his
arrival at Clemson.
"As a team, we did not have scoring or
rebounding balance inside or outside. We did
not have the power game last year that we
have had in the past . We are going to stress
that more this season. We have some tal-
ented frontcourt players with Shandy Bryan,
Rhonda Jackson, and Ade Kwange returning
for their senior seasons. We should have an
even more potent inside game with the addi-
tion of our 6-6 signee, Tabitha Chambers, and
6-2 transfer Jessica Barr.
"We did not have a "go-to" player last year.
If you have to rely on a perimeter game there
are going to be nights when the shots will not
fall. We will have a more sound inside game
than we had last season, as we had so many
new faces operating in the paint."
Clemson returns three of its top four scor-
ers from last season, including two 1,000-
point-plus scorers in Shandy Bryan and Kerry
Boyatt-Hall.
Bryan has scored 1 ,070 points during her
career or 1 1 .2 points per contest. Boyatt-Hall
has scored 1,159 points or 12.6 points per
game during her career. Boyatt-Hall is 1 1th
on the all-time Clemson scoring list, while
Bryan is 12th.
The Tigers will be an even better outside
shooting team than last year according to
Davis. Clemson broke the school's record for
most three-point field goals made (159), at-
tempted (395) and percentage (.403) in 1991-
92. The Lady Tigers also led the ACC in three-
point field goal pet with the .403 mark. This
figure was also 12th in the nation last season.
"We should be a better shooting team than
last year. With the return of Tara Saunooke,
Kerry Boyatt-Hall, Rema Miller, and Dana
Puckett,— I think our perimeter shooting is in
good shape with another year of experience."
Boyatt-Hall is the school's and the ACC's
all-time career leader in three-point field goal
pet. with a .420 mark. Saunooke was fifth in
the nation in three-point goal pet. with a .469
figure, and she was also the highest ranked
freshman in this category last year.
The Lady Tigers only averaged 39.6 re-
bounds per game last season, the lowest
figure ever by a Davis-coached team at
Clemson. The Lady Tigers' leading rebounder,
Shandy Bryan, returns. Bryan averaged 7.9
rpg. last year, which was sixth in the league.
The senior from Morristown, TN is eighth on
the school's career list for most rebounds with
616. She could possibly become the Lady
Tigers' third all-time rebounder this season.
Rhonda Jackson, the Tigers' second leading
rebounder in 1991-92, is also back with a 5.7
mark.
"Our rebounding has to improve, and I am
not just talking about post-player rebounding.
Our perimeter people must improve their re-
bounding abilities. We will stress rebounding
in early season workouts, especially offensive
rebounds by our inside people. Even though
we are a good outside-shooting team, we
have to be able to get the second and third
shots.
"When you lose a player like Cheron Wells
you lose explosiveness, especially in the open
court. Speed and quickness allow a team to
be able to push the ball down the floor. I think
we will have adequate speed and quickness
this season. We run a controlled fast break
anyway and it is not necessarily the initial
thrust of the fast break that we are trying to
convert. We usually convert our fast breaks
from the second or third person filling the
lanes."
Clemson did add height to the roster this
year with the addition of Tabitha Chambers. At
6-6, she becomes the tallest player to ever
play for Clemson. The Tigers also added
height to the small forward position with 6-1
Alison Rhoad joining the Tigers.
"We will be a taller team with Tabitha Cham-
bers in the post. With freshman Alison Rhoad
being able to play the small forward, this gives
usabiggerlineup. Wecan put the tallest team
in my career on the floor this year.
"Defensively, we had a lot of new faces last
year, and our defensive principles are not easy
to learn. It takes time to master the tech-
niques. The new people last season under-
stand our defensive system better now. We
had some players make some big defensive
strides last year. Rhonda Jackson came a
long way in terms of her post defense. Kerry
Boyatt-Hall has improved her defense during
her career. Dana Puckett has shown improve-
ment since her arrival at Clemson. Solid
defense has been our forte and we have been
solid every year and I expect it to remain this
way.
"Our goals have remained the same. These
goals include winning the ACC championship,
winning 20 or mo re games, participating in the
NCAA tournament, and competing for the na-
tional championship. To accomplish these
goals, a team has to be very good and very
lucky. We do not want to put undue pressure
on our players, but they know it takes hard
work to reach these goals throughout the
season.
"We have a solid nucleus with seven play-
ers returning. One of the keys this season will
be how well our young people learn the sys-
tem. Barr is a veteran, having played at
Georgia. We have four veterans in the
backcourt and four in the post area. I think we
can afford to give our young players time to
develop with our veterans returning. If we can
receive early contributions from them, it will be
a plus.
"By the end of the year, we will be a solid
basketball team. We may not win as many
games, but we will be a better basketball team.
I have high expectations for this team."
Boyatt-Hall and Bryan are both 1,000-point scorers heading into their senior seasons.
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Colors: Royal Blue and White
President: H. Keith H. Brodie, MD
1st Year of Football: 1888
Athletic Director: Tom Butters
Head Coach/Alma Mater: Barry Wilson (Georgia '65)
Assistant Coaches (Alma Mater/Pos): Eddie Wilson (Arizona/Off.
Coord., QB), Dale Strahm (Ohio Northern/Def. Coord., LB), Fred Chatham
(North Carolina/Asst. Head Coach, TE), Scott Anderson (Georgia Tech/
Administrative Asst., RB), Rod Broadway (North Carolina/OL), Marvin
Brown (Duke/WR), Dan Hammerschmidt (Colorado State/DB), Ted

















































All sues & types
Dependable, top-maintained trucks
• Daily, weekly, monthly, long term leases
• All sizes and type trucks and vans
• Includes tractor - trailer rigs
• Includes NON CDL required trucks
• Nationwide, 24 hour road service
• Ryder Program Maintenance
COMMERCIAL RENTAL AND LEASE INFORMATION:
ANDERSON, SC 225 -4171
GREENVILLE, SC 277 - 7020
TOLL FREE 1 - 800 - 952 - 6471
GO TIGERS!
You Make The Call
Question: You are from Anytown, USA and a
Clemson supporter. A young person from
your hometown would like to ride with you
to the next Clemson ball game.
Can you give that person a ride?
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Paulette Russell
by Sanford Rogers
In sports, as well as life, desire plays
an important role in what a person ac-
complishes. There have been numerous
occasions in sports when an athlete has
been injured and not expected to be able
to compete at the level that they are
accustomed to. But time and time again,
an athlete's desire proves the odds wrong
.
Paulette Russell, a returning All-
America swimmerfor the Tigers, has done
just that in her time at Clemson, with the
1991-92 swimming season being a per-
fect example. Russell was able to swim
just four weeks prior to the ACC Swim-
ming and Diving Championships after
suffering from an injury. At the time of the
comeback it was not known just how
much of an impact Russell would have on
the season.
While the Clemson team had been
competing for over three months, Russell
now had precious little time to get ready
for the championships. "It was kind of
different having so little time in the water
before getting ready for the ACC's," said
Russell. "The hardest aspect of the whole
experience was making myself believe
that I could do it. Fortunately for me,
Coach (Jim) Sheridan and the whole staff
made me believe in myself."
Russell did more than just compete at
the ACC Championships, she excelled.
The Oceanport, NJ native left the cham-
pionships capturing first place in the 500
freestyle and 200 breaststroke. She was
also a member of the 800 freestyle team
that won the conference title. Russell
was a major reason the Clemson team,
which had struggled during the regular
season, finished as ACC runner-up. The
Clemson women went on to a number-20
finish nationally. Russell went on to finish
seventh nationally in the 500 freestyle
and earn an All-America certificate. She
joined Pam Hayden and Mitzi Kremer as
Tigers who have won All-America honors
in that event.
"It was such a good feeling for the
team to do so well," recalled Russell. "We
had struggled some during the regular
season, but Coach Sheridan kept telling
us that we would be ready when the
ACC's came along and that we would be
faster. He was right."
Sheridan recalls how Russell and his
Clemson team responded to the chal-
lenge. "There is no question that Paulette
made an impact on our team," stated
5j>Clemson I ootball '92
Sheridan. "Not only did she come back
from an injury, but she more importantly
gave us the quality that we needed to
compete for the ACC Championship.
Granted, we did not have a great dual-
meet season, but you have to look at the
broader picture. It is where you finish up
at the end of the season, not where you
start."
Russell has finished the campaign
strong during her entire career at
Clemson. She garnered a second-place
finish at the ACC Championships in the
500 freestyle during her freshman cam-
paign, then won the event as a sopho-
more and a junior. It is no surprise that
she views the 500 freestyle as her favor-
ite event. "The 500 is the event that I
enjoy the most," noted Russell. "I guess
that I am so used to the event that it is
almost second nature. The only thing left
for me to do in that event is to win the
NCAA's."
Sheridan, who is just the third Clemson
coach, regardless of spot, to lead a team
to a Top 20 finish in hisfirst season, thinks
that Russell can accomplish that goal.
"Paulette is such a competitor. What she
did last season was amazing. Her com-
ing back in such a short time last year and
doing so well is a compliment to her
ability and dedication. If she stays healthy
this season, good things will happen for
Paulette Russell and Clemson."
Russell sees the 1992 Clemson team
as an exciting one. "We have a real
strong group of swimmers. After last
season the team can see just what hard
Russell is a returning Ail-American who led
Clemson to a Top 20 finish in 1991-92.
work can accomplish. If this team stays
healthy and has a positive attitude, there
is no reason why we can't take the next
step up to being conference champions."
Sheridan agrees with Russell's posi-
tive vibes about this year's squad. "I
believe that our team was the best team
at the conference meet last season, we
just were not accustomed to the success.
After last year there should be no self-
doubt about our abilities. We need to set
our goals beyond just being the runner-
ups."
A positive attitude, along with leader-
ship ability, would have to be two of
Russell's best qualities. At the beginning
of the academic year in August, Russell
and men's swimmer Henry Faris ad-
dressed the incoming group of talented
freshmen. "Both Paulette and Henry are
people that our freshman should look up
to," stated Sheridan. "I wanted our new
people to hear from two people who have
worked hard to achieve their goals."
Russell also views senior leadership
as an important ingredient to any suc-
cessful team. "I think every team that is a
success has good senior leadership. I
know that when I came in as a freshman,
I looked up to the seniors. But we can't
make the younger people on the team
look up to us, they have to respect our
hard work. I think if they see us working
to be the best that we can, they will do the
same."
Russell views the swimming training
schedule as an important factor in the
success of the program. Both the men's
and women's team's practice together,
with the first practice of the day coming at
6:00 AM. "Practicing with the guys makes
us a better team. They are faster than the
women, but you try to work harder to keep
up with them. By doing things together,
you become closer to the entire team."
Sheridan thinks that the group practice
concept is important. "I have been in
swimming programs that did things to-
gether, and I have been in programs that
do things separately. To me, practicing
together really makes a difference. You
are showing the women that they are just
as important as the men's program. The
motivation from this is certainly a posi-
tive."
With Paulette Russell's desire, moti-
vation should be no problem for the
Clemson team. She has proven just what
hard work can accomplish, even if it took
just four weeks.
Student Trainers
Left to Right— Back Row: Ivan Black, Patrick Rivers, Andy Norris, Robert Boettner, Michael Raff, Judd Caudall, Matt Drummond, Michael Land. Front
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Mr & Mrs William L Broome
Ponte Verda Beach FL
















Dr Thomas W Barlow
Tallahassee FL
Mr & Mrs Wayne R Davis
Tampa FL
Wilbur N Baumann III
Tracys Landing MD













Mr & Mrs Horace S Berry
Mrs Frances G Boatwright Memorial
Mr & Mrs Ted W Craig
Mr & Mrs Cliff Ellis
James H Gully
Bob & Pat Harmon
W C Higgmbotham Jr
Mary S Hunter
Littlejohn Memorial IPTAY Scholarship
Mr & Mrs Wayne Mitchell
J Roy Pennell III





David Ayers & Bob Shirley
Charlie H Beasley
William M & Doris Blakely




Mrs C L Huggins
Jack N Mitchell
H O Mullinax
Mr Andrew M Mundy
Charles B Murphy
Pizza Inn
Robert & Kathy Manning
John A Prince
L V Rudder Jr
Mr and Mrs Lloyd E Sammons
Mr and Mrs Eddie W Seigler III
Mr & Mrs William Seigler
M Earle Williamson









Thomas Osborne Jr/Zonelle Boykin/
Thomas Osborne Boykin III
Terry L Brady
John R & Nancy T Brooks
Gerald & Mary Brown
Alvin & Peggy Bryan
Woods W Burnett
Mrs Starr C Busbee
Earl R Butler
Johnny L Cagle
Mr & Mrs James H Carroll
L J Coker
Mike Coleman/Brad Pressley
Rev Robert L Collum
Robert A Cothran
Mr & Mrs David A Coursey
Edward & Dorothy Coursey
H C Coward & Son
Robert F Dansby Jr





Steve & Jane Ergle
Ten & Penny
A G & G G Evans
Donald L & Paul Fulmer
Robert G Gantt




Dr & Mrs John L Guy
Mr & Mrs William A Hallman
Jack A Hamilton
James L & Susan D Hendrix




David L & Alice W Jhant
David T & Fredda R Jones
Timothy M Jones
Eugene H Kneece Jr
Joseph K Kneece
William H Kneece
Harold Helen & Dale Lamb
Henry Lucius III
Crayton McCown Jr









Robert M Pate Sr
Timothy Earl Pate
Mr & Mrs Randy Powell
Mr & Mrs E K Rabb III
Rees Electric Co Inc
Graham W Rich
Andrew L Richardson
Mr & Mrs J Ray Saverance
Robbie and Leia Scott
William S & Suzanne Seabrook







Mr & Mrs Alan M
Tewkesbury III
Gary Thompson
Dr Charlie W Timmerman
James Turner
Mark & Miran Tyrrell
Rabun Steven Virgo
Mrs James L Walpole
Charles T Watts
H Odell Weeks Jr








Mr & Mrs Baylis E Anderson
Anderson Pediatric Group
R H Anderson
Roy and Susie Anderson
Thaddeus R Arnold Jr
John B Ashley
The Carbon Graphite Group Inc
Dr E E Baillie
J W Ballard
Roger D Bannister
Randy SJanet G Barnette
Harold & Jean Bates
Karen Bishop Beck
Beckman Construction
Mr & Mrs Guy W Black
Mrs John W Turner & Johnnie
Aaron T Bngman
Bonner & Josephine Brown Jr
Gent & JNancy Brown
James D Brown
Nash Broyles
Albert & Irma H Bruschini





























Dr Leonard W Douglas
Mr and Mrs R Scott Drake
Roland & Nancy Drake
Tom W Dunaway IV
Tom W Dunaway Jr
George H Durham Jr
John & Jane Dyer
Electric Motors & Drives Inc
Calvin L Elliott




Mr & Mrs David Ford
William L Foster
Aaron Robbie & Mike Gambrell
Robert H Garrison Sr
Archie L Gentry Jr
George's Drive Inn
Dr M Ray Gillespie
Mr & Mrs William H Gilmer and
Freddie
Joseph B Glenn





Paul F Haigler Jr
Lee and Tom Hancock
J W Hare Jr
Harley-Davidson of Anderson
Mr & Mrs William F Harnesberger
Michael & Andrea
Mr & Mrs Robert V Harrell
Rudy Hawkins/Roger Ellison
Cliff Tankersley






Dr Charles W Hinnant






William P Kay Sr
Lewis H Keeney
Dr David Kelley PA
Dr William E Kennedy
Gary C Kidd
Willie T Kimbrell
David & Penny King
Olin S & Betty Kirkpatnck
Arthur M Klugh III
Steven M Krause/Jody M Young
T R Lackey
Lazer Construction Co Inc
James F Little
Mr & Mrs James W Logan Jr











Michael D & Tammy Mathews
Kenneth M Mattison &
Christopher G Olson
Dr B C McConnell Jr
McCoy Lumber Company





H Brud and Joanne K Moore
Dr P S Mowlajko
Jerry P Murdock
Dr & Mrs Harold L Murray
Clay Neal
Marion C Nickles Jr
Dewitt C Niles MD
J Donald Nix
Kevin Paul O'Connor
D K Oglesby Jr
Butch & Lisa Overcash
John H Owens Jr/Manon Brooks
Ray E & Floyd Patrick
Dr Ralph K Peden
J Norman Phillips
Harold A Pickens & Sons Inc #1






Billy L Ragsdale Sr
Mrs A R Ramseur
James E Reeves Jr
Charles L & Melissa M Reid
James E Reid
Mrs James B Rhinehardt Jr
Mathias B Richardson
M J Richbourg
John C Rivers III
A B Roberts
Roddy's Fried Chicken
James & Doris Roges
William F Roper III
Mr and Mrs Gregg S Rowe
Dr James M Ruff
Mr & Mrs E J Scarborough Jr





Mrs Robert W Smith




Mr & Mrs J David Standeffer
Robert Stansell
Frank M Stevenson
Mr & Mrs Furman Stone Sr
Mr & Mrs Phil Suddeth
Frank B Sullivan
Sullivan Motor Co
Mr & Mrs George H Taylor
Mrs John C Taylor III
Mr & Mrs Frederick J Terry
Mrs Nancy S Thompson
Col James R Tolbert
Mrs Ligon Tollison
Top Construction Co Inc
The Torrington Company
Tri County Battery Sales
Dr A J Turner
Riki & Darlene Vernon
Josh Owen & Cheyenne Vernon
David S Waldrep
In Memory of Marion Washington
Calvin R Waters
Mr & Mrs Truman Watson
Bruce Watt
Welborn Tire Service Inc
Clemson Football '92
91
Wells Aluminum Corp Belton Div
Charles L West
Mike & Marian West
Mr & Mrs Rick Whatley
Humphrey W Whelchel
Dr & Mrs Warren White
Tony/Nancy/Mike/Vickie/Whitman


















Clem & Brannon Collins
Mr & Mrs Ted W Craig
Mr & Mrs G M Dyches
Robert C Harris
Clinton Calhoun Lemon Jr
"A Friend from Williston"
Frederick D Mixon
D Austin Shelley




Mrs Janet B Ellis
Griffin Enterprises Inc
C C Haigh









Evagreen Christmas Tree Co
Michael E Harrelson
Gary T Harris





Dr Rhett B Myers
David D Page Jr
F M Peagler
Nolan & Gerry Pontiff
James H Rozier Jr
Col A J Tothacer & Jay Tothacer





Kenneth & Karen Buck
Mrs Eldon V Haigler Jr
Charles L Johnson
James M Moss III & Son
John W Price
H T Ulmer III





Larry M Allsep Jr/B C Hood
Ashley River Animal Hospital









Jim & Ellie Clark




Dr Donnie Gamble/Dr Zack Mills
John D Doscher Jr
Peanut Eustace






Andrews & Cheryl Groves
John R Grubbs Jr
Harbourtown Construction






Mr & Mrs G Francis Hills
Al Hitchcock
W Howard Holl III
Mr & Mrs Perry M Holloway Jr
Walter G Jordan III





Thomas E Lynn & William H Gladden









David M Murray Jr
Aaron A Nettles Jr






Mr & Mrs Joseph Rigter
Rogers & Brown Custom Brokers Inc
J E Sauls Jr
Fred Schnmpf
Ray V Segars Jr
Steven C Shook
R E Sink Jr
Ben M Smith
Thomas B Smith
Southern Lumber & Millwork Cor
Marshall Stith
W B Strozier
Joseph D Thompson Jr MD
Three L Inc
John D Todd
C M Trott Jr
Raymond Tumbleston
H E Tyler Construction Co Inc




Dewey B Welch Jr
Andreas & Sandra Westergarrd
Richard E Wheeler
Skeeter & Abbey Wiggins
Douglas L Wilbanks
W Robert Wise III
CHEROKEE
Don aid H Brown
J M Brown
Brown Packing Co Inc
C & S Bank
Larry L Campbell
Mr/Mrs William E Campbell Jr
Dr J M Carroll
John O Childers Jr
Ben M Clary
Mr & Mrs Joe Baxter Clary
Richard N Cooksey
J Maxie Crenshaw Jr
Hal Daniels
Mike Jaymie & Eric Dobbins
Donald S Elmore
Robert J Friedman
Mr and Mrs W H Greene
Mark "Rocky" Jones










Mr & Mrs Sam L Taylor
CHESTER









Blair & Margaret Knox
Robert W Lee Sr
Michael H Lifsey
W E Lindsay
John M Little III
Herbert D Lutz
Robert W Moser
J B Pressley Jr
Joan B Pressley/J N Pressley
Fred Robbins
Hargrave Robbins
Francis & Barbara Simpson
William R Smarr
Elizabeth B Smith





James C Jr & W Kirk Crawford
W E Hough
Stephen Ray Jackson
William D Matthews Jr
Mr & Mrs Edwin E Miller Jr
Claude T Parker
Mr & Mrs Macklyn R Sellers
Mr & Mrs John R Thomas
CLARENDON
Dr & Mrs Clarence E Coker Jr
Joseph W Coker
James R Coleman Jr/James R
Segars Jr/Danny J Wingard
Hugh L & Mary Dubose
Marion E Dubose
Julius R Eadon Jr/Julius R Eadon III
Robert B Fleming Jr
Dr & Mrs Earl L Goodman and
Family




Dusty & Ginger Rhodes
H B Rickenbaker
Horace F Swilley
Mr & Mrs William W Wmgate
COLLETON
Larry Berry/Dr Sam Hazel
Daniel Graham Buckner
Gordon D Chipukites
Daniel & Lynah M Crosby
William C Hamilton
W Walter Haynes MD
Kirkland S Johnston & John B
Johnston
Lester P Jordan III
Rhodes Oil Company
Joe and Celeste Stone
John Waddell
J Ryan White Jr




Dr & Mrs William R Blakeney
Billy Burch
J W Carter
Dawkins Concrete Products Inc
Dr & Mrs William P Dubose III
James B Gainey
Larry O Gantt
Robert H Goodson Jr




George A Hutto Jr
Garner Jones
R Sidney Kelley
Dr Wm P Kennedy
William J Laffidy
Donald L McCall
Peter L McCall Jr
William B McCown III
Glenn E McFarland
James G McGee Jr
Alex S Morrison
Starwood Inc by Locklair Brothers
D Clyde Stuckey
Syracuse Farms
John W Tolson Jr
J Beth Weaver
H W Webb
Mr & Mrs Sam Welsh Jr
Mrs Lee West
J Lawton Wiggins Jr
James R Woodham
DILLON
"In Memory of O J Knight Class of
22"
W G Lynn







Mr & Mrs Robert L Burns
H Downs Byrd Jr
Paul G Campbell Jr
Gene W Dukes
Barbara A Dunning
Earl R Dupriest Jr
Dr Edwin L Freeman
Giant Portland Cement Co
Joel C Hipp
Vaughn H Howard




David and Paula Jones
Cecil B Jordan
T Edward Jordan
A A Muckenfuss Jr
James O Murray Jr
Gary M Norris








R Allen Traylor MD
George John & Elias Tupper
W Jerry Utsey
EDGEFIELD
Lindsey W Addy Jr
Mrs Joe F Anderson Sr
Estate W C Bandy
Mr & Mrs Robert Calliham/Rita Calliharji
Robert & Catherine Christie
Tommy Christie
E O Dukes Jr
Mr & Mrs J W Gilliam Jr
Herlong Pont-Chev-Buick Inc
Mr & Mrs James C Holmes
M E (Betsy) Holmes
Mr & Mrs Thomas Holmes
Mr & Mrs John A Hughes
Mr & Mrs Kenneth L Kaltz
Lon Jay Enterprises Inc
Attn Lon Courtney Jr
William H Rushton Jr
Thomas H Ryan
Miriam W Saggus
Mr & Mrs Theo R Williams
Francis M Wise Jr






Mr & Mrs Charles M Bell
Louis M Boulware




Barbara & Adrian Glenn
William B Hendrix
Warren R Herndon Sr
John J Hood Jr
Michael & Nancy C Johnson
Joe D Jolly
Lt Col Carroll L Ligon USAF-Retired
Pigeon Granite Co-J P Brooks






Milton H Anderson Jr
John E Boulware
Dr William N Boulware
Lester P Branham Sr
B M Brodie
Dr & Mrs Gregory V Browning
Dr Richard H Bryant Jr
G Wilson Bryce Memorial-
Bryce Mechanical Contr Inc
Marvin C Buchanan
Maurice S Kathy Campbell
David R Chapman
Ivan M Coleman
Frank A Douglass Jr Company
Dr George Economy
Mr and Mrs S C Edwards III
"Clyde S Bryce Jr PE-Engineering
Consultants"




Tom Gressette Pest Control-Tom P
Gressette
John L & Anne M Hanna
Michael H Hanna
Mrs D C Harrell
Laddie Green Hiller
David L Hobson
Mr & Mrs Bryan Howell








S A Rodgers Jr
Dr Roland L Skinner
Sam E Smith/Richard F Odom
G H Stewart
Mrs John E Taylor Jr
Dennis Simmons Ward






Mr and Mrs H W Bruorton
Jackie W Calvert
W Russell Campbell
Gene M & Linda Connell Jr









Mr & Mrs W Farrel Owens
Kathryn A Peacock
Pascal C Price Jr
Julian A Reynolds
Mr & Mrs Kenneth D Williams Sr
Jesse E Wright III
Mr & Mrs Joe Young
GREENVILLE
Mr & Mrs Brian W Abel
Able Construction Co #1
Keith Alberson
G Harold Alexander
T N & Sarah Alexander
William R Alexander Jr
Mr & Mrs Charles A Allen
Gus B Allison Jr
Parker Altman
American Equipment Co Inc #1
Thurl M Amick II
Jack & Linda Anderson
Marvin L Anderson
James D Anthony
Keith and Tammie Arrowood
Associates Oil Co
James Andrew Aston
J E Austin Jr
Rick & Teresa Bagwell
Dave & Helen Chapman
Bailey Heating & Controls Inc
Mr & Mrs Robert L Baker
Ballard Concrete
Gregory & Vicki Ballew
Wayne & Clara Ballew
Don Barbery
Mr & Mrs William J Barnett
George M Barett
Mr & Mrs Thomas W Batson
Jim J Beam
Harold Bell
Mr & Mrs Gregory S Below
Mr & Mrs John C Beresh & Cindy
Mrs Tom C Berry
Michael Bishop
Cameron & Martha Black
Datastream Systems
Ivan Block
"In Memory of E M Bost"
John V Boyette Jr
Glenn Brackin
The Ed Brashier Agency
W W Bridwell
Larry Dean Bright Jr
Red & Janie Brigman
James T Brooks
J Leighton Brown
Mr & Mrs Ronald L Browne
Michael L Broyles
Steve and Patty Bruce
Peter H Bryan
Burdette-Devita Engineering Inc
John N Burgess Jr








W Scott & Teresa Carlson
Carolina Acoustical Co
Carolina Welding Supply Repair Inc
Carolina Crawler Inc
Scott D Carpenter




























Charles W Cook Jr
Jon D Cook
L Kenneth Cook





Mr & Mrs Gene E Crawford
92 jjl Clemson Football '92
Ronnie E Crawford
J Hugh Crawley








Terry & Sandra Darby
Frank Davenport
Bill & Sheila Davidson
Mrs Billy W Davis
Richard Vance Davis
W Cantey Davis Jr/Jimbo Davis
C F Dawes
Price & Ernestine Delk
Harola DeLoach
Dr & Mrs Perry B DeLoach
Mr & Mrs Arthur F Dennis
Dewitt International Co
Dr James W Dickert
Danny Dillard
Carol H & Richard M Dobbins
Mr & Mrs David K Domnitz




Mr & Mrs Ernest Driggers
Charles B Duncan Jr
Mr and Mrs Charles F Durham Jr
Mr & Mrs Lloyd M Eargle
Mr & Mrs Robert C Easley
Mr & Mrs D Kim Easterling
Eastern Design
Dean & Ten Edgar
Edgcomb Metal Coi













John & Celia Few
Thomas Finley
Ernest B Fleenor Jr
George W Fletcher
Flower's Industries
Robert P & Kimberly C Foster
W T Fraser Jr
Jim & Jean French
James & Sheryl Fulmer
Robert Gage
Jim C Galloway Jr
Donald A Gardner
Mr & Mrs William R Harling/




M L Garrett Construction Co
Scott P Garrett
Gaston Properties
L Gray Geddie Jr
General Enterprises Inc
Charles F Gentry Jr
Eugene G Gibson
Warren & Doris Gibson
J M Gilfillin
Gary L Gilliam





Dr James R Gore
Gosnell Opticians
Jack G Graham
Jennings UJennings L Jr/John/James
Graves
W Harold Graves
Mr & Mrs Jack E Gray
Mr & Mrs Steve B Gray
Mr & Mrs Robert C Coates
Daniel S Greene
Dr & Mrs David Greene
Mrs Oliver B Greene
Greenville Business Forms/Tim Lollis
Greenville Industrial Supply Inc
Jane H Greer
Wade B Greer
W H Grey Jr
Dr Floyd F Griffin Jr
Joanne Griffin
Mr & Mrs W A (Nig) Griffith
James G Gulledge Jr
James H Gully
R Dean Hackett
Dr J Floyd Hall
Robert C Hamilton
Mr & Mrs Dennis Hamm
Handee Mart Food Stores Inc
Jack L Hannah
James W Hannah
John B Hardaway III
















Mr and Mrs John C Henderson
Darrell B & Rebecca W Herlong
Mr & Mrs M Steve Hester
Robert E Hester Jr
Joe A Hewell
Major L Higgins/Bill Merritt





Ned E Holland Jr
W B Hopkins
Charles & Debbie Howard
G Truett Hucks
Mr or Mrs D C Hudgens
Parker Humphreys





















Mrs Dorothy B Jones
Mr & Mrs Lee Jones
Mark W Jones









Pamela W & Clark P King
Clarence & Marilyn Koerber
Mr and Mrs Rick Lancaster
David R Landing
Mr & Mrs John N Landreth Jr
Ray Langdale/Allen Terrell Jr
B R Langley JrAA/ L Brigham Jr
Bennie Langley
W S Langley
James W Lawless Jr
Mr & Mrs Joseph H Levy
Trailor Lewis
Charles R Lindsey
William H Linn Jr
Littlejohn Memorial IPTAY Sch
Randy & Jane Lollis
Bud & Sandy Long




Dr Thomas C Mann
W M Manning Jr
Mr & Mrs Seabrook Marchant
Tom & Judy Marchant/Jessica
Thomas Amy Drayton
George & Dean Marianos
Marsh & McLellan Inc
Jerry N Marsh Builders Inc
Marsh/Bell Construction Co Inc









Randall K & Jayne McClain
Sara E McCollum
W H McCrary
Rhett C McCraw Jr MD
Charles E McDonald Jr
Mr & Mrs W Perry McKam Jr





Harold L M erck






Miller Oil Co Inc
Mr & Mrs Robert D Miller
Sherri Miller
Franklin D Mitchell
Mr & Mrs R D Mitchell
Charles R Moon
Walter D Moon
Edgar Ray Moore Jr
Thomas C & Shirley S Moore
Wm Winfield Moore
James R Morrow Sr
Mr & Mrs W F Morrow






Mr & Mrs Joe L Nash
Drs Newman & Batcheldor
F P Nichols
Mrs Paul T Norris
Norns Supply Company
Ina G Odell
R D & Dunneah Ogletree
Harold Orr
Michael James Owen
R D Owens/Kent Owens
Cody and Nina Owens
W D Owens Jr
Milton I Ozmint
Arnold & Gwen Pace
Dr John J Palmer DMD
Russell Hunter Park
Andy Parnell
James H Parsons III
Philip Patrick
L R "Choppy" Patterson






Debra & Wayne Phillips
Gene Phillips
Rick & Beth Phillips
Mr & Mrs Larry Philpott
Piedmont Crescent Eng Mgt Co






Mr & Mrs A L Powell Jr
M Lee & Kelly C Powell
Richard C Power
David R Price PhD
Dr & Mrs Mark Princell
H H Provence Jr
Raymond E Putman
William M Putnam Jr
Richard W Raburn
Don Reed & Associates
Mr & Mrs James L Reese
Fredric W Reinhold Jr
William E (Gene) Rhymer Jr
RichardsA/Vilson




James Rochester Co Inc/James
Rochester
David C Rogers
Rogers & Brown Custom Bkrs #2
David H Roper




S B Phillips Co Inc
Earl & Carolyn Sammons











Thomas M & Dorothy P Simpson
John G Slattery
Donald C Slaughter
Mrs Allan P Sloan
Sloan Construction Co Inc #2
Thomas L Sloan
J Michael Smart





Steven Gibvson Smith/David C
Black/Kirby Johnson
Robert P Snipes





Robert J Stahlsmith Jr
Roger & Cher Stamey
Douglas W Stewart
E R Stewart
William R Stoddard Jr MD
Richard H Stofan
G Mark Stofega Jr
David K Stokes III
Mr & Mrs Mark S Stokes
David Rivers Stone
William W Stover Jr
Heath L Strawn Jr
Dr Edwin L Stroud





Mr & Mrs Hoyt C Tankersley




Terry & Jean-Marie Taylor
Newell D Crawford Jr
Tracy N Taylor
Teachey Mechanical Inc
John Russell Terry Jr
Mr & Mrs James B Tharpe
Harry M Thompson
J E Thompson
Jim & Carol Thompson
Robert J Thompson III
Thomas F Thornton
Jim Thrailkill & Dr Ben Thrailkill
Charles M Timmons
William A Todd
Gerald S Tompkins Jr
Mr & Mrs George D Tooke
Townes Associates Ltd
Michael & Susan B Trotter
Dacus Ted Tucker III
Tucker Materials Inc





Thomas H & Helen H Vaughan
A Keith Vaughn
Richard W Waddell
Mr & Mrs Vernon D Wade
Donald C Walker
R H Walker
John & Sally Wallace
Mr & Mrs William L Wallace
Johnnie J Walters
Jody C Warren
Mr & Mrs David E Watson & Rush
J Charles Watson
Joseph P Watson/John Hartison
Lea and Erwin Watson
Mr & Mrs R L Watson & Ashley
Ronald R Watson







Mrs D D Williams Jr
Dan H Williams
Donald Williams
Mr & MRs Edward R Williams
George E Williams
J V Williams
Willson Riggins Landscape Inc
Willson & Linda
J Harold Wilson
J W "Red" Wilson/Bird Johnston
Michael M Wilson
Sydney & Elaine Wilson
T D Wilson
C W Winchester
Mr& Mrs Bill Wingo III
J Ed Winkler
John A Wood
John D & Martha P Wood
J Mack Woods
Earl Woodson





Dr F E Abell Jr
Dr Steve M Ackerman
Nick P Anagnost
Anderson Enterprises Inc
Herbert Anderson Jr Const Inc
E H Balentine
Mr & Mrs Ronnie H Barnes &
Miss Julia Gregory
James M Baughman








Mr & Mrs Pitts Camak Jr







James L Daniel Jr
Charles M Davis
Mr & Mrs John R Davis & Robbie
Travis Stanley Dawkins
Floyd & Jolynn Demoss
Dickert's Moving & Storage
G O Dorroh & G M Neel
Robert H Dnnkard




Richard K "Dick" Hall
Mr & Mrs John G Hammond
G Bonner Harvley
G W Hawthorne
Grover C Henderson III
The Heritage Company
Mrs Norma T Hines
Frank Hinson
Dr John H Hollingsworth
Dean A Hood










John Lumley/B M Keck
Charles S Maloney
James H Martin Jr
Russell & Leigh Mathis
F Michael Meredith
Ronnie & Brenda Millender
J Stoney Moore




N American Carbide of SC Inc
Cecil Y & Jerry A Nunamaker
James G Padgett Jr DMD
Fred R Pardue
Sallie D Peebles
Dr S D Pendergrass III
Precision Plus Inc/Bobby J Parker
Raymond F Prince
Quick Copies of Greenwood
Dr A A Ramage III
Eugene Wallace Roberts Jr
In Memory of Robert H Rykard by
Mrs Robert Rykard
Tony and Diane Shealy
William C (Billy) Sherrer
Mr & Mrs Charles Shimakonis/Chris
George F Smith Jr
James W Smith
South Carolina Aviation Inc
Wayne & Tony Southard
Rhett & Elaine Copeland
Mr and Mrs Robert S Terry
William D Traynham
Ware Shoals Plastic
Warner Water Works/Erwin & Gail
Warner
F M Werts
Allen & Jane West
Alfred L White
Mr & Mrs Wayne White & Michael
Mr & Mrs David Miller & D J
HAMPTON
Eugene R Bostick
Dr Jerry Frank Crews Jr
Mr & Mrs S F Crews Jr






James W Barnette Jr
Marion T Bellamy













Mr & Mrs Harvey Graham Jr




Dr Wm S Holliday
S F Horton
^^Clemson 1 ootball '92 93
J & M




Davis A Lorick Jr
E O'Neil McCoy Jr
Jerry Patrick
H E Pearce Jr
Peoples Underwriters Inc
Mr and Mrs Don Perry
Dr Jerd W & Melinda M Poston
Dr & Mrs Edward Leroy Proctor




C A Timbes Inc
Stephen Usry




Dennis R & Yvonne H Beach
Roger & Terri Home
Ronnie & Susan Nettles
Nimmer Turt & Tree
KERSHAW
Kenneth W Carson DDS
Mr & Mrs Blease Cranford
Charles & Sharon Dickert Jr
Edison & Evelyn Godwin
Mr & Mrs A J Hawkins
Gary E Holden
Mr & Mrs Richard B Inman Sr





J W Martin Jr
Harold E Mathis Sr
Nettles Myers
Michael L & Windy Satterwhite
Leslie M Stover
Larry Tucker




Manley B Bowers Jr
W H Bridges
Hubert E Brown
Mr & Mrs Jeff Childers
W P Clyburn
R H Collins
Mr & Mrs Michael C Crenshaw
Jonathan W Duke
Don W & Pamela P Faile




Lancaster County Clemson Club





Jack & Ruth Neal
James M Neal





Grady P Robmson/Craig P Robinson
Delma E Sawyer
Byron L Taylor
William K Williams DMD
William P Wrenn
LAURENS
John B Armstrong/Johnny K Armstrong
Henry Wayne Bagwell
Bill Bailey
Barry & Catherine Bell
Mr S Mrs Henry V Blalock
Keith M Bouknight
James Buchanan
Mr Eddie L Burton
Mr & Mrs R L Cason
W Fred Chapman Jr
Mrs T Heath Copeland
Mary L Crisp
Col & Mrs Marvin C Ellison
Ms Bailey & Son Bank
C Mark Entrekin




Mr & Mrs Franklin E Harmon III
Donald Bruce Hocker
Robert T Hollingsworth
Mr and Mrs William N Jones
Mr & Mrs Wayne Kinard/Amy Lester
Pat & Marlene Lowe
Gerald L Marler
Mr & Mrs James A Marler
Tony G Marler
P W McAlister
Mr & Mrs James H McClellan Jr
John A McNinch Jr
C Parker & Jim Derrick Moore
Joe B Nelson
Edmond P Powell
Terry & Deborah Powell
Sam C Power
D B Smith
Thomas B & Jane B Stoddard
William H & Lora C Stroud
Mr & Mrs Richard T Townsend
Dr & Mrs Enoch G Ulmer Jr
Jim Welborn
Mr & Mrs Joe E Werner
LEE
W Ray Alexander Jr
Caldwell Bell Jr
Deschamps Oakwood Farm
Don R McDaniel Sr
Wyman O McDaniel




Dr Frank T Arnold Jr
Sarah H & Jimmy L Asbill
Dewey S Barnes
Mr & Mrs John A Bearden
Ray O Bickley
Mr & Mrs F U Black
Harold S & Lynn Black
Ronald W Black
Woodrow W Boozer Sr
Carl W & Rebecca H Bradham
Dr and Mrs Robert W Branch
Mr & Mrs Jerry A Brannon
Law Office of G W Branstiter/George
W Branstiter
Harold & Dons Brewer
Mr & Mrs George Brothers
Dr John W Brown
Mr & Mrs William J Buchanan Jr
R H Buckness Jr
M D & Alice Caldwell
R Hugh Caldwell
B M Cassady
Mrs Laura D Castles
Roscsoe S Caughman
Mr & Mrs William M Caughman
Kenneth Chavis Jr




Robert J/Brenda W Cooper
Otis Brad Cordell
H Ralph Corley Sr
William G Jr & Donna L Crapps




James M Edwards III
Mr & Mrs William Q Elliott Jr
Wanda Tripp Ferraro
Mr & Mrs Ricky Frick
Samuel B George II
Mr & Mrs David H Givens
David L Glenn Sr
Dr B R Grandy
Thomas C Guess Jr
Mr & Mrs Norman Hair
Archie L Harman II
Thara Harmon
Chevis and Darlene Hartley
Robert T Haselden Jr
Barbara and Jerry Hatfield
E Havird/G Hall
Mr and Mrs Michael E Herndon
Warren R & Susan R Herndon Jr
Danny & Kathy Hicks
Mr & Mrs Ronnie Hilton
Stephen L Hixson
Steve & Sharon Hobson
Carl L Hooks
















Dallas & Merle Mams
Frank Maroney
Curtis & Frances Martin
Ray & Debra McBride
Albert H McMeekin III
Harry W Mims
Buren & Cheryl Mitchell
Dr Larry H Nelson
Kenneth W Nettles
Alfred C Nix
Robert W & Sallie M Oswald
Donald W Padgett
Mitchel Perdue
Pine Crest Marine Inc
Thomas W Plumblee/John F Long/
Philip Law
Ronald M Poston
Mr & Mrs Clyde M Rauch Sr & Sons
Wayne P Rawl
C T & Dons Reynolds
Henry E Reynolds Jr
Vince & Sue Rhodes
J W Riser




Rebecca A & Mike Rowell




Sharon & Albert Shealy
C P Jr & Hazel Shealy
James C shealy
Mr & Mrs John E Shealy
Lois T Shealy
Ronnie M & Mavis S Shealy
Mr & Mrs Freddie Shuler
Clyde W & Janice M Smith
Dwight and Mandy Smith
Gwen Smith
Jim and Beverly Smith
P Lamar & Elizabeth E Smith
Sox Well & Pump Co Inc
Phillip A Spires
Charles J & Rose Standi
Charles E Stone Jr
Charles M Stuck
Barry Sumner
Harold B Swygert Jr
John C Swygert
Terry L & Allison Swygert
Dr Wm Carver Talbert Jr
Patricia & Roy Watkins
Ron & Carol Weathers
Mr and Mrs James H Weldon
Mr & Mrs Avery B Wilkerson Jr
Gene E Williams
Malachi A Williams
W G Williams/Charles E Smith
Wendell Williams
James K Wilson
Mr & Mrs J T Wingard
Leonard D Wise
Joseph C Wyly Jr








Mr & Mrs Robert A Scott
James M Smith
Sam R Webster Jr
MARLBORO
Oscar & Betty Derrick
Frank G Goodwin III
Jimmy L & Nick T McColl
R L and D E McNeil




Dr James W Gilbert





C Keith & Janet T Ashworth
Joyce R Austin
Hubert M Bedenbaugh Jr
Robert L Bedenbaugh
Walter B Cousins








William Franklin III CPA
J Rhett Frazier Jr
Billy R Gibson
Carroll S Kempson





Dr C B Lowman
L W McClain









Mrs James R Sease
Daniel D & Kay H Shealy
John & Beverly Sligh
C Gurnie Stuck
Mrs Tom W Suber
Ferd J Summer
Lonnie E & Clare L Turner III
David Waldrop Jr
David C Waldrop Sr
Powell E Way Jr
Gilbert E & Kay K Webber
Dr James R Williams
Mr & Mrs Robert T Williams Sr
OCONEE
M T Abbott




Mr & Mrs Steve D Black
Edward & Susan Booker
Bountyland Quick Stop
Harold & Margaret Brock
Mr & Mrs Eddie Burkett
Richard H & Lani Burrell
Jerne Butts
Don P & Marjorie Campbell
Hugh & Diane Clark
Mr & Mrs Alvin H Clarke






Davis Bros Lumber Co
Mr & Mrs Bruce M Dixon




Dan and Leanne Greene
Domenick & Charlotte Gruosso
Clinton E Hamlin
Mr and Mrs Russell H Harbin
Earl J Hayter
Larry M Hindman
Dr Frank A Hoshall Jr
Mr & Mrs John E Hunt
Timothy Hydrick
Mr and Mrs Andy Inabinet
Robert M & William P Johnson
Kawasaki of Seneca
Deryl C Keese & Wm C Keese
George J Knight
John N Landreth Sr
Richard H Ledford
Robert L Lee
F Tiberius & Cynthia L Lenz
Dr & Mrs Harry B Mays
William E McAlister
Mr & Mrs Jim McCall
William T McClure Jr
Linda M McCoy
Tony Medlin
Mr & Mrs J Whit Miller
James C Miller Jr
Sara & Edd Mize
Ralph E Nix
Col Wade H Padgett Jr
John F Passafiume







Frank M TerlizziAA/ayne Glenn
Thrift Brothers Lumber Co
William E West
John F Wise
Mr & Mrs E P Wright
ORANGEBURG
C A Abbott
Dr Raymond E Ackerman
Mr & Mrs H Ciremba Amick
Ernest & Margaret Bair
L Edward Bennett
Wm B Bookhart Jr & Sons
John R & Jerry F Carlisle
W A Cartwright Jr
David Coleman
Michael D & Tessa W Corbett
Dantzler Builders
WW Dukes Jr
C F Evans & Co
Frederick I Evans
James J Evans
W D Fogle Jr
Dr Henry F Frierson
Fort Sumter Petroleum Co Inc-
Leland M Bradshaw
Garrick Bros Farms Inc
Mr & Mrs G Martin Gilchrist
Gray & Smoak Farms
W C Higginbotham Jr
Shelton Hoffman
Daniel Horton III & Tom Welsh
E O Hudson Jr
Mr & Mrs Thomas B Jackson Jr
Jameson Farms Inc
Mr & Mrs Robert N Jenkins III
Seba Kemmerlin Jr
Lake Electric Inc
Lakeview Skating Rink/James B
Smoak
Lighting Creations Inc in Memory of
Al M Hughes
Mr & Mrs Conrad A Martin
Arnold J Nettles Jr
Frankie A & William H Ocain
H C Ott Jr
Elizabeth P Patterson
Thomas E Propes
R L Culler Refrigeration Inc
T Brant Reeves Jr
Aaron & Betty Rudd
J M Russell Jr
Henry G Rutland Jr
Col & Mrs W B Salley Jr
Harry E Sanders
James H Shirer Jr
Short Stop Food Store
Ted Shuler
Star-Jack Farms











Benson L Bagwell DMD





Dr & Mrs Lloyd H Blanton
Col James E Blessing
C S Boland DDS
Jammy H Bolding
Jerry Bolding




Mr & Mrs Neil E Byerley
Mrs Eunice M Byers
Gary E Campbell Jr
Jerry and Jean Canady
Mr & Mrs Ricky E Capps
Mr & Mrs Marvin Carmichael
Mrs June L Carroll
Scott H Cassell
Mr & Mrs George E Caudell Jr
Central Concrete & Plaster Inc
George E Clardy
Ron Clark
William W Coogler Jr
J G Cooley/C H Montgomery
Mickey & Judy Corbett
Gregg R Corley
Bethal & Elizabeth Couch
Alton L Cox
Walter T Cox
J Redmond & Freda Coyle
Gerald P Culclasure
Mrs Roy S Dalton
Marion & Sandra Davis
Tony & Allen Day
Mr & Mrs Roy M Dill
Roy M Dill Jr
Duckett Funeral Home
Mr & Mrs Fred H Duncan
William E Dunn Jr
Barry S Durham
Mr & Mrs Bill G Durham
Donald Eaves
Richard E Edwards
Dr Robert C Edwards
Mr& Mrs William H Elam
Mr & Mrs Gary Ellenburg
Mr& Mrs Cliff Ellis
Normnan D & Jacgueline P Ellis
'Dr William M Epps
Henry C Estabrook
T Dean Feaster














Tom and Penny Goebel
Ralph V Gossett
Dr Wm J Goudelock
The Gravely Agency
N Franklin Gravely Jr
A P Gray




Jim S Molly Hampton
Ronald W Hand
Mr S Mrs Bruce C Hansel
Byron & Mickey Harder
Bob & Pat Harmon
Head Hunters
Mr & Mrs Chris Hemmings
Hillcrest Memorial Park
James A Holcombe Jr
Holiday Inn
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Holiday Inn #2
Bill J Hooper
Coach Frank J Howard
Hubert Steve Huffman
Don R Hughes
Morrison & Margaret Hunnicutt
Charles B Hunter
Mary S Hunter
Dr & Mrs J H Jameson
Olin Johnson
Mr & Mrs R Dayle Jolley
T E Jones & SonsLewis E Jordan
Lewis S Kay
Don M Kelly
Mr & Mrs Edwin L Kilby Jr




R Frank Kolb II
John W Lame
Howard E Jr & Helen C Lee
Johnny L & Ann Lee
Steve & Connie Leslie
Douglas E Limbaugh
James B Lindsay
Mr & Mrs Sammy D Little
Lollis Builders Inc
Nick Lomax
Doug and Linda Maddox
Col Edward R Maddox
Murphy Mahaffey Jr
Anthony Diane Chris & Jennifer Mann
Linda W Martin
Mr and Mrs D L Mauldin
Mr & Mrs Cecil L McCaskill
Rick McNeely
Hueston J Merck/Boyce D Whitman
Merritl Bros Inc
Mr & Mrs L Paul Miller
J H Mills Auto Supply
Mr & Mrs Wayne Mitchell
Bob & Lou Mixon
Monty's of Greenville Inc
Mountain Texas Properties
L H Moore
Murph & Fran Moseley
Chuck Nalley
Alfred F Newton
Mr & Mrs George B Nutt #2
S N Oliver Jr
Mr & Mrs H Lamar Owens Jr
Gregory A Padgett
Daniel F Parker
J Edward Parris Jr
D F Parrott
Jimmy J & Carolyn J Payne
J Roy Pennell III







Phil E & Laura P Reeves
Tommy L Reid Family
Earl & Pat Reynolds
Charles J Rice





Donald J & Karen Saucier
C Rodney Sauls
C Edward Saylors
Shealy Smith & Welborn PA
Mr & Mrs Donald L Sikes
Dr B R Skelton
Mr & Mrs Charles Skelton
G Neil Smith
William H Smith






Barry & Phyllis Stisser
W F Strauss Jr
Barry & Ann Summers Sudduth
Frankie/Manon/Linde Summey
Mr & Mrs Ben E Taylor
Mr & Mrs Max Thomas
Mr & Mrs C S Thompson
Mr & Mrs Gerald S Tripp
Wilis Turner
K N Vickery
John N Jr & J Norman Warren
Carl E Watkins Insurance
Greg Watson
Gregg Welborn
Mr & Mrs Larry White
Linda E White





Mr & Mrs H Betts Wilson
Butch Womack
Thomas B Wright Jr
Earle L Youngblood
RICHLAND
Rick & Mimi Ackerman
Porter H Adams Sr
J Glenn Alewine
Harold V Amick
Charles D Baker Jr
Tom Baldwin
Mr & Mrs Sims T Ballew
B P Barber & Associates Inc





William H J Brown
Melvin N Browne
Dr Jones W Bryan
George J F Bullwinkel Jr
F David Burton
Sammy Butler





George W Caughman Jr
CDS Inc





Mr & Mrs Fred E Culvern Jr
Mrs Ralph B Cureton Jr






William Bland Edwards DMD
Charles G Elfert Jr
Hubert Lee Evans
Dr George H Fann




Mr and Mrs Larry O Gamble
William N Geiger Jr
Laura H George












James K Gregory/GGC Inc
Lawrence M Gressette III
Hubert & Sheila Haas
Clifton L Harkey
Dr Rudolph C Harrington Jr
W L Harrington Jr
D Ellis Hay Jr
Carl Hinnant
Mr & Mrs Curtis L Hobbs Jr
Winston D Holliday
W Grey Humphrey Jr
Randall J Hunt
William A Johnson MD
Ronald Mims Jordan
Leonard D Keel
Ted & Christine King
Mr& Mrs J J Kirby Jr
David L Laird
James Lemon
Cecil Glenn Lester Jr
Ms Mickey Lindler
Guy B Louthian Jr
Stephen Wiley Love Jr
James E Mallios Sr
Dr Beniamin D Massey
George G Matthews Jr
Bobby McCord
Mrs William S McCullough
Ted McFall
Michael B & Linda C McKeown
Walter B McKinney
Timothy P McLellan & Billy Fellers
John A McPherson Jr
Midland Agency Inc
Austin T Moore Jr
W Barry Moore
Moore Electric Supply Inc
Jeffrey A Ocain
Albert E Odom Jr
F McCord Ogburn Jr
J P O'Quinn
James W Orr
Owen Steel Co Inc
Nathan and Sherry Padgett
Maxwell F Parrott Jr
Mr and Mrs James N Pearman Jr
Zonnie & Phyllis Pendarvis
Phil Porter/D Robinson
Church C Powers
David & Marcia Pressley
Ltc Wm R & Fredna Prince






Mrs David Roof & Davida Roof
James C rush
William F Rutherford Jr
Marion F Sadler Jr
Jimmy R Sellers
Shann Foodservice
Walter and Marilyn Shealy
Col A L Sheider Jr
Melvin M Simon Jr
Geoerge Z Siokos
Gerald H Smith
James Wilbur Smith Jr
S Terry Smith MD
Michael E Snead
James A Sohns
South Carolina National Bank
Southern Lubricants
Mr & Mrs Edward A Speed Jr
Lawrence B Steedly
Eddie Stevens
Edward A Stevenson III
Mr & Mrs L S Stewman &







Mrs H T Thompson Jr/
H T Thompson III
Mr & Mrs Charlie E Till
Dr R Sims Tompkins
Mr & Mrs Walter A Tuten Jr









J P Wright Jr
Mrs Stephen F Wyndham
James H III & Vicki N Young
James H & Freida Y oung
SALUDA
Ronnie & Stewart Able
James D Bledsoe
Thurmond & Jan Brown
G Mellwood Coleman
F G Eidson
Frances S & John W Hare
Sandra Harmon
Mr & Mrs Carl O Gibson
Beniamin H Herlong
Joe P Herlong
Mr & Mrs J William Jay
Mr & Mrs John Allan Long
Beniamin S Merchant Jr




George S & Joe Todd
D T Wannamaker III
H V Wheeler
Wheeler Tire Service
Mr and Mrs John M White
SPARTANBURG
Mrs T R Adams Jr
William A Alexander
Mr & Mrs D K Allison
John A Andrea




H Walter Barre II
Belue Trucking Co Inc
Mr & Mrs Horace S Berry
Randy & Rhonda Billings
Mr & Mrs Eber J Blackwood
J J Blake
Sue W Boone
Mr & Mrs H G Brock
Jay Brock
Vernon L Brown Jr
C&S National Bank




Dr & Mrs Robert J Caswell
David W Cecil II
Karl B Chandler
Charles D Clayton
Darryl and Sarah Cleveland
Dr James Milton Coker
Tommy R Cook
Mr & Mrs Rick L Cooper
John B Cornwell Jr
Dewey Covington
J Carroll Cox
Mr & Mrs Donald R Crowder
Mack & Nancy Culbreth
Michael & Martha Culbreth
Jane S Davis
Robert E Delapp
Dr & Mrs Toney W Dillard
Doug & Judy Dills
Diversco Inc/Columbia Division
Douglas Pest Control Inc
Timothy M Drake
Tommy C Dykes/Paul Bleckley







Dave & Terne Garren
Jessica D Garrett






Edward J Grasso Jr
H & M Packaging Inc
Chas Emmett Halliday
Ned & Doris Hammett
Mr & Mrs Wilbur K Hammett
G R Harley
Joe A Harris Inc
Mr & Mrs Walter L Hays III
J B Helms
E Guy Hendrix
John and Patricia Hensley
Kyle L Herman
Robert L Holmes III
C Richard Hope
Mr & Mrs Kenneth R Huckaby
Ray E Hutchins
Insulfab Plastics Inc-Mr Charles O
Casey
Dr David R Ivey
Helen A Johnson
Dr James O Johnson
Randall E Johnson
Johnson Realty
Bob & Darrell Kimbrell
Mr& Mrs J R King







L J McLeskey Inc
J R McVey
Larry & Darlene Medley
E Lewis Miller Sr
Rick Miller
Charles G Moore
Herbert B Moore Jr
Philip C Morrow
Harold L Mullinax
Natn'l Starch & Chemical Corp
James E Neal Jr
William D Neal
Arthur W O'Shields
Packaging and Specialty Papers Ir
Mr & Mrs R Terry Padgett
Charles B Palmer
H L Parker
Paul Edward Parris II
Lewis Patterson
Richard H Pennell Jr
Richard H Pennell
Mr & Mrs Hughes C Pennington
Pettit Const Co Inc #1
Pic-A-Book Inc
"Tiger Friend"
Piedmont Textile Sales Inc
Wayne Pierce
Pimco Chemical & Supply Co
Thomas M Poag
Powell Dry Wall Co
Arnold J ramsey
Jerome E Randall
Mr & Mrs John A Rhodes
Ray Jan Amy Roberts/Delphine
Quereux












Spartanburg Forest Products In








Mr & Mrs Jerry E Taylor
Mr & Mrs Jimmy Taylor
James R Thomason
Braham F Thomson Jr
H C Turner III
Sam Turner III
Union Camp Corp #1
Benny A Waddell
John W Waddell











A D Jr & Joe Allbntton
Anthony E Barwick
John J Britton Jr




William E Durant Jr





Horace Haven & Morgan Jenkins
Korn Industries Inc
Jim P Lancaster
The National Bank of SC
Charles A Segars Jr
Dr John W Shaw
D Leslie Tindal
Dr Michael S & Sue T Towery
Edward Ward
John O & Cathy B Weathers
UNION
Mr and Mrs Floyd W Allen
Robert Edens
Butch Greene
H S Harris Jr
H Walter Harvey III




Wendell O Brown Atty







Robert F McElveen Jr
Thomas E Setzler II
Vonnie P Smith





Mr & Mrs Ronald L Alexander
Mr & Mrs Paul Allred
Mr & Mrs David E Angel
V A Ballard
Thomas E Bankhead Jr
Edwin L Barnes
John M Barnes
David M/Dr Lewis W Bartles
Arnold L Batchelor Jr DMD
Mrs John K Benfield Jr
Thurmond C Bonner
Bill Brooks
Robert E Carter Jr








M D Davison Jr
John E Durai
James N Epps Jr
Thomas W Epps DMD
Dan W Evans
Rocky Evans
Mr & Mrs Malcolm Faulkenberry
Samuel Tracy Ferguson Jr





William F Gilmore Jr
J D Good
Ellie Grem
Mr & Mrs Jeffery T Haire
Tom & Shirley Hamrick





Arthur Mell Doolittle Memorial





Mr & Mrs William F Lamb III
David E Legrande
Lee Julia Julee & Cody Leopard
David C Leslie Jr
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John A & Carolyn B Lesslie
Dr John M Little Jr
Woodrow W Littlefield Jr
R M Lyle
Stephen S McCrorey
Mr & Mrs D Gregory McGinnis




Roger & Joyce Neelands
Mrs Robert E Norris
Dr & Mrs Floyd L Parrish
Ms Rebecca Partlow
Dorothy Gaddy Pearce
G A Pelletier Jr




William R Pursley Jr
Horace T Rabon Sr
Melissa P Ramsey
James C Rhea Jr
Herman E Rice
Rock Hill Surgical Associates
Dr Jerry J Sample
David C Sapp
Screen Prints Inc
Joe E Sherer Jr
Baxter Simpson Jr
Robert T & Joy H Simril
Ben R Smith Jr
Southern Builders of York County Inc
Dale W Stanley
Patrick Starnes





Les & Karen Walden
Mr & Mrs W Frank Walker
Edward T White
Jeanie & Tim Whitten
Robert O Williams
NORTH CAROLINA
Mr & Mrs Clark I Abrams
E B Abrams
William A Ambrose
Tom C Anderson III
Wendy T Anderson






Charles M Ballard Jr
Joseph J & Deborah W Barna
Bobby G Barnhill
Bill Barrineau
Charles T Beemer MD
Carol R Bell MD
Benmchmark Building Services
John H Blackwell III
Mr & Mrs H Mitchell Blasko
John C Boesch Jr
George F Bolen Jr & L E Anderson
John Reagan
Thomas E Boyce
Ronald K & Steven W Boyd
Jack A Bradford
Jim Branch
Mr & Mrs Travis L Brank






Tom & Delsey Brown
Dr and Mrs F S Bryant
James W Bullock Jr
Richard E Burdette









Mr & Mrs William E Childress
Russell P Childs
Joyce & Brian E Clark
Henry Lee Clyburn Jr
Consolidated Chemicals/Diane Kalota
Robert J Jr & Cynthia J Corley
A N Corpening
James C Dansby







Brenda & Tom Dukes
James L and Mary Jane N Duncan
Keith Eades
E Robert Eckley III
Howard D Williamson Jr
Thomas J Edmonds
Carrol & Pat Epting
Richard Lewis Estes
James T Faris Jr
Stephen Q Ferguson
Mr & Mrs James D Fisher
Jimmy D Fowler
Jackson T Foxworth
Joseph D Franks III







Dr Joe B Godfrey
Mr & Mrs Ron B Graham
Mr & Mrs Ralph W Grant &
Mr & Mrs Ronald W Grant
Mr & Mrs G G Greenwood
Steve C Griffith Jr
Norman Guthrie Jr
Lucius Millard Hair Jr
Robert G Hammond
R G Hargrove
Mr & Mrs J J Harkey
Charles R Harper Jr
Cliff Hattaway
Milton C Hayden Jr
Tim Hester
Mr & Mrs W M Hobson
Jeffrey and Stephanie Holland
H L Hoover
Mr & Mrs Patrick H Hopkins
Samuel Reid Horton Jr
Ogburn M Hough Jr
Mr & Mrs Kenneth W Howiler
Steve & Susan Hughes
Kenneth G Jackson
Charles N James
Mrs Fred A Jarrett
Mrs John S Jenkins Jr
Albert B Johnson
' Cas" Johnson








William E Keller Jr
Steven D Kelley
Forrest I Kelly Jr
W F Krickhan Jr/Bill Krickhan
Alan W Kuester
Francis A Lawton III
James F Leuck





Eric & Paula Massenburg
William H Masters





R B McKinney Jr
James H McMillan MD
Miles A McMurry
Michael S Mitcham
Garrett J Mobley Jr
Jim D Moore
Jimmy H Moore
Tom R Morris Jr
James E Mulligan III
Mr & Mrs William H O'Cain
William Ralph Oldham
Warren H Owen
George N Payne Jr
Herbert H Pearson
Larry B Penley Sr
Perry's Back Porch Restaurant




William C Powell Sr
Noel L Price
Mr & Mrs Phillip S Prince
Jackie S Putnam
James R Putnam Jr
C Jeff Reece Jr
Mr & Mrs John C Renshaw
Alan & Kathy Richey
Wayne & Betty Ann Roberson
Ralph D Roberts
Mr & Mrs Cecil Robinson
Richard & Tommy Roche
Dewey P Rochester Jr
Floyd & Barbara Rogers
Jack H Rogers Jr
Mr & Mrs Bobby Rogers
Thomas L Roth
Charles David Sanford




Mr & Mrs Michael C Siebert
















Mr & Mrs H T Thompson III














Garland L & Barbara Whitlock
Jim Whitmire
Jim & Betsy Williams
Mrs David K Willis
Joseph G and Vicki H Wilson
Bruce P Wofford
Brockington G Woodham Jr
Maxwell Youmans
GEORGIA
A West & Company
Alvin A Adams Sr
Bruce Albea Contracting
G Ferd & Jule Alsbrooks




John W & Anne L Armstrong
Christopher A Barbien
Thomas Osborn Barnwell Jr
Mr & Mrs Michael D Barrett
Sam J Batson
Mr & Mrs Paul L Beach
Mr & Mrs Timothy L Beach
J C (Doc) Bradham




Robert A Calhoun Jr
John Thomas Cely
Thomas F Chapman
W C Childers Memorial
Wilson C Childers III




A J & Nona Coleman
Chris L Couch
Wayne M Coward
William H Craven Jr
William C Crowley Jr
Anthony A Crumpton




Dr J R Edwards/Larry Sweat
Dr S Mrs John F Ellenberg
Julian E Fant Jr
Mr & Mrs Howard Farmer Jr
James R Farr Jr
Ernie P Ferguson Jr
Timothy J Finigan
David W Garrison
Mr & Mrs Michael G Gasque
Francis & Beverly George




Mr & Mrs Thomas T Grigg Jr
Dewey F Griggs
Joycelyn & Don Hairston
Richard K Hall Jr
Diane Lotermoser Hampton
George L Harmon Jr







Frank L Holroyd Jr
Dennis Oliver Hopf
Mrs Howard E Hord
Wearon Huckaby
Richard W Hughes
Dr B Paul Kellett
Mr & Mrs Lamar Kennedy




Horace H Leysath Jr
John T Mansmann







Mr & Mrs Gary Morelli
Randy & Mary Morris
Eugene F Moxley Jr
Jack C Murphree
Michael M & Luanne Newton
Mr & Mrs Gerald L Oberholtzer
Mr & Mrs Charles D Parker
Benson Clayton Parrish Jr
Milton E Pate
Milton E Pate Jr




J H Powell & Keith Powell
James H Powell



















Mr and Mrs Bruce Summerlin
Jack D Sutton Jr
James E Sykes Jr
William B Timmerman Jr
Mackey Toole
David & Debbie Torrance












Larry E & Judy H Yonce
M Lamar Young
Mr & Mrs Ronald W Young
OTHER
P Bruce Alexander




Mr & Mrs Marion B Beason











Mr S Mrs Robert Cantrell
James L Cartee




Howard L Clark Jr
Eugene T Compton
Charles W Cooper Jr
William W Cooper Jr
Lawton L Cowart
Philemon K Croft





Herman L Dixon Jr
Mr & Mrs R L Doane







John D Galloway USN RET
William A & Vicki A Grant
Joseph S Graves





Mr & Mrs Gray Hipp jr
Bruce A Hoffmann
Joe David Holcombe
Charles E Hughes Jr
Mr and Mrs Terry A Hunt
Dave L Jenkin




Mrs Cynthia Peters Key
Ted C & Diane Kiel
F E Kirkley Jr












Charlie S & Rebecca M Oliver
John Osteen
Mr & Mrs William H Parker Jr
Marty Patteson
F Graham Payne
Jimmie B Phillips Jr
Alan W Potter
Mr & Mrs Thomas C Pritchard





Lawrence & Judy Saglio
Wendell R Sease
Helen & Ben K Sharp
Mrs John C Sharpe
T L Shealy Jr
Jim T Shirley Jr











Mr & Mrs Thomas M Tobin
John D Tomlinson
Mr and Mrs George Trask
Robert Douglas Van Wingerden
Wesley K Wannamaker




Henry Yonce & Charles Yonce
Tiger Life
Mr & Mrs Mark S Avent
Michael S Branham
Donald J Coggins
Daniel H Coker Jr
Rebecca D Coker
Mr & Mrs R Allison Dalton
Dr & Mrs Joseph E Fewell Jr
Jimmy K Gerrald
S Scott Greene
Mr& Mrs Mike Hamilton
Landrum H Henderson
Mr & Mrs T Caroll Holcombe
Mr & Mrs Terry M Home




Robert W Robinson Jr
Mr & Mrs Sam White
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Opponent Schedules
CLEMSON
Sept. 5 Ball State
Sept. 12 Florida State
Sept. 19 OPEN
Sept. 26 at Georgia Tech
Oct. 3 UT Chattanooga
Oct. 1 at Virginia
Oct. 17 Duke
Oct. 24 at N.C. State
Oct. 31 at Wake Forest
Nov. 7 North Carolina
Nov. 14 at Maryland
Nov. 21 South Carolina
GEORGIA TECH
Sept. 12 Western Carolina
Sept. 19 at Virginia
Sept. 26 Clemson
Oct. 3 N.C. State
Oct. 10 at Maryland
Oct. 17 Florida State
Oct. 24 at North Carolina
Oct. 31 Duke
Nov. 7 at Baylor
Nov. 14 Wake Forest
Nov. 28 at Georgia
DUKE
Sept. 5 at Florida State
Sept. 12 at Vanderbilt
Sept. 19 Rice
Sept. 26 Virginia





Oct. 31 at Georgia Tech
Nov. 7 Wake Forest
Nov. 14 at N.C. State
Nov. 21 North Carolina
NORTH CAROLINA
Sept. 5 at Wake Forest
Sept. 12 Furman
Sept. 19 Army
Sept. 26 N.C. State
Oct. 3 Navy
Oct. 1 at Florida State
Oct. 17 Virginia
Oct. 24 Georgia Tech
Oct. 31 at Maryland
Nov. 7 at Clemson
Nov. 21 at Duke
BALL STATE
Sept. 5 at Clemson
Sept. 12 at Kansas
Sept. 19 at Kent
Sept. 26 Miami (OH)
Oct. 3 at W. Michigan
Oct. 10 E. Michigan
Oct. 17 Akron
Oct. 24 Central Michigan
Oct. 31 at Ohio
Nov. 7 Toledo
Nov. 14 at Bowling Green
UT-CHATTANOOGA
Sept. 5 at Boise State
Sept. 12 Tennessee-Martin
Sept. 26 Central Arkansas
Oct. 3 at Clemson
Oct. 10 at The Citadel
Oct. 17 Western Carolina
Oct. 24 at Marshall
Oct. 31 Appalachian State
Nov. 7 East Tennessee St.
Nov. 14 Furman
Nov. 21 at VMI
N.C. STATE
Aug. 29 Iowa (Kickoff Classic)
Sept. 5 Appalachian State
Sept. 12 at Maryland
Sept. 19 Florida State
Sept. 26 at North Carolina
Oct. 3 at Georgia Tech
Oct. 10 Texas Tech
Oct. 17 at Virginia Tech
Oct. 24 Clemson
Nov. 7 at Virginia
Nov. 14 Duke
Nov. 21 Wake Forest
MARYLAND
Sept. 5 at Virginia
Sept. 12 N.C. State
Sept. 19 at West Virginia
Sept. 26 at Penn State
Oct. 3 Pittsburgh
Oct. 10 Georgia Tech
Oct. 17 Wake Forest
Oct. 24 at Duke
Oct. 31 North Carolina




Sept. 12 at Clemson
Sept. 19 at N.C. State
Sept. 26 Wake Forest
Oct. 3 at Miami (FL)
Oct. 10 North Carolina
Oct. 17 at Georgia Tech






Sept. 12 at Navy
Sept. 19 Georgia Tech
Sept. 26 at Duke





Oct. 24 William & Mary
Oct. 31 Florida State
Nov. 7 N.C. State
Nov. 21 at Virginia Tech
WAKE FOREST
Sept. 5 North Carolina
Sept. 12 Appalachian State
Sept. 26 at Florida State
Oct. 3 Virginia
Oct. 10 at Vanderbilt
Oct. 17 at Maryland
Oct. 24 Army
Oct. 31 Clemson
Nov. 7 at Duke
Nov. 14 at Georgia Tech




Sept. 19 East Carolina
Sept. 26 at Kentucky
Oct. 3 at Alabama
Oct. 1 Mississippi State
Oct. 24 at Vanderbilt
Oct. 31 Tennessee
Nov. 7 Louisiana Tech
Nov. 14 at Florida
Nov. 21 at Clemson
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Nature IsTrulyAWrk OfArt.
Its Our Responsibility To Keep
ItThatWay.
Nature, our most valuable resource, is a delicately balanced ecosystem
entrusted to all of us. At Laidlaw Environmental Services, we take seriously
our responsibility to manage, protect and restore the environment.
As the first statewide sponsor of South Carolina Waterfowl Associa-
tion's Adopt-A-Habitat program, we helped provide nesting areas for
many of our state's wood ducks. We helped spur a new industry by
turning a clay mine in Clarendon County into a new crawfish
farm; and our exciting, multimedia educational program, Earth
Academy, is teaching children
and adults how they can be part
of the solution to recycling and
hazardous waste problems.
Managing and protecting the
environment is an art and a sci-
ence. We will continue to search
for ways to involve all of us, as
partners, through education,
reclamation, and conservation.
Helping Preserve Our Resources
Through Conservation, Land
Reclamation, and Education.
The South Carolina Waterfowl Association's award for
Corporate Sponsor of the Year 1991-92 was given to
recognize Laidlaw Environmental's dedication to the
conservation and enhancement of South Carolina's
wetlands and wetland wildlife resources.
ENVIRONMENTAL
SERVICES











proud to be a part ofthe winning
team at Clemson.
Environmental Landscaping has installed Toro
Automatic Irrigation Systems and provided our
professional turf services for all areas of Clemson
University Athletics.
TORO
"Excellence in Athletic Turf
Toro....your source for automatic irrigation and sprinkler systems. Irrigation Division ^
What the winners will be wearing on and off campus this season:
comfortable, long-sleeve knit tees and sweatshirts. Preferred for their natural touch blend of 50%
Kodel polyester and 50% cotton, these casual favorites offer unbeatable color and shape retention.
Available in fashion colors for men and women. P.O. Box 2033, Florence, AL 35630. (205) 767-0560.
aslman Chemical Company, a subsidiary ol Eastman Kodak Company. Kmgsport, TN 37662 KODEL is Eastman's trademark tor its polyester fiber Eastman does not make fabric or consumer fe»Me products and therefore makes no warranties with respect fo such products

























Most Punt Ret Yds:
Most Kickoff Returns:
Most Kickoff Ret Yds:
Most Interceptions:
Interception Ret Yds:
58, Tony Sands, Kansas vs. Missouri, 1991
396, Tony Sands, Kansas vs. Missouri, 1991
8, Howard Griffith, Illinois vs. Southern Illinois, 1990
422, Marshall Falk, San Diego St. vs. Pacific, 1991
79, Matt Vogler, TCU vs. Houston, 1990
48, David Klingler, Houston vs. SMU, 1990
716, David Klingler, Houston vs. Arizona State, 1990
1 1 , David Klingler, Houston vs. E. Washington, 1 990
403.4, Tim Clifford, Indiana vs. Colorado, 1980
11-14-345-0-5
22, Jay Miller, Brigham Young vs. New Mexico, 1973
349, Chuck Hughes, UTEP vs. North Texas State, 1965
6, Tim Delaney, San Diego State vs. New Mexico State, 1969
94, Matt Vogler, TCU vs. Houston, 1990
732. David Klingler Houston vs. Arizona State, 1990
48, Howard Griffith, Illinois vs. Southern Illinois, 1990
7, Dale Klein, Nebraska vs. Missouri, 1985
7, Mike Prindle, Western Michigan vs. Marshall, 1984
8, Howard Griffith, Illinois vs. Southern Illinois, 1990
36, Charlie Calhoun, Texas Tech vs. Centenary, 1939
60.4 (5-302), Lee Johnson, BYU vs. Wyoming, 1983
20, Milton Hill, Texas Tech vs. Centenary, 1939
219, Golden Richards, BYU vs. North Texas State, 1971
1 1 , Trevor Cobb, Rice vs. Houston, 1 989
241, Jeff Blitz, Harvard vs. Princeton, 1952
5, by many (Last: Dan Rebsch, Miami (OH) vs. W. Michigan, 1972)
182, by Ashley Lee, Virginia Tech vs. Vanderbilt, 1983
36, Jim Shirley vs. N.C. State, 1951
36, Ray Yauger vs. Wake Forest, 1969
260, Cliff Austin vs. Duke, 1982
5, Stumpy Banks vs. Furman, 1917
5, Maxcey Welch vs. Newberry, 1930
274, Terrence Flagler vs. Wake Forest, 1986
53, Rodney Williams vs. N.C. State, 1987
25, Tommy Kendrick vs. Florida State, 1970
323, Thomas Ray vs. North Carolina, 1965
4, Bobby Gage vs. Auburn, 1947
240.4, Jimmy Addison vs. Virginia, 1966
12-19-283-0-3
1 1 , Phil Rogers vs. North Carolina, 1 965
163, Jerry Butler vs. Georgia Tech, 1977
3, Dreher Gaskin vs. Auburn, 1953
57, Rodney Williams vs. N.C. State, 1987
374, Bobby Gage vs. Auburn, 1947
33, Maxcey Welch vs. Newberry, 1930
5 by Nelson Welch vs. N.C. State, 1991
5 (same as for rushing touchdowns)
13, Marion Butler vs. Wake Forest, 1942
52.0 (5-260), Banks McFadden vs. G. Washington, 1939
10, Shad Bryant vs. Furman, 1939
167, Don Kelley vs. Maryland, 1970
7, John Shields vs. Alabama, 1969
174, Dave Thomas vs. Georgia Tech, 1972
3, Kit Jackson vs. Wake Forest, 1965
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Vickery Hall
Clemson University's commitment to
provide its student-athletes with the very
best of facilities is evident in many ways.
From the soaring upper decks of Memorial
Stadium, to the state-of-the-art strength train-
ing facility, young men and women from all
1 8 of Clemson's varsity sports have the very
best in facilities for training and competition.
But Clemson's commitment to provide its
student-athletes with awesome facilities
doesn't apply only to areas of athletic com-
petition, but to academic life as well.
The most convincing evidence of this
commitment is Clemson University's Aca-
demic Learning Center, Vickery Hall, which
opened in the spring of 1 991 . The $3 million
facility is among the first in the nation de-
voted entirely to the athletic-academic ad-
vising program. The two-story, 27,000-
square-foot building is open throughout the
day and into the evening to accommodate
the extended schedules of student-athletes,
and consolidates a variety of academic ser-
vices for their use.
The goal of the facility is to function as a
support system in providing the student-
athlete the opportunity to reach his or her
full potential. Vickery Hall is a commitment
by the Clemson University Athletic Depart-
ment to give each student-athlete a mean-
ingful opportunity to make his orherClemson
experience a fulfilling one, not only during
his or her years at Clemson, but long after
the student-athlete enters the professional
world.
"Vickery Hall is one of the most impor-
tant facilities the Clemson University Ath-
letic Department has ever built or will ever
build. It makes a philosophical statement
about the institutional commitment - giving
our student-athletes the same opportunity
to achieve their full potential academically
that we give them athletically. We're very
serious about that," said Athletic Director
Bobby Robinson.
Given the time pressures of athletic
participation and practice, student athletes
face a difficult balancing act in trying to
perform well both on the playing field and in
the classroom. With respect to this, the
Clemson academic advising program has
provided one of the best academic tutoring
and advising programs in the nation over
the last several years. The completion of
Vickery Hall gives the Academic Advising
Program an even greater opportunity to
help student-athletes reach the short-term
goal of graduation and the long-term goal of
success in the world.
Vickery Hall is located in the main-
stream of east campus, behind Jordan Hall
at the top of Bryan Mall. The facility is
impressive aesthetically, but even more so
for the many purposes it serves. The main
entrance to the building is a 1,570-square
foot reception/office area, comprised of five
advisors' offices, two graduate student of-
fices, and a conference room. Also located
on the bottom floor is the office of Bill
D'Andrea, the director of Clemson's stu-
dent-athlete enrichment program.
The building also boasts a 175-seat
The S3 million Academic Learning Center, Vickery Hall, is among the first in the nation devoted
entirely to the athletic-academic advising program.
auditorium to be used for classes, team
meetings, review sessions, and seminars.
The various speakers and lecturers who will
come to work with Clemson student-ath-
letes as part of the student-enrichment pro-
gram will also use this facility. The audito-
rium is equipped with a projection booth and
state-of-the-art audio and video equipment
and is available to other campus groups
when not in use for athletic advising.
The 13,000-square-foot study and tu-
toring area on the second floor comprises
the majority of the center and is used prima-
rily during the evening hours. A large 65-
seat study room and nine 20-seat study
rooms are designed as classrooms with
freestanding desks. One-on-one or small
group instruction takes place in 28 small
tutoring rooms accommodating eight to 10
students each, two medium tutoring rooms
for 20 people each and three large tutoring
rooms for 40 people each.
Computing Facilities
The Department of Student-Athlete
Enrichment Services has recognized the
need for students to have access to high-
quality computing equipment and has made
a commitment to providing the student-
athletes at Clemson with such equipment.
Located on the first floor of Vickery Hall
is the Department of Student-Athlete En-
richment Services Microcomputer Labratory.
The lab is open six days a week, for 16
hours a day on Monday through Thursday.
The lab staff consists of mostly gradu-
ate students, many of whom are pursuing
advanced degrees in computer science.
Lab staff members are available for tutoring
of any Computer Science course as well as
the many management, engineering and
business courses that deal with personal
computers. Student-athletes may also ar-
range tutoring sessions outside normal lab
hours any time during the school year.
Computers in the lab can reach many of
the other machines on campus, including
the NAS mainframe, and are in turn, con-
nected to a world-wide internetwork, allow-
ing lab machines to access computing re-
sources throughout the world. This also
allows access to lab resources from com-
puters throughout the world.
The following is a list of some of the
equipment available:
18 Macintosh personal computers
15 IBM personal computers
5 Laser Printers
* 2 Novell Netware Servers (allows users
to access and share files from different
computers around campus.)
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Vickery Hall's Microcomputer Lab is open six days a week for the use of student-athletes.
Student-Athlete Career Assistance
Program
The Student-Athlete Career Assistance
Program is one of the most important pro-
grams provided by the staff of Vickery Hall.
The philosophy of this program is to provide
help in securing summer employment and
to aid in meeting long-term career goals.
By using the resources available to the
University, Alumni Center and the Athletic
Department, Bill D'Andrea is working to
establish a network of businesses, compa-
nies, and executives who will help assist
with The Summer Employment Assistance
Program. The program's main goal is to
provide the student-athlete with a job expe-
rience and a work history, which he or she
can apply to his or her academic discipline.
The Long Term Career Assistance Pro-
gram will be coordinated from the academic
colleges, the Placement Center, and through
the Athletic Department contacts. This
program is designed to better prepare the
student-athlete for full-time employment and
will focus on resume writing and interview
techniques so that each student-athlete will
be competitive and aggressive when deal-
ing with companies who visit the Clemson
campus.
Personal Growth Program
Another aspect of Clemson University's
commitment to help student-athletes reach
their potential in all areas of their life -
academically, athletically, and socially, is
the recently implemented personal growth
program. This program is one of the many
purposes of Vickery Hall. This particular
area of student development is designed to
enhance and support the lives of student-
athletes during their enrollment in college
as well as in their life experiences after
graduation.
Bobby Douglas, the Development Co-
ordinator, and the Vickery Hall staff realize
that student-athletes have more obligations
than a regular college student. The per-
sonal growth program seeks to eliminate
some of the stresses of adjustment to the
higher level of academics and athletics. It is
the group's special task to assist the stu-
dent-athlete by creating a finely tuned bal-
ance of all areas to insure success in obtain-
ing a Clemson University degree, by sup-
porting successful athletic practice and com-
petition, enhancing personal growth, and
helping with the transition to life after col-
lege.
A series of personal growth programs
will be offered to student-athletes through-
out each semester. Some programs may
accomplish their objectives in one session.
while others may be ongoing throughout
the academic year. Some of the personal
growth programs are as follows:
Alcohol and Drug Issues:
The intent of this program is to provide the
student-athlete with an overview of the dis-
ease of addictions and chemical depen-
dence. Emphasis will be placed on provid-
ing basic awareness of how substance
abuse effects individuals, families and ath-
letic teams.
Current Topics of Concern:
The idea behind this segment of the Per-
sonal Growth Plan is to address issues that
effect students such as human sexuality,
birth control, date rape, etc.
Career Preparation:
The Career Preparation Plan is to encour-
age all student-athletes to think about life
after sports and after graduation. Many
sources of information will be available,
from career testing to self-paced computer
programs, and even with resume prepara-
tion and interview skills.
Nutrition and Eating Disorders:
Eating habits and proper diet are very im-
portant in maintaining a sound body and
mind. The focus of this program revolves
around presenting information so that stu-
dent-athletes can analyze their own eating
habits and carefully choose a balanced diet
with enough calories to maintain good
health.
Personal Finance:
Student-athletes on athletic scholarships
are not allowed to have jobs during the
academic year. Therefore, it is important to
budget personal finances so they do not run
out before the semester. This program not
only discusses budgeting but also the re-
sponsible use of credit.
Stress Management:
All student-athletesface additional concerns
during their college days than normal stu-
dents. Many times these add stress to the
everyday lives of student-athletes. The
object of this program is to teach the stu-
dent-athlete ways of identifying and han-
dling personal stress so it does not interfere
with the maintenance of good mental and
physical health.
Study Skills/Time Management: These
two topics are combined because a major
part of developing good study skills involves
having the time to delegate to studying.
Objectives of this program are to expose
student-athletes to different types of study
techniques that are proven effective.
Motivation/Self Esteem:
The objective of this program is to improve
the level of self esteem for student-athletes
to positively impact their productivity in all
areas of campus life.
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Dr. Sam Smithyman,
Class of '67, clinicalpsy-
chologist in Beverly
Hills, Cat, says Alumni
Professor ofEnglish Ri-
clwrd Calhoun changed
the course of his life:
"\ was planning to earn a
doctorate in English. Then Dr.
Calhoun helped me prepare
my Rhodes Scholarship ap-
plication. His thoughtful dis-
cussions of the relationship
between literature and psy-
chology made me realize my
true interest lay in helping
real people solve real prob-
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Roger Hutchins
by Sanford Rogers
We live in a world filled with stress, whether
imposed by outside forces or that of the self-
imposed variety. Experts have many different
prescriptions for the prevention of stress, but for
the Clemson football team, deep snapper Roger
Hutchins may be just what the doctor ordered.
Hutchins, a graduate-student who is working
on his master's degree in business administra-
tion, is known for his imitations of Clemson
coaches and other players when times are tense.
"I started doing imitations when I was little,"
recalled Hutchins. "It all came about when my
mom would tell my sister and I to clean our rooms
as kids. When we were a little slow about
cleaning up she would get kind of mad. As soon
as she would leave the room, I would imitate her.
I have been doing them ever since. I started
doing imitations to people other than my family in
pep rally's at Shelby High School, just to make
everybody forget about the game coming up. It
worked then so I started doing them at Clemson
for the same reason."
Tiger placekicker-punter Nelson Welch thinks
the imitations make for a lighter atmosphere.
"Roger just takes some of the jitters out of getting
ready to play a game. The biggest thing that it
does is make the guys relax."
The Shelby, NC native has not had too much
time to relax during his stay in Tigertown. He
came to Clemson as a walk-on, being invited by
Clemson offensive Coordinator, Larry Van Der
Heyden to try out for the team's long snapper
position. "Coach Van Der Heyden was watching
Shelby High School play when he noticed my
Over the last two years, Clemson has not had
a punt or a field goal blocked when Hutchins
has served as the snapper.
snapping. He told me that If I came to Clemson
I would get a chance to compete for the position."
Hutchins, who had not been a Tiger fan grow-
ing up, decided Clemson was for him after visiting
the campus. "The first time I came to Clemson I
knew it was the place for me. I just fell in love with
the campus and the people."
The first three years would be a time of
learning and hard work for Hutchins. The life of
a walk-on in college football is not a glamorous
one. But even in this time Hutchins found posi-
tives. "The way I looked at that time as a walk-
on was something that most people never had
the chance to do. I was able to be around a top
20 football program on a daily basis, which is
something that most people never have the op-
portunity to do."
Tiger Head Coach Ken Hatfield recognizes
Hutchins's good attitude and hard work. "I think
Roger coming in as a walk-on makes his accom-
plishments that much more meaningful. He is a
guy who was doing everything he could to help
the team, and he was willing to sacrifice, to stay
in the fight. He certainly epitomizes just what a
walk-on can achieve when willing to give it their
all."
Hutchins still remembers the day when he
found out that he had received a scholarship. "At
the end of spring football practice in 1 991 , 1 met
with Coach Hatfield and he told me that I was on
scholarship and was going to be the starting deep
snapper . That was such an exciting time for me.
It made me see that the hard work that I had done
was worth it."
His excitement nearly made Hatfield late for a
speaking engagement. "The day that Coach
Hatfield told me that I was on scholarship, ironi-
cally he told me that he was going to Shelby for
a speaking engagement that evening, and needed
directions. I was so excited about the scholarship
that I gave him the wrong directions. He said he
was heading towards Charlotte, NC, before he
realized I had gotten him lost."
Luckily the deep-snapping has gone betterfor
Hutchins than those directions did. Since he has
taken over the reigns as a deep snapper, the
Tigers have not had a punt or a field goal blocked
when he has been in the game. He has earned
the praise of players and coaches alike. "Roger
makes my job so easy," stated AII-ACC placekicker
Welch. "With Roger I know the ball is going to be
right where it is supposed to be. Punting or
placekicking, I want Roger out there to get the ball
to me." Hatfield has also been pleased with
Hutchins's progress. "Roger is one of the best
snappers we have ever had. The deep snapper
position is not one for the weak at heart. There is
pressure every time you step on the field. I just
can't say enough about the job that Roger has
done."
Hutchins does not see the snapping as diffi-
cult. "I have been doing deep snapping since little
league. It is not something that difficult, you just
have to practice it over and over to feel comfort-
able." There is no doubt that Hutchins gets
enough practice. It was not an uncommon sight
at fall workouts to see Hutchins take over 100
snaps during a practice. "If hard work is the key
to getting something done, I don't see that as a
Hutchins already has his undergraduate de-
gree and hopes to receive his master's before
he leaves Clemson.
hindrance. Hard work has never bothered me,"
he said.
There are times, however, when the opposi-
tion makes the deep snappers job a tough one.
"Most teams usually rush from the outside on a
field goal or a punt, " noted Hutchins. "But last
year's Georgia Tech game (Clemson came out
on top in that contest 9-7) was a game in which
their entire rush came from up the middle. I
remember Stacy Seegars and I talking about that
game. It seemed as if they were bringing every-
body but the drum major in the band on the rush."
Hutchins still has some goals left to accom-
plish before leaving Clemson. "I was able to finish
my undergraduate degree in textile management
in four years. Now I have the opportunity to get
my master's degree in that fifth year. Hopefully,
with me going through job interviews on campus,
I will have a job right after finishing up."
This year's Tiger football team still has a great
deal to accomplish, according to Hutchins. "We
have had a coupie of tough losses, games which
could have gone the other way. With so many
young guys on this team it is important for the
seniors to handle a difficult situation the right way.
If they see us with the right attitude, they can have
the same type of leadership when they are the
leaders."
This young Clemson team may learn excel-
lent leadership from the current group of seniors.
But they probably won't be able to duplicate
Roger Hutchins's feats, or his imitations.
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Jim Goodman
By Brett Sowell
When the name Jim Goodman comes to
mind, the term "Jack-of-all-trades" is not far be-
hind. During his career Goodman has done just
about everything when it comes to the operations
that surround the game of football.
Goodman presently serves as Clemson's
Associate Athletic Director for Football Opera-
tions as well as the Tigers' Recruiting Coordina-
tor. He joined the Clemson staff in 1991 after a
brief stint at his alma mater, the University of
Florida, where he worked in a similar capacity.
Goodman began his tour of football duties
after graduating from Florida in 1 974. He joined
the high school ranks as an offensive line coach
and outside linebacker coach at Vanguard High
School in Ocala, Florida. He even served as
head track coach at Vanguard. Goodman him-
self could be considered quite a star during his
days in high school as he was a three-year letter
winner as a quarterback and linebacker at
Blountstown (FL) High School. In basketball he
earned two varsity letters, as well as four in track.
After two years at Vanguard, Goodman was
contacted by Mickey Andrews, a former Clemson
assistant, about going to the University of North
Alabama. Goodman filled dual roles as the
school's outside linebacker coach and recruiting
coordinator from 1 976 until 1 978. While at North
Alabama, he continued his education as he earned
his Masters in Education Administration in 1977.
In 1979 at the age of 26, Goodman became
the athletic director and head football coach at
Marion Institute Junior College. It was at Marion
that his abilities as a top notch recruiter began to
surface.
"It was really funny, I took that job
expecting to have 30 freshmen and 30
sophomores, but the coach who left be-
fore me had taken all of the players with
him to a four-year school," Goodman said.
With the departure of all the players,
Goodman found himself all but restarting
the Marion football program.
"I started out that year with five players
and myself as the only coach on staff. It
got worse when I had to kick one of the
players off the team for a bad attitude, so
I literally started with only four human
bodies."
Goodman made the best of a bad
situation as he took those four sopho-
mores and 79 freshmen that he recruited
entirely by himself to an 8-3 record. The
Marion Tigers finished off Goodman's in-
augural season with a victory in the Wool
Bowl over the New Mexico Military Insti-
tute and ranked 13th in the nation, which
is quite an accomplishment after starting
with only four players.
In 1980 he returned as the Marion
head coach and the Tigers finished the
year at 9-1 and ranked 10th nationally. It
was after this season that a certain head
coach from the Air Force Academy named
Ken Hatfield offered Goodman a position
as receiver coach. Goodman accepted
and worked at that position for the 1981 The
season.
Coach Hatfield and Goodman met while both
were at Florida. Hatfield was an assistant coach
for the Gators and Goodman was working on his
undergraduate degree. Hatfield was teaching a
class on coaching football and Goodman was
one of his pupils.
"One day I asked the class how many stu-
dents were interested in pursuing a football coach-
ing career. About 20 raised their hands and I told
them they should take advantage of the opportu-
nity to watch some practices. Out of the 20, only
Jim Goodman showed up for practices. I knew
then that he was going to be a good coach,"
Hatfield recalls.
With the 1 981 season finished, Valdosta State
College announced it was going to start a football
program. After a friend talked with the Valdosta
State president, Goodman was contacted by the
search committee. Goodman met the committee
and was offered the position as the pioneer coach
of the new Valdosta State football program.
Goodman was announced as head coach on
December 2, 1981, but his expectations of the
first year were a little different from what actually
occurred.
"I thought I was going to have a year to travel
and speak to area clubs about the new program
before we actually played a game, but at the
press conference the president unveiled an 1
1
game schedule that we were going to start play-
ing in September of 1982," Goodman said.
Once again, Goodman found himself staring
a great challenge in the face. Like at Marion,
Goodman was without the necessary personnel
to field a football team, but he was missing many
other things as well. "I had to recruit the entire
team by myself, I had to build the facility and even
the rest rooms. We had no practice fields and I
had to take the team in my pick-up truck to
another facility so we could conduct some spring
drills."
Times were tough for Coach Goodman,
Goodman's wife , and their two small children
those first few months at Valdosta State. The
family spent the first 108 days of Goodman's
tenure in a Holiday Inn, because they didn't have
time to purchase a house. Goodman and his
family persevered, and in the second game of its
opening season Valdosta State beat Troy State,
24-21.
"That was our first home game and all the
people in town came out that night. I think that
game set the tone for Valdosta State football and
got the program off the ground," he said.
After three years as a head coach, Goodman
came off the field to fill the role of athletic director
for Valdosta State. "In 1985 I became athletic
director and at age 33 I was ready to follow that
type of career," Goodman said.
Goodman's career track took a turn back
towards Division I football when Ken Hatfield
contacted Goodman about coming to Arkansas
after the 1 985 season. Goodman joined Hatfield
as Arkansas' receiver coach and off-campus
recruiting coordinator. It was at Arkansas that
Goodman decided which direction his career in
football should take.
"I made the decision in 1989 that recruiting
and football operations were becoming a full-time
job. In other words you couldn't do service to both
coaching and football operations. In 1988 I was
coaching on the field as well as serving in other
capacities. I was in and out of meetings, and I
became too strung out," Goodman says.
In July of 1989 Goodman was con-
tacted by Florida about a position as
recruiting coordinator. Goodman didn't
want to leave coach Hatfield, but his ties in
Florida were very deep, considering both
he and his wife Jennie graduated from the
home of the Gators. By now the couple
also had another child, named Tyler, to
join their other two children, Jeff and Nancy.
Goodman served two years as the Gators'
recruiting coordinator before Hatfield once
again contacted him about joining his staff,
this time at Clemson.
"I told Coach Hatfield that this was
three times that he has hired me. I think we
have a special understanding between us
and I have a special understanding of him
and what he expects of football. On top of
that, he's a great friend," Goodman said.
Now that Goodman is at Clemson and
he has done just about everything when it
comes to football, including signing a con-
sensus top 10 recruiting class in 1991, is
there anything left that he would like to do
if called upon?
"I'm real proud of my accomplishments
both on-the-field and off. I feel like if
someone else called, I could do something
else, but I am very happy to be here with
Coach Hatfield and with what we have
going here at Clemson."
Goodman Family— Tyler, Jennie, Jeff. Jim and Nancy.
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Why some teams have a stronger bench than others
Tigers in the Pros
by Tom Bochenek
Transition. ..Transmission. Two words that
have a similar sound. Two words that have a
similar meaning to former Clemson Star Larry
Nance.
Transition. Thinkaboutyourjob. Youperform
a task for a number of years. You take pride in
what you do. What steps do you take to get better
at your job over the years?
Now, think about an NBA player of the caliber
of Cleveland Cavaliers forward Larry Nance, an
established 1 1-yearpro,atwo-timeNBAAII-Star,
a man of impeccable pride on and off the floor.
You take steps to make the transition in your
game, to keep getting better.
"I think the main thing as I'm getting older is to
just take care of my body," says Nance, who
helped Clemson to the NCAA regional finals in
1980. "I work with the strength coach over the
summer and just make sure I'm staying in good
shape and staying prepared."
Ah yes, but what about the artistic side? After
all, the vivid memories and sights to see of Larry
Nance are of sky-walking acts of slam dunks,
one-hand stabs of rebounds and, oh, those re-
sounding blocked shots. Who can forget his
rejection of 7-foot-6 Manute Bol in 1991 at The
Coliseum, and his Cav-record 1 1 swats vs. the
New York Knicks on January 7, 1989?
The cover of the Phoenix Suns' 1983-84
media guide says it all—a scissored-legged Nance
with a firm grip of a ball at what seems to be the
apex of the BACKBOARD, in flight, for one
of his special dunks.
Larry Nance still does all of that. The
6-10, 235-pound Nance, who plays both
the power and small forward positions,
does it in the realm of a team environment.
His points (18 ppg) and rebounds (9 rpg)
come in clutch situations. His blocks (3.0
bpg, first among NBA forwards last year)
come in help-defense situations. His dunks
are sometimes simple two-hand stuffs.
The vintage Nance knows how to protect
and preserve his strong upper body and
pogo-jumping legs.
The Nance of the Nineties, however,
has added a dimension that gives fits to
frontlines around the league. A consistent
medium-range jump shot. One that draws
a similar 6-10 forward to the wing and
creates another inside passing lane for
teammates like Brad Daugherty.
"The jumper has always been there,"
says Nance, who has scored over 14,000
points in his NBA career. "It just took the
guidance and encouragement of the (Cavs)
coaches to bring it out.
"I came from Phoenix (via trade on
February 25, 1988) as more of a post-up
player, " says Nance, who was the NBA s
first Slam Dunk Champion at the 1984
NBA All-Star Game. "Working with (Head)
Coach Lenny (Wilkens). and (Assistant
)
Coach (Dick) Helm the most, they really
helped develop my jump shot and they
showed a lot of confidence in me in taking
the jump shot." Nance is now one of the
top 20 field goal percentage leaders in
NBA history with a career mark near 55 percent.
The transition to a confident jump shooter has
paid dividends for Nance. A recent USA Today
statistical survey of the NBA's power forwards,
ranked Nance as the second-best at his position
among the 27 starters. Only Utah's Karl Malone
was rated higher.
What truly ranks as number-one to Larry
Donell Nance is his family. The former 1981 All-
ACC player nods in agreement with a preseason
feature story in the Akron Beacon Journal that
proclaimed in a headline, "For Nance, It's a
Wonderful Life." Larry, wife Jaynee, 2-year-old
daughter Casey Marie, and the family dog Ninja
recently moved into a house that has a pond for
one of his favorite pastimes, fishing.
"My wife and I are getting along gr-rrreeeaat,"
says a grinning Nance. "And, I think my daughter
is the best in the world. Right now, my personal
life... I don't think I could be happier."
Nance gets a pleasure and a confidence
boost just before tip-off at home games when he
goes behind the bench to give Casey a kiss.
"Just having Casey around means a lot, and
I just like to give her a little kiss before the game,"
Nance says. "It just makes me feel comfortable
having her here, and anytime she's around, I'm
comfortable and feel happy.
"I think she's still too young to recognize that
(her dad is quite an athlete). But, when she's up
in the stands, she can pick me out on the court,
and she can pick me out on TV. She doesn't
know what it's all about yet."
Former Clemson star Larry Nance, seen here winning
1984 NBA Slam Dunk contest, has received honors for
community service in the Cleveland area.
The transition to a family life has had a pro-
found effect on the Anderson, South Carolina
native, who was the 20th pick of the first round by
the Phoenix Suns in 1 981
.
"As a person, it makes me want to be around
home more, " Nance says. "I love being around
Jaynee and Casey, and, during the course of the
summer when I go to the (car racing) track, I want
them with me all the time."
Transmission.
The "course of the summer" for Nance means
the race track for his dragster—a two-year-old
electric blue, white and orange Camaro. Larry's
appropriately named "Catch 22" Racing Team is
entered at the Norwalk Raceway. While his
contract forbids him from driving in races, you
can find No. 22 under the hood of No. 22, working
on such tedious tasks as, say, the transmission.
Nance uses his race car to help promote his
campaign against drug abuse. The Camaro
sports the message, "Just Say No To Drugs"
along the side, and it's there for a reason.
"I have a poster that I made that says 'No to
Drugs,' and it's on the race car," says Nance, who
has been involved in the NBA's "Don't Foul Out"
campaign, and as a spokesperson to school
children in Northeastern Ohio.
"There's a lot of kids who hang out around the
track and a lot of kids who hang around my trailer.
I think it is important for them to see that mes-
sage. I think we do a pretty good job of getting it
out in the NBA, but when I'm at the track, I don't
think the job should stop. I try to get the message
out there."
A pretty good job? Well, how about
recognition from the Federal Bureau of
Investigation for a fight he believes in as
much as a blocked shot?
In November of 1991, Larry was pre-
sented with the FBI Director's Community
Leadership Award in a special ceremony
at the Federal Building in Cleveland. The
honor was bestowed by FBI Director Wil-
liam Sessions, and was given to Nance for
his work in urging Greater Cleveland chil-
dren to stay away from drugs and to re-
main in school.
"Mr. Nance is not only an outstanding
athlete, he is an all-star in the game of life,"
the FBI said in a statement. Nance was
one of 56 recipients of the award nation-
ally.
"It meant a lot," says Nance. "A lot of
people recognized what I've been doing
and that's working with kids and getting
them to say no to drugs. It meant that
some people really appreciate the work
I've been trying to do."
Larry Nance continues to make the
transition in basketball and life and contin-
ues to work on the transmission of his race
car. It's easy to "appreciate the work" of
No. 22 on the court, and Larry Nance off
the court in his campaign against drugs.
Larry Nance is just appreciative of his life.
"With my wife and daughter, my fishing
pond, and when I build my race shop, I
the can't think of anything else I could ever
his need."
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Great Tiger Wins in Death Valley
by Bob Bradley
Anyone who witnessed the game certainly
won't forget it. Possibly, it was the most exciting
ever played in 'Death Valley' in its first 50
years. ..from the spectator point of view anyway.
Furman Bisher, writing in the Atlanta Journal
called it an "auditor's dream", and said that "both
teams should have been arrested for indecent
offensive exposure."
And Bruce Phillips in the Raleigh Times
penned: "Years from now when Fabian grows
bald and daily commercial flights to the moon are
commonplace, football fanatics will assemble to
talk about the Wake Forest-Clemson game, vin-
tage 1959."
This game was played before the annual
Youth Day audience (34,000). When such a
game was so designated, all members of the
FFA, MYA, BSU, Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts, midget
football, Mickey Mouse Clubs—just about any
organization with a youth connotation-was admit-
tedforadime. They'd usually spend 10 times that
much on soda pop, hot dogs and pop corn.
But this was the day defense was forgotten.
Clemson coach Frank Howard bragged that the
game was just typical of the kind of shows we put
on for our customers out here in the country, and
then nearly put a fresh chew of tobacco in his ear
instead of his mouth. But he said that he wasn't
nervous.
Even the most steel-nerved would probably
have come unnerved watching this game.
Clemson won the game, 33-31 , but never led in
the first half, although there was a 14-14 tie
before the Deacons took a 1 7-1 4 halftime advan-
tage. And the Tigers fell behind by 24-14 count
early in the third quarter. Two come-from-be-
hinds in the fourth quarter brought Clemson back
from the grave, and saved the
'Valley' from becoming a grave-
yard.
One writer said that "there
was enough excitement in the
final 30 minutes for six games."
And another one said that "no
amount of tranquilizers would
have kept the nerves from be-
ing jangled."
Clemson entered the game
with a 5-2 overall mark and 5-1
record in the Atlantic Coast
Conference and looking for its
second straight ACC title. The
Deacons of coach Paul Amen
were 5-2, and would end 6-4
with Amen being named ACC
Coach-of-the-Year, while the
Tigers claimed the champion-
ship.
Bobby Robinson of the
Deacs-(no relation to the cur-
rent Clemson Athletic director)
started the scoring after
Clemson had moved to the
Wake 35 in the opening drive,
as he picked off a Harvey White
pass and raced 69 yards for a
score. Neil MacLean's extra
point made it 7-0. Clemson still trailed 7-6 after
Ron Scrudato's interception of a Norman Snead
pass and a 36-yard return to the one because
Lowndes Shingler missed the extra point after
Doug Daigneault had scored.
Jerry Ball took a three-yard pass on fourth
down for a score from Snead on the first play of
the second quarter and MacLean tacked on the
extra point for a 1 4-6 Deacon lead. Clemson then
ate up 8: 1 6 on the clock with a successful drive as
Doug Cline went over from the two. White passed
to Sam Anderson for the conversion to tie, but
MacLean kicked a 22-yard field goal with 3:27
remaining in the first half and that gave Wake
Forest a 17-14 margin at the break.
Bob Allen's 22-yard reception of a Snead
pass and Ed Bost's 23-yard catch from Shingler
left the Tigers four behind after another misfired
two-point conversion. But Cline scored again to
give Clemson its first lead of the game with 8:16
left to play.
Johnny Morris returned the ensuing kickoff 58
yards to the Tiger 27 and four plays later, Morris
scored from two yards out and the Deacs re-
gained the lead, 31-27 at 6:40.
And the worst of all things then happened to
the Tigers. ..Cline fumbled and Wake recovered.
But, because of a crazy substitution rule where a
player could only enter the game once in a
quarter, the Deacs could not get Snead in, so
Chuck Reiley was quarterbacking.
Reiley passed out in the flat and George Usry
intercepted and returned 73 yards to the Deacon
10. Bill Mathis made eight, a personal foul put the
ball on the one and Usry dived over for what
proved to be the winning score at the 4:24 mark.
Harry Pavilak ended the Deacon comeback bid
by intercepting Snead at the 50 just after Bob
DeBardelan had sacked Snead for a 13-yard
STATISTICS SUMMARY
November 21, 1959
Clemson 6 8 6 13 — 33
Wake Forest 7 10 7 7 — 31
Scoring Summary
WF—Robinson, 69, interception return
(MacLean kick), 10:50, 1st
CU—Daigneault, 2, rush (kick fails), 2:25,
1st
WF—Ball, 4, pass from Snead (MacLean
kick), 14:55, 2nd
CU—Cline, 2, rush (White pass to
Anderson), 6:42, 2nd
WF—MacLean, 22 FG, 3:27, 2nd
WF—Allen, 22, pass from Snead (MacLean
kick), 7:02, 3rd
CU—Bost, 23, pass from Shingler (pass
failed), 3:23, 3rd
CU—Cline, 1, rush (White kick), 8:16, 4th
WF—Morris, 2, rush (MacLean kick), 6:40,
4th
CU—Usry, 1, rush (kick blocked), 4:24, 4th
Team Statistics CU WF
First Downs 23 10
Rushing 66-295 29-110
Passing 3-11 9-25
Passing Yards 43 196
Total Offense 77-338 54-306
Yds/Play 4.26 5.67
Total Turnovers 4 3
Penalties 3-25 5-41
Intcpts/Yds 3-110 2-69
Punt Returns 5-112 0-0




Clemson: Cline 29-125-2, Usry 10-78-1;
Mathis 12-55-0
Wake Forest—Futch 3-36-0; MacLean 7-
31-0
Passing (Com.-Att.-Yds.-I-TD)
Clemson: Shingler 2-3-38-0-1 ; White 1-6-5-
2-0
Wake Forest: Snead 9-23-196-2-2
Receiving (Rec.-Yds.-TD)
Clemson: Bost 2-38-1; Usry
Wake Forest—Allen 4-87-1
1-5-0
Usry had one of the best all-around games in Clemson
history and scored the winning touchdown in Clemson's
33-31 win over Wake Forest in 1959.
loss. The Tigers ran the clock out by getting two
first downs.
There were a few statistical oddities in this
thriller. It stands as the only game in Clemson
history in which the Tigers had over a 1 00 yards
in interception returns, punt returns and kickoff
returns. Clemson won the first down battle 23-1 0,
yet it was a two-point game. Finally, George Usry
had an all-around performance that has not been
topped since. He gained 73 yards in interception
returns, 77 yards rushing, five yards receiving, 1
8
in punt returns and 18 in kickoff returns.
Even Hollywood hasn't topped this game but
a couple of times.
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When You Add It All Up...
The name fits.
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When Ivester, Inc., one of the region's
leading electrical and HVAC contractors,
decided to build a new headquarters, the
Yeargin Enterprises Construction Team
was their choice.
As a registered builder/dealer for
American Building products, Yeargin
selected their pre-engineered metal
building system to best meet Ivester's
needs. Critical features included
unequalled color retention in the roof
and wall panels, a standing seam roof
with a 20-year warranty, and timely
delivery and installation of all
building components.
The result? An attractive, cost effective
new headquarters building with ample
office, shop, and customer service space
for Ivester's future growth, all completed
within schedule and budget.
That's the Yeargin story
Success through Teamwork
"We were extremely impressed with Yeargin
Enterprises' attention to detail in building
the solution to our needs. Their expeditious
construction methods, gave us an
outstanding new facility on a very workable
schedule and budget.
"
]. Frank & Susan I. Hightower
Owners, Ivester, Inc.
YEARGIN y
YEARGIN ENTERPRISES, INC. • General Contractors/Construction Managers
121 Edinburgh Court, Greenville, SC 29607 • (803) 232-1491
